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MALIN FIGUR
cushion cover

8

€

100% ramie.
50×50cm.
702.248.98

BRING
NEW LIFE
TO YOUR
HOME
AN IKEA ARMCHAIR FROM 1951.
RENEWED WITH A CUSHION FROM TODAY.

Bringing new life to
an old favourite
Bringing new life to a home can also mean bringing an old favourite
back to life. Like STRANDMON - an improved version of the classic
MK armchair that IKEA released in 1951 and which sold for many years.
The MK armchair on this catalogue cover is actually from the 50s, and
belongs to the founder of IKEA, Ingvar Kamprad. Back then, the
armchair cost 207 Swedish Kronor (with a value of 3098 SEK today)
and was considered “Top of the line quality”, or so it says in the first
IKEA catalogue published in 1951.
Now, 61 years later, we figured that people still want a high-back wing
chair that gives comfortable seating when reading, watching TV or
using a tablet. And that’s why we decided to give new life and a new
name to MK.

new
STRANDMON
wing chair

195

€

WELCOME
TO A WORLD
OF IDEAS.
We want to give you more than before. That’s why the ideas in
this catalogue aren’t limited to what’s on the 326 pages here
in your hands. Throughout the catalogue, there’s extra content
that you can access through your smart phone all year long.
This includes inspiring ﬁlms and interactive features for
a better life at home.

How to access more ideas:
1. Download the IKEA Catalogue App on your smart phone or tablet
via your mobile app store. The app is available for Android and iOS
(iPhone/iPad).
2. Look for the phone symbol throughout the catalogue (located in the
top right corner of selected spreads) to ﬁnd out what pages have more
ideas to discover.

To ﬁnd out when
STRANDMON arrives
at an IKEA store
near you, please
visit IKEA.ie

new STRANDMON wing chair €195 Cover: cotton, linen, viscose/rayon
and polyester. 82×100, H101cm. Svanby grey. 402.439.64

3. Open the IKEA Catalogue app, select the scan button and hold
your phone 20-30cm from the page. Enjoy ﬁlms, how-to guides and
interesting interactive content that appear on your screen.

No smart phone? Relax, ﬁlms and how-to guides are also available at
IKEA.ie

A WELCOME
YOU CAN FEEL
What transforms a house into a truly welcoming home?
Often, the real clincher is all the small, soft, touchy-feely stuff.
The tactile textures of curtains, bedding, linen, rugs, pillows and
blankets. They’re a vital part of creating a sense of everyday
well-being. What’s more, they’re an easy, quick and affordable
way to showcase your creativity, and share it with those you love.

ÅDUM rug
See page 142

225

€

CUSHIONS
LAMPSHADES
Changing a lampshade is an easy
and affordable way to see your
home in a new light.
MALIN TRÅD shade €20
See page 154

Small change, big difference.
A new cushion on an old sofa
can make the entire room
feel like new.
EMMIE LAND cushion cover €6
See page 244

RUGS
A new rug not only creates art on
the floor, it also improves acoustics.
SKARUM rug €40
See page 182

MALIN TRÅD
shade

20

€

BY THE METRE
With metre fabrics there’s really
no limit to what you can create.
New curtains, new tablecloths,
new dress?
EMMIE ROS fabric €6/m
See page 180

MAKE YOURSELF
COMPLETELY
AT HOME
We believe in individual choice.
Because the most important thing
is to feel at ease in your own home,
every day of the week. Somewhere
you can express your style. A happy
haven that puts your comfort ﬁrst,
and guarantees a warm welcome for
friends, whenever they come to call.
That’s also why we design fabrics
that are made for drawing on, sofa
covers that won’t cry over spilled
milk, and mattresses that allow
each person to ﬁnd their individual
comfort. So that everyone can feel
happily at home, in their own way.

IKEA 365+ GUNSTIG
tea towels See page 228

6/2pk

€

QUILTS.
Warm or cool at night? The right
choice of quilt enhances sleep.

QUILT COVERS

WINDOWS
Curtains are like clothes to windows.
With curtains, blinds and panels you
can create your own style, protect
your privacy, let in light or keep it out,
as much or as little as you like.

Your bedlinen is closest to your
skin and needs to feel good. That’s
why we offer a choice of satin,
cotton, lyocell, linen and more.
Woven using different techniques,
to send you happily off to sleep.
Bedlinen, see page 288

MATTRESSES
Choose a mattress that gives you
the right comfort. A good night’s
sleep makes the best start to a
great day. Try the mattresses in
the IKEA stores and get advice on
what mattress to choose at
IKEA.ie/mattresses

EMMIE BLOM
double quilt cover set

55/5pcs

€

IT’S THE THOUGHT
THAT COUNTS
You don’t have to buy a single thing to bring new life to a room.
Start with what you have, then apply a fresh eye and a few spare minutes.
Move the sofa to a new spot. Swap curtains or borrow a rug from another
room. It doesn’t have to cost anything. It’s about ideas. There’s no right
or wrong. If you can imagine it, try it. And have fun.

EKTORP lumbar
cushion See page 72

20

€

COVER UP
Tired of your old chest of drawers?
Try covering it with metre fabrics.
All you need is a stapler, fabrics
and scissors.
EIVOR LEVA fabric €8/m
See page 180

SEASON WELL
Make your home reflect the
different seasons. By just
changing the cushions in your
sofa, armchair or bed - you
change the style from summer
to autumn in an instant.
EIVOR FÅGEL cushion €5
See page 238

MALIN TRÅD
cushion cover

5

€

THERE IS MORE
TO IKEA THAN
FURNITURE
The idea of IKEA is this: to create a better everyday life at home. It’s a simple
idea based on the realisation of what we think is most important in life, and why
we’re here. We’re not going to try to explain life but we know this: there’s more to
life than furniture. And everyone deserves to have a beautiful home and still have
money left over for other things to enjoy in life.
At IKEA, we’re inspired by all the magical moments that happen every day.
These moments are what keep us going, evolving and constantly thinking of
how to make life at home better, more beautiful, simpler and more affordable.

TORVA GRÖNSAK
single quilt cover set

18/3pcs

€

A SMALL
LIGHTING
REVOLUTION

“The shade, which looks
a little like a ballet tutu,
gives a dramatic effect
when the lamp is lit,
thanks to the integrated
LED lighting.”
Designer Wiebke Braasch

See page 57

Who would have thought that such a little thing as the diode would create a major
revolution in lighting? Well, it has. LED lighting uses up to 85% less energy than
incandescent bulbs, lasts 20 times longer and contains no mercury. And since the
diodes are so small, they can easily be integrated in lamp designs never before seen.
It may sound like it’s too good to be true. But it isn’t. LED gives you a completely new
style of light at home, whilst saving you money on your bills, and helping nature,
by using less energy. Join the revolution, with LED lighting.

IKEA PS 2012
LED ﬂoor lamp

€

110

LIFE
AT HOME
In this part of the catalogue you’ll ﬁnd lots of ideas on how to furnish your home
to enhance everyday activities. Because good home furnishing is about more than
just your furniture. It’s also how that furniture is arranged to solve a speciﬁc need,
create a certain style and make everyday life more practical, and more beautiful.
So put your feet up a for a few minutes, and take a look at some of our ideas,
designed to make you feel in love with your life at home, 24/7.

ORGANISING 22

With good organisation, life at home doesn’t just get easier,
it gets more beautiful too.

WORKING 128
Computer work, home work or hobby? Here are
some ideas on how to make it all work at home.

SLEEPING 54

RELAXING 138

Sleep, or chillax! How to create a place that feels as good
to be awake in as it does to sleep in.

There are many expert ways to create a relaxing
and calm environment. Try these yourself at home.

ME-TIME 82

FURNITURE & HOME
FURNISHINGS 160

Ideas on how to squeeze some me-time into every day,
and ﬁnd some personal space at home.

Whatever you’re looking for, it’s right here.

COOKING 94

INFORMATION 308

Making everyday meals a pleasure to cook is the result
of having a well planned kitchen.

Turn to this section for all the useful information
you might need before shopping at IKEA.

EATING 116
Whether you prefer to share mealtimes with friends
or dine alone, we have great ideas to suit you.

22

ORGANISING

ORGANISING
To us, being organised means feeling good. Knowing where you left your keys,
or where to ﬁnd that vital bit of paperwork, quickly. Imagine not having to
stress about things like that? In a well organised home, daily life gets easier,
while surroundings look lovelier. Beautiful objects can take centre stage in
a glass-door cabinet, with not-so-beautiful objects stowed behind solid doors.
So why not wave goodbye to chaos, and say hello to the new order of things?

01

01 RATIONELL drawer divider €10/ea Adjustable dividers help you to organise the drawer
space according to your own storage needs.
Aluminium and plastic. 301.603.08
RATIONELL divider add-on units €4/ea
Adjustable dividers, help you organise the
drawer space according to your own storage
needs. 701.603.06
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01 NORDEN benches €60/ea Solid wood
a hardwearing natural material. Solid birch.
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 150×35, H45cm.
Birch. 400.592.96
02 BESTÅ storage combination with doors €388
Panel door for hidden, dust-free storage.
Foil finish. 240×40, H128cm.
White/grey-turquoise. 599.060.34
03 KIVIK chaise longue €345 Generous seating
range with a soft, deep seat and comfortable
support for your back. Cover: 80% cotton and
20% polyester. Designer: Ola Wihlborg.
90×163, H83cm. Dansbo lilac. 798.968.78

If you can’t see the chaos
does it really exist?

Whatever your thoughts on this
one, you can trust BESTÅ to get
your head straight. Less mess
means more clear thinking.

02 BESTÅ storage

combination with doors

Need help picking things up and
getting them home? We offer an
in-store picking and delivery
service. Read about it on page 318

388

€

03

01
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Bookshelf, TV solution,
multistorage, wardrobe...

01

04

BESTÅ storage combination

1124

€

Behind these doors, BESTÅ
can take care of your DVDs,
wine glasses, toys, books
and clothes. It’ll make things
disappear, as if by magic.

02

03
05
01 INREDA clothes rails €5/ea Fit BESTÅ shelf
units, 40cm deep. Powder-coated steel.
W36cm. Silver colour. 401.639.62
02 SKUBB box with compartments €9 Keeps
socks, belts, jewellery etc. in order, in your chest
of drawers or wardrobe. Sized to fit PAX wardrobe
frame depth 35cm. Designer: Sarah Fager.
44×34, H11cm. White. 101.855.93

03 SKUBB shoe boxes €10/4pk Transparent mesh
window lets you see which shoes are in the box.
22×34, H16cm. White. 901.863.91
04 BESTÅ storage combination €1124 Panel
door for hidden, dust-free storage. Foil finish.
360×40, H256cm. Complete your storage unit
with a choice of handles or push-openers (sold
separately). GRUNDTAL cabinet lighting, SKUBB
boxes, INREDA ladder and clothes rails are sold
separately. White/high-gloss black. 198.981.92

05 NILS stool €35 Removable, machine washable
cover, easy to keep clean. Solid birch and
100% cotton. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar.
34×34, H47cm. White/black. 198.503.88
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Vive la différence

05 LACK wall shelves

12/ea

Make a difference to your life, with some stylish organisation.
Systematic coordination makes a great way to divide and rule.

€

01
02

EXPEDIT
shelving unit

25

€

01 JOSEF cabinets €45/ea Suitable for indoor or
outdoor use. Powder-coated/galvanized steel.
40×35, H86cm. White. 502.131.41
02 EXPEDIT shelving unit €25 Can be hung on
the wall or placed on the floor, as you prefer.
Fix to the wall with the wall fastener included.
Painted finish. Designer: Tord Björklund.
79×39, H79cm. White.201.353.00
03 ÄTRAN lockable cabinet €25 The cabinet
can be wall-mounted with the opening to
the right or left. Powder-coated steel.
35×15, H45cm. White. 245.865.10
04 HELMER 6-drawer units on castors €30/ea
Slot for label on each drawer helps you to keep
contents organised and easy to find. Powdercoated steel. 28×43, H69cm. White. 001.078.74
05 LACK wall shelves €12/ea Concealed
mounting fittings. The shelf visually becomes
part of the wall. Painted finish. 110×26cm.
White. 500.110.15
06 IKEA PS cabinet €80 Lockable doors for safe
keeping of important things. Powder-coated
steel. Designer: Nicholai Wiig Hansen. Max. load
60kg. 119×40, H63cm. White. 401.001.92
More ways to stash your stuff on page 188

03

Put all your small storage units
together as one total system.

04 HELMER 6-drawer
units on castors

30/ea

€

06

30
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An open-minded
approach to books

03

BILLY bookcase
combination

344

€
02

EKBY JÄRPEN/
BJÄRNUM shelf

27

€

01

Let the bookcase continue on
up the stairs. Here we have
used the EKEBY JÄRPEN shelf
to build a bookcase.

01 EKBY JÄRPEN shelves €12 Stained,
ash veneer. Max. load 20kg. 119×28cm.
Black-brown. 200.943.47
EKBY BJÄRNUM brackets €15/2pk
The bracket covers the edge of the shelf.
This can be cut to desired width and the
cut edge will be concealed. Aluminium.
3×28. H12cm. 101.361.35
EKBY BJÄRNUM jointing brackets €7/ea
Aluminium. D28cm. Max. load 15kg.
501.690.01

02 JANSJÖ clamp spotlights €12/ea
Painted steel, aluminium and polycarbonate
plastic. H40cm. Black. 001.696.35
03 BILLY bookcase combination €344
Designer: Gillis Lundgren. 320×28, H237cm.
Black-brown. 899.103.22
04 KOLDBY cow hide €225 Retains its natural
appearance and quality over a long time.
Brown/white. 402.229.33
Also available in black/white. 602.229.32

04
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Show and tell
The things you like to keep say a lot about you. Photo albums and
favourite books, seaglass and any amount of ﬂotsam and jetsam.
All those things that bring back happy memories. Keep them safe
but not tucked away, to enjoy every time they catch your eye.

02

03 ISALA cabinet

205

€

04

01
Don’t just protect your proud
possessions. Show them off.
HEMNES glass door cabinets

205/ea

€

05

01 HEMNES glass-door cabinets €205/ea
Stained, solid pine and tempered glass.
Designer: Carina Bengs. 49×37, H197cm.
Black-brown. 501.762.66
02 GREVBÄCK hat rack €37 Foil finish.
79×28.5, H28cm. Antique effect. 901.526.59

03 ISALA cabinet €205 Deep shelves provide
plenty of storage space. Designers: J. Asshoff/
H. Brogård. 75×44, H131cm. Lilac. 102.041.72
04 BIRKELAND wardrobe €350 Smooth-running
drawers with pull-out stop. Painted finish.
Designers: J. Asshoff/H. Brogård.
109×58, H200cm. White. 002.270.08

05 HEMNES 3-drawer chest €135 Can be used
with SKUBB 6-piece box set or GARNITYR
7-piece box set to keep contents in good order.
Painted finish. Designers: K. Hagberg/
M. Hagberg. 110×51, H97cm. White. 200.678.29
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Because toys breed
faster than humans

03 SPARKA
soft toy

3.75

€
01
TROFAST storage
combination
with boxes

€

158
04

02

01 TROFAST storage combination with
boxes €158 Children can have hundreds
of toys. Combine as many boxes and frames
as you need that will fit the space you have
available. Foil finish and plastic. Designer:
Studio Copenhagen. 184x30, H94cm.
White/multicoloured. 499.174.48

02 MAMMUT children’s stool €6 Plastic.
Easy for the child to carry and move, easy
to clean. Polypropylene plastic. Ø30, H30cm.
Light yellow. 501.766.43
03 SPARKA soft toy €3.75 Ø20cm. Assorted
colours. 401.244.09

04 GLIS boxes with lids €2/3pk
A perfect place to keep pens, pencils and
small accessories. Polypropylene plastic.
17×10, H8cm. White/light green/blue.
800.985.83
TROFAST boxes come in
different colours and sizes.
Perfect for sorting cuddly toys
by species, or dinosaurs by
prehistoric era.
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Now every room
can be the playroom
As far as children are concerned, playing is something to be done all
around the home. So storage for toys, papers and pens means they’re
handy when the kids want them, and easy to put away afterwards.

02 STUVA

storage bench

85

€

03

EXPEDIT
shelving unit

105

€

01

04

new
IKEA PS 2012 side table
with 4 bowls

40

€

The built-in bowls are perfect
for kids’ toys. Or remotes.
05

01 new IKEA PS 2012 side table with
4 bowls €40 Solid bamboo, steel and
plastic. Designer: Henrik Preutz. 48×48,
H48cm. White. 102.108.04 Side table €35
48×48, H48cm. White. 602.108.06
02 STUVA storage bench €85 Low storage at
children’s height, makes it easier for them to
reach and organise their things. Foil and painted
finish. Designer: Ebba Strandmark.
90×50, H50cm. White. 398.766.60
03 EXPEDIT shelving unit €105 The high-gloss
surfaces reflect light and give a vibrant effect.
Fittings for wall fastening included. Painted
finish. 79×39, H149cm. High gloss-grey.
101.964.31 Boxes sold separately.
04 RIBBA picture ledge €11 The picture ledge
makes it easy to vary your favourite images as
often as you like. Foil finish. Max. load 7.5kg.
115×9cm. White. 501.525.95
05 BESTÅ storage combination with doors €108
Panel doors for hidden, dust-free storage.
Foil finish. 120x40, H38cm. High-gloss black/
white. 299.077.80
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Bright, brighter,
brightest
Take the cool, calming inﬂuence of a brilliant all-white space,
and add some dramatic tension with a daring dash of colour.

05

04 SKUBB box with
compartments

9

€

PAX has 13 different doors
that ﬁt the frame, so you can
change the look whenever you
like. Plan your own solution on
IKEA.ie/PAX

132

€

01 PAX HASVIK wardrobe
with sliding doors

410

€

This SKUBB box with compartments
helps keep small things like socks, belts
and undies in order.

02

03

BESTÅ storage
combination
with glass doors

01 PAX HASVIK wardrobe with sliding
doors €410 This combination is created using
3 frames. Interior sold separately. Sliding doors,
require less space when open than a standard
wardrobe door. Painted and foil finish. 200×66,
H236cm. 099.074.32 Free 10-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310.
02 TVÅBLAD CIRKEL double quilt cover
set €35/5pcs Bedlinen densely woven from
fine yarn, soft and durable quality. 100% cotton.
Quilt cover 200×200cm. 4 pillowcases 50×80cm.
White/black. 101.898.45
03 NORDLI double bed frame with slatted bed
base €225 Painted finish. 145×212, H100cm.
Takes mattress size 140×200cm.
White. 799.031.43
04 SKUBB box with compartments €9 Keeps
socks, belts, jewellery etc. tidy in your chest
of drawers or wardrobe. 100% polyester and
polypropylene plastic. Designer: Sarah Fager.
44×34, H11cm. White. 101.855.93
05 BESTÅ storage combination with glass
doors €132 Foil finish and tempered glass.
60×40, H128cm. White. 699.077.78
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Welcome to the
walk-through
wardrobe

02

A little extra space behind your bed, a curtain behind the
headboard and a PAX storage unit along the wall – and voilà!
A walk-in wardrobe that you can walk right through, as well.

03 MALM
occasional table

70

€

Need help putting it together?
Read more about our
Assembly Service on page 318

04
A thick velvet curtain can
create a soft wall and in
an instant, turn one room
into two.

01 SANELA curtains

65/pair

€

01 SANELA curtains €65/pair 100% cotton.
140×300cm. Light turquoise. 202.390.10
02 PAX wardrobe with interior fittings €899.50
Sized to take KOMPLEMENT interior fittings.
Choose to suit your storage needs. Foil finish.
400x58, H236cm. Black-brown. 199.174.40
Free 10-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310
03 MALM occasional table €70 Provided with
castors, making it easy to move around. Painted
finish. 191×36, H73.5cm. White. 801.964.80
04 GNEJS shade €20 Lamp base and cord
set are sold separately. Aluminium-coated
PET plastic and steel. Ø34, H33.5cm.
Silver colour. 901.611.83
50

100

50

236

100

100

58

PAX wardrobe frames
come in many sizes and
colours, so you can
create a wardrobe that
ﬁts your space, style
and clothes. Interior
ﬁttings sold separately.
Measurements are in
centimetres.

ORGANISING

01

GRUNDTAL
rail

7

€

02

03
BRIMNES
4-drawer chest

100

€

96
58

35

96

42

Measurements are in centimetres.

50
50
58

Note The corner unit is not as deep as
the other sections, so you need to leave a
space of 23cm in the corner to make the front
of your wardrobe even.

01 GRUNDTAL rails €7/ea L80cm. 202.135.38
GRUNDTAL s-hooks €3/5pk 700.113.97
02 PAX wardrobe with interior fittings €352
Sized to take KOMPLEMENT interior fittings.
Choose according to your storage needs.
Designer: Magnus Elebäck. 599.174.43
Free 10-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310
03 BRIMNES 4-drawer chest €100 Foil finish
and tempered glass. 78×41, H124cm.
White. 502.180.25
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04

01

05

06 RÅSKOG

kitchen trolley

01 new BLADIS 4-piece set of boxes with
lids €11 These boxes are perfect for storing
your desk accessories, hair clips, jewellery
or other small items. Sizes: 2 boxes (10x11,
H8.5cm), 1 box (7.5x23.5, H8.5cm) and 1 box
(21x26, H10cm). Tinted clear-lacquered pandanus leaves and cardboard. Black. 302.193.61
02 new KASSETT boxes with lids €4.50/2pk
Perfect for storing your DVDs, games, chargers,
remotes or desk accessories. Painted paperboard. 21×26, H15cm. Blue. 102.242.88
Boxes with lids €3.50/2pk Perfect for storing
your CDs, games, chargers or desk accessories.
Hold 22 CDs. 16×26, H15cm.
Blue. 802.243.17
03 KASSETT boxes with lids €10/2pk
Suitable for storing your newspapers,
magazines, photos or other memorabilia.
33×38, H30cm. Black. 902.242.70
04 ARÖD work lamp €45 Adjustable arm and
head for easy light direction. Powder-coated
steel and aluminium. Shade Ø15cm. H51.5cm.
Grey. 801.487.00
05 new IKEA PS 2012 bench with shoe
storage €40 You can stack several benches on
top of one another or place them side by side to
suit your space and storage needs. This furniture
must be fixed to the wall with the wall fastener
included. Painted solid pine. Designer: Francis
Cayouette. 52×33, H65cm. Red. 702.067.43
06 RÅSKOG kitchen trolley €60 Powder-coated
steel. Designer: Nike Karlsson. 35×45, H78cm.
Turquoise. 302.165.36

60

€
02

03
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How to make a smooth exit
Keys, mobile phones, shoes, umbrellas. Drop them off neatly on your
way in. You’ll ﬁnd them all immediately on your way out. Simples!

07

08

FINTORP magnetic
knife rack

03

11

€
01
02

09

TJUSIG rack
with 5 hooks

04

10

11

€

11

06
05

01 RATIONELL VARIERA waste bin €3
Rounded corners. Easy to clean. Polypropylene
plastic. Designer: Marcus Arvonen.
16×27, H46cm. Holds 10L. White. 801.822.37
02 GRUNDTAL hangers €3/2pk Concealed
suspension fitting. Stainless steel.
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 300.612.47

03 BUMERANG curved clothes hangers
€6.50/8pk Painted, solid eucalyptus and
steel. W43cm. White. 501.600.48
04 TJUSIG rack with 5 hooks €11 Painted, solid
hardwood and stainless steel. Designer:
Henrik Preutz. L60cm. White. 501.569.56
05 FÖRHÖJA wall cabinet €16 Can be hung
under a wall cabinet or on the wall. Painted
finish. 30×25, H30cm. White. 701.771.99

06 RATIONELL VARIERA plastic bag
dispenser €1.50 Ideal for storage of plastic
bags, toilet/kitchen rolls, gloves, socks, etc.
Polypropylene plastic. Designers: K. Hagberg/
M. Hagberg. 16×13, H45cm. White. 800.102.22

07 FINTORP magnetic knife rack €11
38×3.5cm. 202.020.83
08 KUPOL pull-out storage units
€6/2pk 13×18, H8cm. 601.980.41
€8 27×18, H16cm. 001.980.39
€6 27×18, H8cm. 701.980.50
€15 53×18, H16cm. Combine and stack drawer
units to create a combination that suits your
storage needs. White. 302.033.98

09 KVISSLE cable management box €10
Charge your devices and hide the chargers and
extension lead under the lid of the cable
management box. Powder-coated steel and
cork. Designer: Eva Lilja Löwenhielm.
33×12, H12cm. White. 301.980.28
10 VIKA ALEX 5-drawer unit €65 Foil finish.
Designer: Johanna Asshoff. 36×58, H70cm.
White. 101.928.24

11 LIATORP console table €160 Can be placed
behind a sofa, along a wall, or be used as
a room divider. Painted finish and tempered
glass. Designer: Carina Bengs. 133×37, H75cm.
White. 001.050.64
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A balcony scene
to die for

Made of galvanized steel,
which makes it just as perfect
for outdoor as indoor use.

03 HYLLIS shelving units

12/ea

01

€
02 IKEA PS VÅGÖ
easy chair

25

€

01 SOCKER watering can €6 Galvanized steel for
rust resistance. Designer: Sarah Fager.
H15cm. Holds 2.6L. 701.556.73
02 IKEA PS VÅGÖ easy chair €25 The materials in
this outdoor furniture require no maintenance.
Can be used with IKEA PS SANDSKÄR tray table.
Polypropylene plastic. Designer: Thomas
Sandell. 74×92, H71cm. White. 101.746.41

03 HYLLIS shelving units €12/ea Suitable for
both indoor and outdoor use. This shelf must
be fastened to the wall. The back panel has
predrilled holes to make it easier. Galvanized
steel. 60×27, H140cm. 401.037.27
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A civilised answer
to the man-drawer
Everyone has things they undoubtedly don’t need very often,
but anticipate needing at some point this century... Store these
stylishly, in an easily identiﬁable way, and save your marriage.

04

02

PINGLA boxes
with lids

3.50/2pk

€

03

01 GORM shelving units

€

20/ea
01 GORM shelving units €20/ea
Untreated wood. Can be treated with oil or
glazing paint for a personal style and a more
durable surface. 78×35, H174cm. 300.585.08
02 PINGLA boxes with lids €3.50/2pk
Easy to organise and find what you have stored
in the boxes using the self-adhesive labels
included. Corrugated board. 28×37, H18cm.
Blue. 402.222.97 Red. 802.226.86

03 HYLLIS shelving unit €12 Plastic feet for
use on the underside included, to protect your
floor against scratches. This shelf must be
fastened to the wall. The back panel has
pre-drilled holes to make it easier. Galvanized
steel. 60×27, H140cm. Max. load/shelf 25kg.
401.037.27

04 JOSEF cabinets €45/ea The cabinet has
pre-drilled holes for a padlock, for safe storage
of your things. This cabinet must be fastened to
the wall. The back panel has pre-drilled holes to
make it easier. Powder-coated/galvanized steel.
40×35, H86cm. Grey. 001.689.90
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SERVICES

You can do it all yourself,
but you don’t have to!
Home Delivery Service
Most IKEA products are ﬂat-packed and
designed in such a way that they are easy
for you to take home yourself. However,
we can arrange home delivery for you at
a great price. Please speak to a member
of staff for full terms and conditions.

Kitchen Installation

If you’d like some more detail
about IKEA services, check at your
local store or online.
IKEA.ie

Picking and
Delivery Service
If you love to get home furnishing inspiration in our
stores and love our furniture products but are not
so keen on fetching them from the shelves yourself,
then why not leave the picking and the delivery to
us. Just order and go!*.
* Applies to furniture items only. Ask in store for more details.

Our FIRA Gold certiﬁed & IKEA
coordinated kitchen installation
service can save you valuable time,
especially when it comes to the trickier
jobs like ﬁtting sinks, taps, worktops
and appliances. We offer a range of
installation options that can be tailored
to suit your needs, all at a great price.
Our installation service comes with a
free 3-year workmanship guarantee.
Our kitchen installation service includes:
A pre-installation visit to ensure
measurement and order accuracy. For
more information please see in store.

Assembly Service
Most IKEA products are designed
in such a way that they can easily
be assembled by the customer.
That way, you get the very best
value. However, if you prefer, you
can leave the assembly of your
purchase to our professional,
independent partners in your area
for a competitive price. This service
includes free 1-year workmanship
guarantee, and disposal of
packaging in an environmentally
friendly way.
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SLEEPING

01

VIVAN curtains

12/pair

€

SLEEPING
02

A good night’s sleep leads to better health, because while you sleep, your body
and mind recover. So what is the key to good quality sleep? For starters,
it’s having a really comfortable bed. We can certainly help you there.
But it’s also about creating the right atmosphere for the whole mindset of
going to bed, and waking up feeling refreshed. Having somewhere to keep
your favourite books to read at bedtime. A lamp to create a soothing mood.
The touch of soft linen against your skin.

03

We believe the bedroom should be the most comfortable place in your home.
Whether that includes getting cosy with the one you love, or being able to ﬁt
the entire family into mum and dad’s big bed for story time. To feel really good
about the morning after, you need to feel good about the night before.
04

05

new

06 ÅDUM rug

50

€

Putting your bare feet on a
soft rug is a nice way to start
a morning.

01 new VIVAN curtains €12/pair Thin
curtains diffuse light softly. Perfect to use
in a layered window solution. 70% polyester,
30% cotton. 145×300cm. Grey. 202.215.62
Available in several colours.
02 ARÖD floor/reading lamp €57
Powder-coated steel and aluminium.
H126cm. Grey. 301.486.94

03 new MALIN RUND king-size quilt
cover set €35/5pcs 100% cotton.
Quilt cover 240×220cm. 4 pillowcases
50×80cm. Designer: Niina Aalto.
Multicoloured. 702.249.21
04 GURLI throw €11 70% acrylic,
30% polyester. 120×180cm.
White/beige. 902.049.03

05 new DUKEN king-size bed frame €195
Choose one of our two machine washable
headboard covers. Mattress and bedlinen
are sold separately. Powder-coated steel
and 100% polyester. 166×215, H107cm.
999.031.75
06 ÅDUM rug €50 High pile. Pile: 100%
polypropylene. 80×150cm. Off-white.
301.854.22 Available in several colours.
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I love you, but...
you’re making me
uncomfortable
They say love conquers all. We beg to differ.
The way in which we sleep is a very individual
thing, and not even the altar can alter that.
For a real entente cordiale, choose a mattress
style that suits both of you. Then add quilts and
pillows to give you each the right comfort, and
keep you in perfect harmony. You may not agree
on the covers, but you’ll agree on the joy of...
getting a good night’s sleep.

01

new
05

02

04
03

01 BESTÅ storage combination €72
Foil finish and tempered glass. 60×40, H64cm.
White. 398.890.78 Lighting sold separately.
02 NYFORS work lamp €50 Adjustable arm
and head for easy light direction. Nickelplated steel. Shade Ø14, H83cm. 301.604.88
03 DVALA single quilt cover set €15/3pcs
100% cotton. Quilt cover 150×200cm.
2 pillowcases 50×80cm. White. 001.540.78

04 new EMMIE SÖT single quilt cover
set €35/3pcs Lyocell/cotton blend. Soft bedlinen
that aborbs and transports moisture away, to
keep you comfy. 166 thread count. 50% lyocell,
50% cotton. Quilt cover 150×200cm. 2 pillowcases
50×80cm. Multicoloured. 802.166.90
05 new IKEA PS 2012 LED floor lamp €110
Uses LEDs, which consume up to 85% less
energy and last 20 times longer than
incandescent bulbs. H155cm. 602.077.62

06 MALM king-size bed frame with slatted
bed base €195 Adjustable bed sides allow
you to use mattresses of different thicknesses.
SULTAN LURÖY slatted bed base is included in
the price, but is packaged separately. Painted
finish. 177×211, H77cm. Takes mattress size
160×200cm. White. 098.935.62
All quilt covers on this page are available
in single, double and king-size.

06 MALM king-size bed frame
with slatted bed base

195

€
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How a living room becomes
a bedroom. And vice versa

A sofa bed helps you get the most out of
your home. An extra bedroom will spring up
overnight. Now that’s growth potential.
04

01

Need help getting it home?
Read more about our
Delivery Service on page 319

02

05

03
ODDA
bedside tables

Converts into a bed big
enough for two. Choose from
different mattresses and
a variety of covers to suit
you, and your sense of style.

40/ea

€

05

01 BESTÅ storage combination €497 Can be
completed with knobs, handles and push
openers, sold separately. Foil finish.
360×40, H268cm. White. 599.104.32
02 POÄNG rocking-chair €140 Easy to keep
clean. Removable, machine washable cover.
Birch veneer. Cover: polyester/cotton.
Designer: Noboru Nakamura. 68×94, H95cm.
Birch veneer/Granån white. 298.896.82

03 ODDA bedside tables €40/ea Provided with
castors making them easy to move about.
1 shelf included. Painted finish. Designer:
Wiebke Braasch. 61×45, H44cm.
White. 501.205.47
04 PAX MALM wardrobe with sliding
doors €525 Interior fittings are sold
separately. Foil finish and birch veneer.
200×66.1, H236.4cm. White/birch veneer.
398.946.16 Free 10-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310.

05 BEDDINGE LÖVÅS 3-seat sofa bed €335
Cover: cotton, polyester and elastane.
200×104, H91cm. Bed size: 140×200cm.
Genarp white. 898.742.58
BEDDINGE storage box €30 165×69, H16cm
100.367.20
06 new IKEA PS 2012 rug €120 Flat-woven.
Latex backing keeps the mat firmly in place.
User surface: 100% polypropylene. Backing:
latex. Designer: Maria Vinka. 186×300cm.
Green. 202.116.62

BEDDINGE LÖVÅS
3-seat sofa bed

335

€

06

new
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A bedtime story with
a really happy ending
Getting the kids to go to bed on time isn’t always the easiest part of parenting.
But with a textile storyboard on the ceiling, or a fairytale on your quilt, bedtime is fun!

Fabric on the ceiling isn’t
just a fun way to decorate.
It will also absorb sound.

01

PYSSLINGAR
storage cases

If the kids get involved in decorating their
own room, bedtime soon becomes appealing.
Fingers crossed!

03

8

€ /ea

02

05
01 PYSSLINGAR storage cases €8/ea
Mirror in the lid. Designers: A. Huldén/
S. Dahlman. Ø21, H10cm. Pink. 002.157.79
02 LJUSA hand driven torches €4/ea
No batteries needed. Powered by a capacitor,
which stores electrical charge. Simply wind up
20-30 times for 1.5 minutes of light. Designer:
Anna Efverlund. 301.908.57

03 STUVA storage combination with doors
and drawers €411 Foil finish and painted solid
wood. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 120×50,
H64-128cm. Grey-brown. 399.258.87
04 SUNDVIK bed frames €122/ea SULTAN LADE
slatted bed base is included in the price, but
packaged separately. Mattresses and bedlinen
are sold separately. Stained solid pine. 75×168,
H80cm. Take mattress size 70×160cm.

Grey-brown. 699.029.07
05 VANDRING SKOGSLIV quilt cover and
pillowcase set €18/2pcs Reversible, quilt
cover with a different pattern on each side, for
variation. 100% cotton. Quilt cover 150×200cm.
Pillowcase 50×60cm. Beige/blue. 101.975.29

04

SUNDVIK bed frames

122/ea

€
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Fall in love with
the lustre of linen
03
01

02 BEKKESTUA/SULTAN HEGGEDAL/
SULTAN ATLÖY combination

1170

€

LINBLOMMA king-size
quilt cover set

70/5pcs

€

04 LINBLOMMA is made of

linen, giving a luxurious
touch that’s enough to
make anyone oversleep.

Need help getting it home?
Read more about our
Delivery Service on page 319

01 AINA curtains €50/pair Curtains that let in
light but soften direct sunshine. 100% linen.
145×300cm. White. 702.180.91
02 BEKKESTUA headboard €175 Fits SULTAN ATLÖY
mattress base. Cover: cotton, lyocell and linen.
160×120cm. Light grey. 702.070.64
SULTAN HEGGEDAL king-size pocket sprung
mattress €665 Natural materials provide extra
comfort and give a very pleasant sleeping environment with an even temperature. Firmness: Firm.
160x200cm. 26cm thick. 601.806.54
SULTAN ATLÖY king-size mattress base €290
The springs provide support for your body.
160x200, H26cm. 401.603.84 SULTAN legs
€20/4pk Stainless steel. H20cm. 300.451.44
03 URSULA throw €21 100% cotton.
120×180cm. Bleached. 302.006.96
04 LINBLOMMA king-size quilt cover set €70/5pcs
Linen is a natural material with fibres that create
subtle variations in the surface. 100% linen.
Quilt cover 240×220cm. 4 pillowcases 50×80cm.
Natural colour. 601.901.01 Also available in white.

SLEEPING
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Home suite home
Where home comfort meets smart hotel chic.

01

03

05
LJUSÅS UVÅS
tablelamp

30

€

new

Satin-woven cotton quilt
adds a touch of softness,
elegance and luxury.
02

04

MALM
bed frame

195

€

01 MERETE curtains €35/pair Heavy fabric
helps to reduce sound and keeps light out.
100% cotton. 145×300cm. Purple. 401.209.82
02 KIVIK chaise longue €395 Cover: 44% cotton,
41% viscose, 11% polyester, 4% linen.
Designer: Ola Wihlborg. 90×163, H83cm.
Tullinge grey-brown. 198.847.03
03 MALM 3-drawer chests €60/ea Painted finish.
80×48, H78cm. Grey-turquoise. 302.253.81

04 MALM bed frame with slatted bed base €195
Painted finish. 177×211, H77cm. Takes mattress
size 160×200cm. Black-brown. 098.876.41
05 LJUSÅS UVÅS table lamp €30 Textile shade
gives diffused, decorative light. Light source is
sold separately. IKEA recommends SPARSAM
low-energy bulb E27 11W. Glass, polystyrene
plastic and 100% cotton. Shade Ø24, H42cm.
Brown. 802.080.77

06 new GÄSPA quilt king-size cover set
€55/5pcs Satin-woven cotton, gives bedlinen
extra lustre and softness. Available in 3 sizes.
100% cotton satin. Quilt cover 240×220cm.
2 pillowcases 50×80cm. Dark grey. 701.513.35
07 DIODER 4-piece LED lighting strip set €22
Can be connected together (up to 4 pieces) in
a straight line or L-shape. Built-in LED light
source. Polycarbonate plastic. L25cm/piece.
White. 001.194.19

06

GÄSPA king-size
quilt cover set

55/5pcs

€

With DIODER LED lighting
strips you can frame your
furniture with light.
How uber-cool is that?
07
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Make room
for creativity.
Right from
the get-go!
A child’s room is for far more than just sleeping.
It’s the ideal place to play and learn, or sit and
have a quiet cuddle with a favourite furry friend
and a storybook. Whatever space you’ve got to
give them, give your children inspiration, and
you’ll reap the rewards as you watch them grow.
02

05

01

MÅLA easel

20

€

03
04
KRITTER children’s tables

25/ea

€

Art is wonderful for children to
express themselves, especially
with friends and siblings.
For the meeting of great minds,
you can’t beat a child-sized
set-up. Michelangelo’s mum
would have approved.

01 KRITTER bed frames and guard rail €65/ea
SULTAN LADE slatted bed base is included in
the price, but packaged separately. Fits
mattress for junior bed. Painted finish and
plastic. 75×165, H67cm. Mattress size
70×160cm. White. 598.516.06
02 TROFAST storage combination with
boxes €123 Foil finish and plastic.
138×30, H94cm. White/pink. 799.079.71

03 KRITTER children’s tables €25/ea Solid
rubberwood. 59×50, H50cm. White. 401.538.59
04 KRITTER children’s chairs €12.50/ea
Solid rubberwood and polystyrene plastic.
27×29, H53cm. White. 401.536.99
05 MÅLA easel €20 Folds flat, saving space
when not in use. Can be completed with MÅLA
drawing paper roll. Solid pine and spruce.
43×62, H118cm. White. 500.210.76
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The art of power napping
Taking a short nap now and then gives you more energy. Fact.
So don’t feel guilty. Just feel blissfully comfortable.

06

03

07

01

02

04
Easy to turn into a bed.
Just pull out and unfold
the mattress.

new
IKEA PS 2012 daybed with
drawer, mattress and pillows

530

€

05

01 FINNTORP armchair €60 Hand made, with
soft, rounded shapes and detailed patterns.
Each piece of furniture is unique. Can be
completed with MARIEBERG or DJUPVIK chair
cushions for enhanced sitting comfort.
Lacquered rattan. 71×64, H85cm.
White. 602.016.80
02 BÄLUM rug €80 Low pile. The thick pile provides
a soft surface for your feet and also dampens
sound. Pile: 70% polypropylene and
30% polyester. Ø130cm. Blue. 201.982.60
03 new IKEA PS 2012 3-seat sofa €745
Generous seat depth and soft extra cushions
provide plenty of room for you to sit and relax
comfortably. Cover: 56% cotton, 25% linen
and 19% polyester. Designer: Nike Karlsson.
221×103, H84cm. White/Lindö beige. 802.148.51
04 new IKEA PS 2012 daybed with drawer,
mattress and pillows €530 Solid birch and
100% cotton. Designer: Sarah Fager.
87×210, H77cm. White/black. 899.031.90
05 EIVOR ORD single quilt cover set €13
100% cotton. Designer: Beckmans College of
Design. Quilt cover 150×200cm. 2 pillowcases
50×80cm. White/black. 102.072.22
06 UPPTÄCKA neck pillow €7 Washable quilted
cover. Synthetic rubber, 100% polyester.
Pink. 502.372.03
07 SUNDERÖ deck chair with footstool €140
3-layer finish, to make it extra durable and able
to withstand outdoor use for longer before it
must be reglazed. Coordinates with other
outdoor furniture in the SUNDERÖ range.
Solid pine. 72×122, H74cm. Grey. 702.052.15
08 KARLSTAD 2-seat sofa with chaise longue
€645 A range of coordinated covers makes
it easy for you to give your furniture a new
look. Cover: 92% cotton and 8% polyester.
244×93/158, H80cm. Sivik pink-red. 698.938.75
Follow the path to sweet dreams at the
IKEA store.

A deep seat, angled back
and extra wide armrests.
Tailor-made for enjoying
forty winks in the fresh air.
SUNDERÖ
deck chair

140

€

08
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Make your frames as pretty
as a picture, using fabric to
coordinate with your room.

With a curtain rod ﬁxed
to the ceiling, curtains can
create a stylish, decorative
room divider.

LEIRVIK king-size bed frame
with slatted bed base

150

€
01

04

Soft and ﬂoaty, frame your
bed with gauzy fabrics
and sleep like a princess.

03 ALVINE SPETS curtains

06

15/pair

€

02

new
05 EMMIE LAND

Using metre fabrics
you can create
a stylish designer
valance all of your own.

cushion cover

6

€

Turn the tables on design,
with strips of fabric around
table legs for a totally
personal touch.

01 LEIRVIK king-size bed frame with slatted
bed base €150 Space under the bed can be
utilised with our bed storage boxes. Powdercoated steel. 168×209, H146cm. Takes
mattress size 160×200cm. White. 598.876.29
02 new EMMIE LAND king-size quilt cover
set €25/5pcs 100% cotton. Quilt cover
240×220cm. 4 pillowcases 50×80cm.
White/blue. 102.166.41

03 ALVINE SPETS curtains €15/pair Fine, sheer
curtains let in daylight. Slotted hanging at the
top. 100% polyester. 145×300cm.
Off-white. 800.707.63
04 new EMMIE RAND fabric €8/m Yarn-dyed
fabric, with pattern visible from both sides.
100% cotton. W150cm. Blue. 602.179.16

05 new EMMIE LAND cushion cover €6
Zipper makes the cover easy to remove for
washing. Fits inner cushion 50x50cm.
74% cotton, 26% polyester. 50×50cm.
White/blue. 102.174.38
06 LINDVED side table €18 Powder-coated
steel. Designer: Ehlén Johansson. Ø50, H68cm.
White. 301.256.97
Fabrics, see page 180.
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Bedside, meet
outside.

01 FEJKA artiﬁcial

potted plants

When you can’t take your bed to your garden, bring your garden
to your bed. Put the frame away from the wall to make room for
plenty of plants behind the headboard.

6

€ /ea

02

03

Sleep naturally in a bed
made of solid wood.
05

01 FEJKA artificial potted plants €6/ea
Plastic. Assorted herbs. 001.403.26
02 SOCKER plant pots €1/ea
Galvanized steel. Designer: Sarah Fager.
Fits flowerpots upto Ø10.5cm. 901.556.72
03 EKTORP lumbar cushion €20
Cover: 100% cotton. Filling: duck feathers/
polyurethane 40×70cm. Linghem light brown/
stripe. 001.843.01
04 BENZY king-size quilt cover set €55/5pcs
Yarn-dyed. The yarn is dyed before weaving,
giving the bedlinen a soft feel. 100% cotton.
Designer: Inga Leo. Quilt cover 240×220cm.
4 pillowcases 50×80cm. Blue. 702.117.68
05 HEMNES king-size bed frame with slatted
bed base €250 SKORVA midbeam is needed for
this product. It is included in the price but picked
up separately. Takes mattress size 160×200cm.
Stained, solid pine. 174×211, H122cm.
Black-brown. 098.895.17

HEMNES king-size
bed frame

250

€

04

Need help getting it home?
Read more about our
Delivery Service on page 319
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Not so much a bedroom...
more a parent-free zone

04

Teenagers sleep a lot. But when they are awake, (whatever time
of the day or night that may be), they like their personal space,
in a style that doesn’t remotely resemble that of their parents.

01

03

TARVA is made of untreated
pine. Beautiful in itself, it’s also
the ideal blank canvas for kids.
TARVA 6-drawer chests

02
Tag up REGOLIT with
markers or paint.

150/ea

€

REGOLIT pendant
lamp shades

2.50/ea

€

01 STORÅ loft bed frame €265 The ladder can
be fixed on the left or right side of the bed.
Minimum ceiling height required: 270cm.
Stained solid pine. 153×213, H214cm. Takes
mattress size 140×200cm. Black. 001.608.66
02 BRITTEN NUMMER fabric €4/m
100% cotton. Designer: Emma Jones.
W150cm. White/black. 801.733.65

03 REGOLIT pendant lamp shades €2.50/ea
Handmade shades, each one is unique. To be
completed with HEMMA cord set. Rice paper.
Ø45cm. White. 701.034.10
04 TROFAST wall storage €42 Solid pine
and plastic. Designers: Mia Gammelgaard/
Studio Copenhagen. 93×21, H30cm.
Pine/white. 098.563.00

05 TARVA 6-drawer chests €150/ea
Smooth-running drawer with pull-out stop.
Untreated solid pine, shown painted with
multiple colours. Designers: K. Hagberg/
M. Hagberg. 155×39, H92cm. 102.214.21

05
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01
TISDAG has a built-in LED
light source. LED consumes up
to 85% less energy and lasts
20 times longer than
incandescent bulbs.
TISDAG LED
work lamps

04

NORDLI king-size
bed frame

250

€
02

60/ea

€

03
FÄRGLAV duvet cover and
pillowcases have a concealed
zipper for practical comfort.

04 NORDLI

NORDLI bedside table has a drawer, removable
insert and a hidden shelf with an open back
that’s roomy enough for a power strip.
Cords and cables tuck neatly away in the
grooved back legs.

bedside tables

65/ea

€

01 TISDAG LED work lamps €60/ea Use LEDs,
which consume up to 85% less energy and last
20 times longer than incandescent bulbs.
Built-in LED light source. Powder-coated steel
and plastic. Designers: H. Preutz/O. Wihlborg.
Shade Ø12cm. H58cm. White. 601.579.03
02 NORDLI king-size bed frame with slatted
bed base €250 If you read or surf the Net in
bed, the angled headboard is comfortable to
lean against. SKORVA midbeam and SULTAN
LURÖY slatted bed base are included in the
price, but are packaged separately. Mattress and
bedlinen are sold separately. Painted finish.
Designer: Ola Wihlborg. 165×212, H100cm.
Takes mattress size 160×200cm.
White. 599.031.44
03 FÄRGLAV king-size quilt cover set €45/5pcs
Quilt cover with zipper, keeps the quilt in place.
50% lyocell, 50% cotton. Designer: Pia Wallén.
Quilt cover 240×220cm. 4 pillowcases 50×80cm.
Red/white. 702.391.59
04 NORDLI bedside tables €65/ea On the hidden
shelf is space for an extension socket for your
chargers. Extension socket sold separately.
Painted finish. Designer: Ola Wihlborg.
30×50, H67cm. White. 402.192.85
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SNIGLAR cot

04

45

€

01

03 PAX HASVIK wardrobe
with sliding doors

275

€
02

05

The drawers underneath make
a great home for extra nappies,
blankets and lots of soft toys.
And the shelf in the headboard
gives plenty of room for your
things too.
BRIMNES bed frame
with headboard

350

€
05

01 SNIGLAR cot €45 The bed base can be placed
at two different heights. For your child’s safety,
use a cot and mattress of the same size. Untreated solid beech. 66×120, H80cm. 001.157.51
02 SNIGLAR changing table €30 Practical storage
space within close reach: you can always keep
a hand on your baby. May be completed with
GULLUNGE babycare mat. Solid beech.
72×53, H87cm. Beech/white. 200.452.05

03 PAX HASVIK wardrobe with sliding
doors €275 Sliding doors, require less space
when open than a standard wardrobe door.
Interior fittings are sold separately. Painted and
foil finish. 150×66, H236cm. 698.946.91 Free
10-year guarantee. Read more on page 310.
04 BRIMNES wall cabinet with sliding door €30
Wall mount above or beside the bed to free floor
space. Foil finish. 78×27, H30cm. 402.180.78

05 BRIMNES bed frame with storage and
slatted bed base €250 The four drawers
in the bed frame gives you lots of storage
space. 166×206, H47cm. Takes mattress size
160×200cm. White. 099.029.34 Headboard
with storage compartment €100 Storage
for things that you want to keep within easy
reach from the bed. 166×28, H111cm.
White. 802.287.11
Find more cozy beds on page 278.
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THA
YOUNK
!

Last year’s Soft Toy Campaign raised an
amazing €12.4 million for UNICEF and Save
the Children, giving kids across Africa, Asia
and Eastern Europe access to better education.
The Soft Toy Campaign runs at the end of
every year with the IKEA Foundation donating
€1 for every soft toy or kids’ book that you
buy.
A total of €47.5 million has been donated
since the campaign ﬁrst started in 2003, all

thanks to the loyalty of our customers and
dedication of our co-workers.
Please join us again this year by visiting your
local store between 21 October – 23 December
and visit IKEAfoundation.org to see how one
little toy can make a huge difference.
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ME-TIME
05

06

07
Create a new luxury look.
Here we’ve joined
ROSMARIE fabric onto
a water-resistant
EGGEGRUND shower
curtain.

04
SONGE mirror

80

€

ME-TIME
Getting a bit of time to focus on yourself often seems to be something of
an impossibility, frequently overlooked in the hectic agenda of everyday life.
That needs to change. It isn’t wrong to put yourself ﬁrst sometimes, and enjoy
a bit of TLC or a well-earned break from all the “stuff to do”. Imagine a haven
of relaxation and pampering, with soft, ﬂuffy towels and an array of lotions
and potions. You don’t need a luxury spa hotel in the Caribbean. All you need
is a lovely IKEA bathroom. It’s the perfect place for a bit of precious me-time.

03

02

An extra soft towel is a small
way to make a big difference
to the end of a long day.
Especially when it’s the ﬁnale
to a candlelit bubble bath.

new

01 ÅFJÄRDEN

bath towels

14/ea

€

01 ÅFJÄRDEN bath towels €14/ea
Terry towels that are extra thick and soft,
and highly absorbent. (Weight 600g/m²).
Available in several sizes. 100% cotton.
70×140cm. White. 201.906.26
02 new HEMNES/RÄTTVIKEN washstand
with 2 drawers €250 Water-resistant, suitable for use in high humidity areas. Strainer
and water trap are included. Painted finish
and porcelain. Designers: T. Christensen/K.
Legaard. 63×49, H89cm. White. 699.031.05

03 GRANSKÄR washbasin mixer tap €75
When you raise the lever on GRANSKÄR
straight up, only cold water is released,
which reduces any waste of hot water.
To release the hot water, you raise the
lever to the left. Chrome-plated brass.
H16cm. 002.030.93
04 SONGE mirror €80 Mirror glass and foil
finish. Ø72cm. Silver colour. 801.784.19

05 LILLHOLMEN wall lamp €14 Flexible. Can
be mounted with the light turned downwards
or upwards. Nickel-plated steel and glass.
Shade Ø14cm. H25cm. 500.774.69
06 ROSMARIE fabric €7/m 100% cotton.
W150cm. 001.936.16
07 EGGEGRUND shower curtain €5
Can easily be cut to the desired length.
To be completed with shower curtain rings.
100% PEVA. 180×200cm. 502.094.41
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01

Be prepared for anything.
Especially comfort
Getting ready for the day ahead just got easier. Soft mats to
greet your feet, a well-lit mirror over your stylish bedroom sink,
and storage right where you want it, for all the tools of the trade.
Now you can look gorgeous every day, and feel gorgeous, too.

05 ÅFJÄRDEN towels

14/ea

€

03

Why wait for your turn in
the bathroom? You can also
beautify yourself in the
comfort of your bedroom.
GODMORGON/ODENSVIK
washstand with 2 drawers

175

€

02

04

06

Need help installing your
bathroom? Find out more
about our Installation
Service on page 319

01 GODMORGON mirror €25 Fittings are
adjustable in depth, with space for lighting
cords. Glass. 60×96cm. 301.491.32
02 GODMORGON/ODENSVIK washstand with
2 drawers €175 Strainer and water trap are
included. Foil finish and porcelain. 999.030.76
Free 10-year guarantee. See page 310
More washstands are just a click away
at IKEA.ie.

03 DRAGAN 2-piece bathroom set €10
Good for keeping cotton wool, hair clips etc.
Bamboo. 402.226.07
04 DALSKÄR washbasin mixer tap with
strainer €75 Cartridge with hard, durable
ceramic discs/seals that withstand high friction
that occurs when the discs interact to regulate
water temperature. Chrome-plated brass.
H18cm. 801.441.65
Free 10-year guarantee. See page 310

05 ÅFJÄRDEN bath towels €14/ea Made of
combed cotton. The long, fine fibres create
a softer and more durable towel. Available in
several sizes. 100% cotton. 70×140cm.
Dark beige. 801.906.14
06 TOFTBO bath mats €10/ea Made of microfibre.
Ultra soft and absorbent, they dry quickly. Use
STOPP anti-slip underlay for increased safety,
to be placed under the entire bath mat.
60×90cm. White. 702.034.00
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You’ll miss the kids.
Won’t you?
Empty nesting takes some getting used to. No wet towels to pick
up, or long queues on the landing... Now’s your chance to create a
beautiful bathroom that indulges your sense of style, and gives you
the grown-up luxury you’ve been longing for. We say, lie back and
enjoy it.

03
02

HEMNES
shelving units

95/ea

€

01

SKAGERN
hand towels

6

04

€ /ea

new

Trafﬁc jams for the bathroom
get even shorter if you create
a me-space and a you-space,
with two separate sinks.
05

01 SKAGERN hand towels €6/ea Made of
combed cotton. The long, fine fibres create
a softer and more durable towel. Available
in several sizes. Designer: Synnöve Mork.
50×100cm. White/grey. 902.249.96
02 HEMNES shelving units €95/ea
Stained solid pine. 42×37, H172cm.
Black-brown. 502.176.53

03 HEMNES mirror cabinet with
2 doors €180 6 adjustable shelves
included. Stained solid pine and mirror
glass. Designers: T. Christensen/K. Legaard.
103×16, H98cm. Black-brown. 402.176.82
04 APELSKÄR washbasin mixer taps with
strainers €60/ea Chrome-plated brass,
a hard and durable surface that is easy
to clean. H10cm. 202.281.39
Free 10-year guarantee. See page 310

05 new HEMNES/RÄTTVIKEN washstands
with 2 drawers €365/ea
Unique water trap design gives room for
a full-sized drawer. Strainer and water
trap are included. Stained solid pine and
porcelain. 103×49, H89cm.
Black-brown. 999.030.95

HEMNES/RÄTTVIKEN
washstands with 2 drawers

365/ea

€
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Find some peace and quiet.
And also ﬁnd the toothpaste

04
06

Improving your bathroom doesn’t necessarily mean a total
change of tiles and plumbing. Here are a few simple storage
ideas that can transform your bathroom in a day.

05

02 IKEA PS FÅNGST

hanging storage
with 6 compartments

4

€
01 RÖNNSKÄR

shelving units

40/ea

€

07

HEMNES
shelving unit

95

€

03

01 RÖNNSKÄR shelving units €40/ea Removable shelves, easy to clean. Tempered glass and
powder-coated steel. Designer: Jon Karlsson.
42×40, H176cm. Black. 900.937.64
02 IKEA PS FÅNGST hanging storage with
6 compartments €4 100% polyester.
L168cm. Turquoise. 900.961.64
03 MOLGER bench €45 Solid birch. Designer:
Richard Clack. 83×37, H50cm. 001.545.92
04 SKUBB storage with 5 compartments €9
Hook and loop fastener for easy, flexible use.
100% polyester and polypropylene plastic.
Designer: Sarah Fager. 35×34, H120cm.
White. 501.889.57
05 LILLÅNGEN washbasin base cabinet
with 2 doors €80 Foil finish and tempered
glass. 60×38, H66cm. 898.942.37
06 NOTUDDEN door-mounted storage €10
80% polyester and 20% cotton.
Designer: Inma Bermudez. 26.5×105cm.
Multicoloured. 702.230.97
07 HEMNES shelving unit €95 Painted finish.
Designers: T. Christensen/K. Legaard.
42×37, H172cm. White. 302.176.54
Clever storage solutions are just a click
away at IKEA.ie.
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Put the kibosh
on clutter

01

Clutter sneaks up on you when you’re not looking, especially in the bathroom.
Curb its inﬂuence on your life, with stylish storage and clever design for living.
Your bathroom will feel all the better for it. And so will you.

05

The more storage you put
on the wall, the less you’ll
have under foot.

04 LILLÅNGEN mirror

cabinets with door

40/ea

€

02 LILLÅNGEN washbasin
cabinet with door

110

€

03
BEKVÄM
3-step ladder

01 RÖRSKÄR washbasin mixer tap with
strainer €40 With the water-saving device
the water flow stays the same, but you
use 50% less water. Chrome-plated brass.
Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. H16cm.
201.777.81 Free 10-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310.

02 LILLÅNGEN washbasin cabinet with
1 door €110 Edge in the shape of a
practical shelf for a soap dish, toothbrush
mug, etc. Towel hanger, soap dish and tray
in stainless steel included. Foil finish and
porcelain. Designer: Inma Bermudez.
40×41, H92cm. Black-brown. 298.940.56

03 BEKVÄM 3-step ladder €35 Folding,
saves space when not in use. Solid beech.
H63cm. 901.904.11 (Here painted black.)
04 LILLÅNGEN mirror cabinets with
door €40/ea Mirror glass and foil finish.
40×21, H64cm. Black-brown. 602.051.69
05 LILLÅNGEN end units €23/ea Foil finish.
Designer: Inma Bermudez. 19×19, H64cm.
Black-brown. 102.066.56

35

€

This unﬁnished pine
stepladder has been
painted black.
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Mornings are a team event
When everybody is trying to get up in the morning, it can be
absolute mayhem. But not when your bathroom functions like
a ﬁnely-tuned machine. Smart, multifunctional solutions allow
everyone to achieve their personal best, but all together.
A simple, wall-mounted
storage unit is the perfect place
to keep all those bath toys.
It’s even detachable, so you
can carry the whole lot to
the tub or shower at once.
RATIONELL VARIERA
waste bins

3.50/ea

€

06

04

A double washbasin helps
take the rush out of the
morning rush hour.

03
02

GODMORGON/EDEBOVIKEN
washstand with 4 drawers

500

€

02
01

05
01 HOVET mirror €100
Can be hung horizontally or vertically. Mirror
glass and aluminium. 78×196cm. 500.382.13
Wall lamps sold separately.
02 GODMORGON/EDEBOVIKEN washstand
with 4 drawers €500 High-gloss foil finish and
crushed marble. 122×48, H64cm. High-gloss
red. 799.030.63 Free 10-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310.

03 GRUNDTAL washbasin mixer tap with
strainer €85/ea With the water-saving device
the water flow stays the same, but you use
50% less water. Nickel-plated brass. Designer:
Jon Karlsson. H25cm. Stainless steel colour.
101.441.78 Free 10-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310.
04 RATIONELL VARIERA waste bins €3.50/ea
Polypropylene plastic. Designer: Marcus
Arvonen. 27×16, H46cm. Red. 001.548.08

05 MYRVIKEN bath towels €13/ea Made of
combed cotton. The long, fine fibres create a
softer and more durable towel. Available in
several sizes. 100% cotton. Designer: Sarah
Fager. 70×140cm. White/blue/red. 702.109.95
06 GODMORGON mirror cabinets with
2 doors €200/ea 60×14, H96cm. 102.189.99
Free 10-year guarantee. Read more on
page 310.
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01

COOKING
The kitchen is more than just a place to pickle your walnuts. It’s the heart
and soul of the home, the hotspot of the house, your everyday life HQ.
This is where each new day begins, and every great party ends. It’s where
yesterday’s leftovers get cleverly transformed into today’s lunchtime treats.
Or red velvet cupcakes are rustled up, as someone lucky gets to lick the spoon.
At IKEA, we believe a happy kitchen means a happy home. So if a beautiful,
practical, affordable kitchen is what you dream of, you’re in the right place.

RUBRIK stainless steel kitchen

2350

€

What’s in the kitchen price? See page 313
Kitchen price including appliances
(2 x fridge/freezers, microwave, espresso
maker, dishwasher, extractor):

5110

€

Kitchen Installation Service for this kitchen:

1735*

€

10m²

For more information about our Kitchen
Installation Service, see page 319.
*Excluding additional work.

RUBRIK stainless steel kitchen with
FAKTUM frame €2350 RUBRIK doors/drawer
fronts in stainless steel. Styled with VÄRDE
nickel-plated handles and PRÄGEL black mineral
effect worktop.

01 FRAMTID HW380 extractor hood €350
Hood with large extractor surface and
halogen lamps for effective illumination
of the cooking surface. 89.8×50, H89–123cm.
900.742.42
To be completed with NYTTIG TUB
120 flexible pipe €10 Sold separately.
200.121.01
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Putting it simply
When it’s a question of space, sometimes the best answer
is also the simplest. Like here, for example. This kitchen
solution is smart, and highly functional. A tough cookie,
designed to last for decades. Built to cope with all the
hard work you’ll want to put it through, every single day
of the year. Can you combine style with practicality?
Yes, you can. With IKEA, it’s really quite simple.

01 LAGAN fridge/freezer A+ €175*
PRF €2 price less PRF €173
Free-standing, easy to place just where you
want in the kitchen. Energy efficiency class:
A+. Energy consumption 191kWh/year. Net
volume fridge: 118L. Net volume freezer:
18L. 4-star freezer. Climate class: SN/N/ST.
Noise level: 38dB(A). White. 402.416.58

5m²

01

HÄRLIG white kitchen

505

€

What’s in the kitchen price? See page 313.
HÄRLIG white kitchen with FAKTUM
frame €505 HÄRLIG doors/drawer fronts
in foil finish. Styled with SÄTTA plastic knobs
and FYNDIG white laminate worktop.
Kitchen price including appliances
(fridge/freezer, hob, extractor):

885

€

For information about our Kitchen Installation
Service, see page 319.
*PRF - Producer recycling fund
The price of this electrical item includes a
Producer Recycling Fund contribution. This
ensures that waste electrical and electronic
equipment is collected and recylcled in a
responsible manner. The amount is subject to
change. For more information visit IKEA.IE/WEEE
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Consider planning your kitchen
so you’ll have a nice view when
preparing food. The space
between the hob and the sink
is where most work is done.

01

02
TRIVSAM bowls

2.50/ea

€

01 GLITTRAN kitchen mixer tap €110
Function to reduce water flow without affecting
the pressure, saves water and energy.
Brass, chrome-plated. H28cm. 702.226.20
02 TRIVSAM bowls €2.50/ea Earthenware.
Designer: Jon Eliason. Ø17cm. White. 001.873.71

8m²

ROCKHAMMAR brown kitchen

1255

€

What’s in the kitchen price?
See page 313
ROCKHAMMAR brown kitchen with
FAKTUM frame €1255 ROCKHAMMAR doors/
drawer fronts in foil finish. Styled with FÅGELBODA
black powder-coated zinc handles and PRÄGEL
black mineral-effect laminate worktop.
Kitchen price including appliances (oven, hob,
extractor and fridge/freezer):

2310

€

Kitchen Installation Service for this kitchen:

1625*

€

For more information about our Kitchen Installation
Service, see page 319. *Excluding additional work.
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Small beginnings for
tomorrow’s big chefs

Kids love to copy what adults do. It’s the way
they develop social skills. In this mini-kitchen
children get the role of head chef. Parents can
play along, and enjoy watching the next great
gourmet in action.

01

03 DUKTIG
8-piece
salmon set

8.25

€
DUKTIG 7-piece
baking set

10.50

€

02

04
DUKTIG
mini-kitchen

75

€
01 DUKTIG 12-piece plates/bowls set €10.50
Miniature dinner plates and deep plates for play,
made of tough stoneware. 701.301.64
02 DUKTIG 7-piece baking set €10.50
Encourages role play. Children develop social
skills by imitating grown-ups and inventing their
own roles. Solid shima and steel. 201.301.66

03 DUKTIG 8-piece salmon set €8.25 A fine
catch for a cook-up in DUKTIG mini-kitchen.
Recommended for age 3 upwards. Designers:
A. Huldén/S. Dahlman. 002.160.81
04 DUKTIG mini-kitchen €75 Encourages role
play. Children develop social skills by imitating
grown-ups and inventing their own roles. Birch
plywood and polypropylene plastic. Designer:
Mikael Warnhammar. 72×40, H58cm. 701.298.01
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01

01 FRAMTID MW6 microwave oven €450
Microwave oven with a wide range of functions,
from defrosting and reheating, to baking crispy
pizzas and browning chicken. Output power
microwave: 1000W. 59.5×46.8, H42.3cm.
601.562.01
02 FRAMTID OV5 oven €300*
PRF €1 price less PRF €299
Oven with functions you can combine for
different ways of cooking, from defrosting to
a good baking result. Energy efficiency class:
A (conventional heating method) on a scale of
A (more efficient) to G (less efficient). Energy
consumption with a standard load, top and base
heating: 0.79kWh. Energy consumption with a
standard load, pastry function: 0.91kWh. Usable
volume: 60L. Size of oven: medium, 35L <=
volume < 65L. Noise level: 51dB(A). 59.5×56.4,
H59.5cm. 901.506.17

02

11m²

APPLÅD white/NORJE oak kitchen

2500

€

What’s in the kitchen price? See page 313
APPLÅD white and NORJE oak kitchen with
FAKTUM frame €2500 APPLÅD doors/drawer
fronts in white painted finish and NORJE doors
in oak veneer. Styled with VINNA stainless steel
handles and NUMERÄR red/white laminate worktop
with white edges.
Kitchen price including appliances (oven, hob,
extractor, microwave, fridge/freezer and
dishwasher):

5035

€

Sustainability. It’s enough
to make the world smile
If all of us take small steps towards being kinder to our planet, it will
genuinely make a big difference. In this kitchen, the appliances are all
energy efﬁcient, the tap uses less water and, behind the doors, there
are great ideas to make recycling easy and convenient.
Sustainability. It’s second nature to IKEA.

Kitchen Installation Service for this kitchen:

1980*

€

For more information about our Kitchen Installation
Service, see page 319. *Excluding additional work.
*PRF - Producer recycling fund
The price of this electrical item includes a
Producer Recycling Fund contribution. This
ensures that waste electrical and electronic
equipment is collected and recycled in a
responsible manner. The amount is subject to
change. For more information visit IKEA.IE/WEEE
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FOLKLIG induction
hob with booster

275

€
IKEA 365+
food container
17×17, H6cm

05
06

2

€

.45
02

01

Want to contribute to a better environment? Don’t throw away
leftovers. Store them in IKEA 365+ food storage, then use them up
within a couple of days. The dishes have leak-proof lids and a vent
that lets out steam when heating in the microwave.

A simple sorting system in your kitchen is the trick to making
recycling a normal way of life.

An induction hob is much faster and more energy efﬁcient than glass
ceramic hobs. That’s because magnetic induction only heats up
the pot, not the hob.

07

04

RATIONELL
worktop lighting

03

45/ea

€

Water-saving taps are not only good for the environment, they’re also
good for your water bills. You can save even more by rinsing salad
or vegetables in a bowl, instead of under a running tap.

Save energy by using a steam insert in your pot. This means you can
boil and steam different food at the same time, using one pot instead
of two. Up to three inserts can be placed on top of each other.

LED lights use up to 80% less energy compared to incandescent bulbs
and last for 20 years. Unlike other energy saving bulbs, LED bulbs
light up immediately and contain no mercury.

Water boils up to 75% faster when the lid’s on the pot because heat
doesn’t escape. When you save energy, you save money, and help
the environment into the bargain.

01 IKEA 365+ range Vent in the lid and rounded corners to ensure effective,
even warming in the microwave. Plastic. Designer: Håkan Olsson.
White/red.
Food container €3.75 17×17, H12cm. Holds 1.6L. 600.667.24
Food container €2.45 17×17, H6cm. Holds 0.7L. 900.667.13
Food container €3.50 25×17, H9cm. Holds 1.7L. 001.285.84
02 RATIONELL waste sorting bins €5.50/ea Folding handles, keep the
bin-liner in place and make the bins easy to carry. Plastic.21×27, H37cm.
Hold 14L. 901.548.04
03 RINGSKÄR single-lever kitchen mixer tap €100 Function to reduce
water flow without affecting the pressure. Saves water and energy. Powdercoated brass. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. H39cm. White. 601.405.78
04 STABIL steamer insert €8.25 Stainless steel. Designer: Henrik Preutz.
Ø23, H8cm. Fits most 4-5L pots. 301.523.46
05 FOLKLIG induction hob with booster €275 4 induction zones generating
a magnetic field. For short, low-energy boil-up and fast, precise regulation
of heat. 58×51cm. Black. 402.228.29
06 IKEA 365+ pot with lid €18 Works well on all types of hob, including
induction hob. STABIL pasta insert 5L, double-boiler insert, steamer insert
and pot strainer will fit. Stainless steel. 5L. 001.011.55
07 RATIONELL LED worktop lighting €45 Provides an even light over the
worktop, good when preparing food. 60×4, H2cm. White. 702.087.23
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01 STORNÄS dining table €275 Extendable
dining table with 1 extra leaf. Seats 4-6.
Adjust the table size to suit. Stained solid pine.
147–204×95, H74cm. Brown-black. 201.768.47

25m²

01

LIDINGÖ grey kitchen

1745

€

What’s in the kitchen price? See page 313
LIDINGÖ grey kitchen with FAKTUM
frame €1745 LIDINGÖ doors/drawer fronts in
painted finish and glass doors in tempered glass.
Styled with SVEP zinc handles/knobs and PRÄGEL
white stone effect laminate worktop.
Kitchen price including appliances (oven, hob,
extractor, and dishwasher):

3155

€

Kitchen Installation Service for this kitchen:

1585*

€

For more information about our Kitchen Installation
Service, see page 319. *Excluding additional work.
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More than meets the eye
This kitchen has hidden depths. Like the drop-leaf table that folds out when you’re
not sitting down to a meal. Or the tablet storage on the wall. Or the small breakfast
cart that you can just roll out, as and when. It’s about things that help make the most
of every inch. Because when space is small, ideas at IKEA simply keep getting bigger.

02

new

Give your tablet a home
in your kitchen.

01

01 PLUGGIS 7-piece container set with rail €10
Organising small items is easy with these
containers, which can hold just about anything,
from desk accessories to make-up or hairclips.
Comprises: 2 containers (13.5x8, H5cm),
1 container (26x8, H5cm), 1 container (26x8,
H15.5cm) and 3 rails (length 22cm).
PET plastic. White. 502.347.04
02 new RÅSKOG kitchen trolley €60
Powder-coated steel. Designer: Nike Karlsson.
35×45, H78cm. Turquoise. 302.165.36
03 NORBERG wall-mounted drop-leaf
table €40 Becomes a practical shelf for small
things when folded down. Melamine foil finish
and steel. Designer: Marcus Arvonen.
74×60cm. White. 301.805.04

6m²

03 NORBERG

wall-mounted
drop-leaf table

40

€

APPLÅD white/RUBRIK APPLÅD
light turquoise kitchen

980

€

What’s in the kitchen price? See page 313
APPLÅD white and RUBRIK APPLÅD light
turquoise kitchen with FAKTUM frame €980
APPLÅD doors/drawer fronts and RUBRIK APPLÅD
doors in painted ﬁnish. Styled with KLIPPIG white
handles and NUMERÄR brown-black/light turquoise
melamine foil worktop with brown-black edges.
Kitchen price including appliances
(fridge/freezer, oven, hob and extractor):

1755

€

For information about our Kitchen Installation
Service, see page 319.
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Too many cooks? No way, José!
By using different depths
of wall cabinets, you’ll have
headroom to work without
sacriﬁcing valuable storage.

22m²

ABSTRAKT high-gloss white and
high-gloss grey kitchen

3600

€

What’s in the kitchen price? See page 313
ABSTRAKT high-gloss grey and high-gloss
white kitchen with FAKTUM frame €3600
ABSTRAKT doors/drawer fronts in melamine foil
ﬁnish. Styled with LANSA stainless steel handles
and NUMERÄR oiled solid oak worktop.
Kitchen price including appliances
(oven, hob, extractor, microwave,
fridge/freezer and 2x dishwashers):

6885

€

Kitchen Installation Service for this kitchen:

2500*

€

For more information about our Kitchen Installation
Service, see page 319. *Excluding additional work.
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Nip and tuck with textiles
Creating a new look and better function in your kitchen doesn’t
always have to mean major changes to tiles or cabinet doors.
Adding fabric inside glass door cabinets, or to stylishly conceal
your recycling bins, are ﬁne ways to get a quick kitchen facelift.

01

02

01 EMMIE ROS fabric €6/m 100% cotton.
W150cm. Multicoloured. 502.179.12
02 SICKAN tea towels €4.50/2pk Each towel
included has a different design. 100% cotton.
50×70cm. 402.100.39
03 BERTA RUTA fabric €8/m Yarn-dyed fabric,
the pattern is visible on both sides.
100% cotton. W150cm. Pink. 102.171.22

6m²

STÅT white kitchen

805

€
Adding metered fabric to a
glass cabinet will give your
kitchen an entirely new style,
whenever the fancy takes you.

03 BERTA RUTA fabric

8/m

€

What’s in the kitchen price? See page 313
STÅT off-white kitchen with FAKTUM
frame €805 STÅT doors/drawer fronts in painted
finish and glass doors in tempered glass. Styled
with LINDSDAL nickel-plated and porcelain handles
and knobs, and LAGAN solid beech worktop.
Kitchen price including appliances
(oven, hob, extractor and fridge/freezer):

1430

€

For information about our Kitchen Installation
Service, see page 319.
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07

All in a day’s work
08

You don’t need to rebuild your kitchen to make it more efﬁcient.
Just look at these eight effective ideas that can be installed in
a mere 24 hours, but will make life easier every day of the year.

05
06
02

01

GODMORGON
bathroom lighting

85/ea

€

04

03

Add extra counter
space and storage
space with moveable
STENSTORP trolley.
STENSTORP
kitchen trolley

130

€

Inside your kitchen cabinet,
you’ll get a better overview and
find those small things faster by
organising them with RATIONELL
drawer dividers.

01 GODMORGON bathroom lighting €85/ea
Provides an even light, equally perfect around
bathroom mirrors or kitchen sinks.
Aluminium and polycarbonate plastic. L100cm.
Designers: C. Martin/M. Elebäck. 701.671.76
02 LIMHAMN shelving units €80/ea Shelf in
stainless steel. Hygienic, strong and durable
surface that is easy to clean. For increased
stability, re-tighten the screws about two
weeks after assembly. Designer: Jon Karlsson.
35×35, H89cm. 301.777.14
03 FINTORP rails €7/ea For a longer rail,
connect two FINTORP rails together using only
one bracket. Powder-coated steel. Designer:
Carina Bengs. L57cm. Black. 502.019.06
04 STENSTORP kitchen trolley €130 2 adjustable
shelves in solid oak with grooves to keep bottles
in place. For increased stability, re-tighten the
screws about two weeks after assembly.
Oiled solid oak. Designer: Carina Bengs.
43×44.5, H90cm. White. 402.019.16
05 LILLÅNGEN hangers for door €2.50/2pk
Stainless steel. Designer: Inma Bermudez.
H8.3cm. 101.976.71
06 RIBBA picture ledges €11/ea
The picture ledge makes it easy to vary
your favourite images as often as you like.
Foil finish. Max. load 7.5kg. 115×9cm.
White. 501.525.95
07 ÖDBY frame €18 Fits A4 size pictures if used
with the mount. Mount included. Painted
finish and glass. Designers: C. Martin/
M. Elebäck. 30×40cm. White. 601.770.91
08 VIRSERUM frame €12 Fits A4 size pictures if
used with the mount. Mount included. Foil finish
and glass. Designer: Carina Bengs. 30×40cm.
White. 901.551.63
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SOLGERD fabric

7/m

€

EATING

01

A wonderful meal isn’t only about the silverware or fancy napkins. It’s about
the people you invite for dinner and the conversations you enjoy together.
It’s about creating a meal that tastes good, in a setting that makes you feel
good, too. That’s our thinking when we develop dining tables and chairs, or
dinnerware and glasses. That the recipe for an enjoyable meal includes chairs
that are so comfortable no one wants to leave the table, and covers you can
easily clean if someone gets carried away with a glass of red wine in hand.

02

ROXÖ chair

25

€

Bring a few extra chairs
to the table and friends
are welcome to join you.

01 SOLGERD fabric €7/m 100% cotton.
Designer: Malin Åkerblom. W150cm.
Multicoloured. 102.043.70
02 ROXÖ chair €25 Stackable, saves space
when stored or not in use. Powder-coated
steel. Designer: Ola Wihlborg. 47x48, H78cm.
White. 501.962.88
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IKEA 365+ IVRIG
wine glass

2

€

01

.50
02

03

04

The best part of any meal
is really the conversation
You don’t buy a table just to have somewhere to rest your spoon.
It’s an essential ingredient for spending precious time together.
A magnet for laughter or long conversations, for small talk
and smart thinking, early in the morning or late into the night.

01 MÄRIT place mat €1.45 100% cotton.
45×35cm. Black. 401.209.63
02 IKEA 365+ IVRIG wine glass €2.50
Mouth blown, each glass is unique.
Designer: Ola Wihlborg. 30cl. 901.256.99
03 DINERA plate €3.50 Stoneware. Designer:
Susan Pryke. Ø26cm. Brown. 101.525.40
04 DINERA deep plate €3.50 Stoneware.
Ø22cm. Brown. 101.525.35

05

05 NILS chairs with armrests €80/ea
Removable, machine washable cover,
easy to keep clean. Solid birch frame and
100% cotton cover. 60×57, H80cm.
Black/Blekinge white. 198.487.05
Try one for size at the IKEA store.
06 BJURSTA dining table €200 Extendable
dining table with 2 extra leaves. Seats 4-8.
Adjust size to suit your numbers. Stained ash
veneer. 140/180/220×84, H74cm. 301.162.64

06
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7:02am

12:18pm

04:43pm

10:21pm

02

INGOLF
junior chair
01

41

€

03

STORNÄS dining table

275

€

The solid wood is tested
to withstand spilled drinks,
and those crashes, bangs
and wallops that the average
family day inevitably entails.

01 STORNÄS dining table €275
Extendable dining table with 1 extra leaf.
Seats 4-6. Adjust to suit your numbers.
Stained solid pine. 147/204×95, H74cm.
Grey-brown. 201.840.84 Find a kitchen
table for your home on page 216.
02 KAUSTBY chairs €50/ea Solid pine,
a natural material that ages beautifully.
Stained, solid pine. 44×48, H103cm.
Grey-brown. 801.822.42
03 INGOLF junior chair €41 Gives the right
seat height for your child at the dining table.
Tinted solid rubberwood. Designer: Carina
Bengs. 41×45, H77cm. White. 901.464.56
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All those in-between-meals
can happen anywhere.

06
08

07

02

03
“Fika” is a Swedish word for a small coffee
break, snack or afternoon tea. Not seldom is
typical Swedish cinnamon bun served during
this “ﬁka”. Which is the reason for also ﬁnding these in the IKEA store for €0.50.

01

09
The top of this table can be
removed and used as a tray.
Great for bringing your lunch
outside, and then dishes
back to the kitchen.
IKEA PS SANDSKÄR
tray table

30

€
05
04
06
BÄRBAR
tray

9

€ .50

01 LJUST jar with lid €5 Plastic. Designer: Henrik
Preutz. Ø21, H7.5cm. Holds 1.8L.
Red/transparent. 901.933.63
02 ISTAD plastic bags €2.75/50pk Re-sealable;
can be used over and over again. Comprises:
25 bags 2.5L (24x26.5cm) and 25 bags 1.2L
(20.5x20.5cm). Plastic. Designers: S. Edholm/
L. Ullenius. Assorted colours. 602.513.83
03 NORBERG wall-mounted drop-leaf table €40
Seats 2. Melamine foil finish and steel. Designer:
Marcus Arvonen. 74×60cm. White. 301.805.04
04 MARIUS stool €4.25 Stackable. Saves
space when not in use. Steel and plastic.
Designer: Ola Wihlborg. Seat Ø32, H45cm.
Blue. 002.182.40
05 IKEA 365+ mug €1.60 Feldspar porcelain.
Designer: Susan Pryke. 30cl. White. 700.846.52
06 BÄRBAR tray €9.50 Laminated paperboard.
Designer: Inga Leo. Rose. Ø43cm. 602.098.98
07 01 SUNDVIK children’s table €31 Stained,
solid pine. 76×50, H50cm. White. 102.016.73
08 DAVE laptop table €20 Adjustable height and
angle of table top. Adjust to suit. Powder-coated
steel and powder-coated finish. 60×50,
H52–81cm. White. 200.782.34
09 IKEA PS SANDSKÄR tray table €30
Removable table top, can be used as a serving
tray. Can be coordinated with IKEA PS VÅGÖ
easy chair. Steel and polypropylene plastic.
Designer: Thomas Sandell. Ø50, H53cm.
White. 901.746.42
Visit the IKEA Store for more ideas for
more enjoyable mealtimes.
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What if Sunday breakfasts
happened every day?
When you take a little extra time for yourself in the morning,
everything becomes a bit nicer: the food, the coffee, the rest
of the day...

ARV bowl

2.50

€

04

03

new
01
02 BYHOLMA
armchair

90

€

01 new INGATORP dining table €300 Extendable
dining table with 1 extra leaf seats 4-6. Makes
it possible to adjust the table size according to
need. Painted finish. Designer: Carina Bengs.
155/215×87, H74cm. White. 702.214.23

02 BYHOLMA armchair €90 Handmade.
Gives soft, rounded shapes and nicely detailed
patterns. Each piece of furniture is unique.
Stackable, saves space when not in use.
Stained, rattan. 68×72, H92cm. Grey.
601.583.04

03 ARV bowl €2.50 Earthenware. Designer: Sissa
Sundling. Ø15cm. White 001.878.56
04 ALVINE RÄFFLA cushion cover €9 Yarn-dyed;
the colours are retained wash after wash. 100%
cotton. 65×65cm. Red/blue/natural. 301.599.13
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Tonight’s special:
A cosy night with friends.
Prep Time:
15 Minutes

Total Time:
30 minutes

Needed:

01

-A handful of friends to help you out
-Every table you own
-Chairs for everyone
-Fabric and napkins
-Textile paints and pens to make your mark
-Music (optional)

Bring tables and desks from here and
there. Line them up together to make one
big table. Pull in all the chairs you can ﬁnd,
never mind if it gets a bit snug. All the
better for great conversations.

02
Next, get crafty. Use metre fabrics and
textile paint to create your own unique
table cloth. Why not write a personal
message for each guest on their napkins?
That way they will double as place
cards too.

Recipe Makes:
Happy friends

03

FANTASTISK
paper napkins

2

€ /100pk

03
01

Bring food to the table and let the eating
begin.

MELLTORP
dining tables

35/ea

€

02

SIGURD chairs

50/ea

€

01 MELLTORP dining tables €35/ea Seats 2.
Melamine foil finish and steel. Designer: Lisa
Norinder. 75×75, H74cm. White. 598.499.77
02 SIGURD chairs €50/ea Seat shell covered
with melamine, which gives a hard-wearing,
easy clean finish. Designer: Ola Wihlborg.
46×46, H78cm. White. 802.011.46

DITTE fabric
03 FANTASTISK paper napkin €2/100pk
Three-ply quality for high absorbency. Paper.
40×40cm. White. 500.357.52
04 DITTE fabric €4/m 100% cotton. W140cm.
White. 602.060.98 Black. 330.803.80

04

4

€ /m
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KUPOL pull-out

01 storage units

11/ea

€

With KUPOL you can
pull a box out to use,
and replace it when
you’ve ﬁnished.

02

WORKING
Life is a constant work in progress. It’s full of things we need to do, and things
we’d like to make more time to do. It’s possible to achieve both, in spaces that
make it not only easier, but more enjoyable. Spaces where we can focus
comfortably on work, or on play. Storage to keep us organised, style to keep
us happy and inspired. Spaces that function like ofﬁces, but still feel like home.
With the right mindset and the perfect setting, work and play can go happily
hand in hand. Now, where’s that “stuff to do” list?

03
05
04 MICKE desk

70

€

01 KUPOL pull-out storage units €11/ea
Polypropylene plastic. 27×18, H16cm.
White. 001.980.39
02 KUPOL pull-out storage units €6/2pk
13×18, H8cm. White. 601.980.41
03 FORSÅ work lamp €20 Directed light,
gives an effective, concentrated beam of
light for reading. Shade Ø12cm. H50cm.
Nickel-plated steel. 101.467.66

04 MICKE desk €70 Finished front and back,
it can be used in the middle of a room.
Painted finish and powder-coated steel.
Cable outlets and compartment at the back

142×50, H75cm. White. 902.143.08
05 SNILLE swivel chair €23 Height
adjustable for comfortable seating
position. Seat: polypropylene plastic.
Seat 46×39, H39–51cm. Max. load 110kg.
Green. 798.982.69
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DUKEN headboard can be dressed with
textile covers and can be hand embroidered
for a different look and extra comfort.

There’s always
room for creativity

02

A simple white curtain
can become a piece of art
made by you.

Glue textiles strips onto
LACK shelves for individual
style in your storage space.

03
04

01

01 LIALOTTA plastic-coated fabric €8/m Wipes
clean; protects the table surface against stains
and spills. W145cm. Red/white. 501.779.06
02 GRUNDTAL towel hangers/shelves €21/ea
Stainless steel. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar.
80×28cm. 300.492.79
Fabrics, see page 180

03 SY sewing machine €65 13 stitch patterns
to choose from. Ideal for basic sewing use at
home. White. 302.089.75
04 VIKA AMON/VIKA ADILS table
combination €35 Painted finish and
powder-coated steel. 150×75, H74cm.
White/silver colour. 199.178.74
DUKEN bed frame, see page 55.
Embroidery as added here on the
headboard is not included.

This VIKA AMON/VIKA ADILS
table has been dressed with
metre fabric LIALOTTA.
You can ﬁx fabric onto the table
using a stapler.
VIKA AMON/VIKA ADILS
table combination

35

€
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Learn more about IKEA Business
at IKEA.ie

This chair would be quite
at home in a professional
ofﬁce. But we think it’s
also at home, at home!

03

VOLMAR swivel chair
01

200

€
02

To each
his own
04

05

Kids love having their
own workspace. Small
desk, big artistic talent.
LACK side tables

9/ea

€

01 TISDAG LED work lamp €60 Uses LEDs,
which consume up to 85% less energy and
last 20 times longer than incandescent bulbs.
Built-in LED light source. Powder-coated
steel and plastic. Designers: H. Preutz/
O. Wihlborg. Shade Ø12cm. H58cm.
Dark grey. 401.968.73
02 VOLMAR swivel chair €200 Approved for
office use. Comfortable seating for long
work sessions. Cover: 90% wool, 10% nylon.
Designer: Henrik Preutz. Seat 41×44,
H40–57cm. Dark grey. 201.737.78

03 BESTÅ storage combination with
doors €206 Two combinations shown.
A sliding door saves space and gives display
options. Foil finish and chrome-plated
steel. 120×40, H128cm. High-gloss white.
999.084.51
04 GALANT desk €165 Veneered top. Durable,
stain resistant and easy to keep clean.
Stained ash veneer/chrome-plated steel.
160×80, H60–90cm. Grey. 699.079.57
05 LACK side tables €9/ea Printed finish.
55×55, H45cm. Black-brown. 801.042.68
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For me-time,
try a me-space
Adding some homely touches gives you a personalised zone
to keep you feeling inspired when you work from home.

01

Two IVAR units with three
drawers each have been
mounted together and the
unﬁnished pine has been
painted grey.
IVAR 3-drawer chests

80/ea

€
05
03
02

VITTSJÖ
laptop table

35

€

01 ARÖD work lamp €45 Adjustable arm and head
for easy light direction. Powder-coated steel and
aluminium. Shade Ø15cm. H51.5cm.
Grey. 801.487.00
02 VITTSJÖ laptop table €35 Table with work
surface and storage for a laptop. Turns any
small space into a functional workspace.
Powder-coated steel, tempered glass and foil
finish. Designer: Johan Kroon. 100×36, H72cm.
Black-brown/glass. 802.213.52

03 FÖRHÖJA 4-piece box set €17
Comprises: 3 boxes and 1 lid/tray. Solid birch.
Designers: H. Preutz/N. Karlsson. 702.256.85
04 JOSEF cabinets €45/ea Suitable for
both indoor and outdoor use. Powder-coated/
galvanized steel. 40×35, H86cm.
White. 502.131.41

04

05 IVAR 3-drawer chests €80/ea
Untreated solid pine is a durable natural material
that can be painted, oiled or stained as you
like. Shown here painted grey. Solid pine.
80×50, H57cm. 901.452.68
More ways to get to work on page 202.
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Inspiration can
strike at any time.
06
02

05

STUVA bench

40

€

01

HÖGSTEN
easy chair

90

€

04

Inside the ISALA desk
compartment is a laptop
shelf with perforated
metal. This provides good
ventilation to help prevent
too high temperature in
your laptop.
07 ISALA laptop table

170

€
03

01 MALM occasional table €70 Provided with
castors making it easy to move about. Fits double beds with up to 180cm outer width. Painted
finish. 191×36, H73.5cm. White. 801.964.80
02 STUVA bench €40 Foil finish. Designer: Ebba
Strandmark. 90×50, H50cm. White. 301.286.29
03 BRÄDA laptop support €8 Legs fold out to
provide a tilted surface for a good working
position. Holds up to 17” laptops. Melamine foil
finish. Designer: Sarah Fager. 42×30, H21cm.
Black/white. 401.486.22
04 HÖGSTEN easy chair €90 Steel and plastic.
Designer: Nike Karlsson. 74×78, H93cm.
White. 502.098.65
05 TIVED LED work lamp €29 Flexible arm;
makes it easy to direct the light according to
need. Nickel-plated steel, aluminium and acrylic
plastic. Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg.
Base Ø12cm. H60cm. 601.809.51
06 new BJURSTA wall-mounted drop-leaf
table €40 Becomes a practical shelf for
small things when folded down. Ash veneer
and powder-coated steel. 90×50cm.
Brown-black. 802.175.24
07 ISALA laptop table €170 Shelf for the laptop
in perforated metal; ventilates to help prevent
overheating. Lockable drawer front for child
safety. Painted finish. 80×45, H74cm.
Lilac. 302.041.85
Discover more ways to work at the IKEA
Store.
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RELAXING
01

02

It really is the easiest thing to do, so why do we often ﬁnd it difﬁcult?
All it really takes is making a bit of time to sit back, put your feet up, take
a deep breath, and allow yourself to simply stay put for a while. With a book,
with a bit of knitting, with your favourite music, or just with your eyes closed.
Because when that sofa is comfy, the lighting perfect, a cosy throw to hand,
and maybe a little snack or a nice drink, what’s not to like? Just relax...
03

What if we had instant
relaxation areas all around
the home? Like a nice comfy
sofa in the kitchen.
04

EKTORP 2-seat sofa
Idemo black

340

€
05

01 EKBY JÄRPEN/EKBY VALTER wall
shelves €19/ea Ash veneer and painted
solid birch. 119×28cm. Black. 398.647.80
02 ARÖD floor/reading lamp €57
Adjustable arm and head for for easy
light direction. Powder-coated steel and
aluminium. H126cm. Grey. 301.486.94
03 BENZY LAND cushion €12 Cover is made
of ramie, a hard-wearing and absorbent
natural material. Designer: Océane Delain.
50×50cm. Beige. 002.171.27

04 EKTORP 2-seat sofa €340
Easy to keep clean. Removable, machine
washable cover. Cover: 100% cotton.
179×88, H88cm. Idemo black. 598.758.29
05 MARIUS stool €4.25
Stackable, saves space when not in use.
Steel and plastic. Seat Ø32, H45cm.
Black. 101.356.59
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Natural calm
Combine the look of light wood with a palette
of pale colours for a soothing atmosphere.
02

03

01 IKEA PS 2012 chests of drawers with
add-on unit €450/ea Solid wood, a
hardwearing natural material. 130x48,
H109/133cm. Solid pine. 098.989.70
02 MERETE curtains €35/pair Eyelet heading,
works on curtain rods. 100% cotton.
145×300cm. 900.468.43
03 IVAR shelving unit €71
Solid pine. 48×50, H226cm. 799.081.93
04 FJELLSE single bed frame €50 SULTAN
LADE slatted bed base is included in the
price, but packaged separately. Mattress and
bedlinen are sold separately. Untreated solid
pine. 97×207, H80cm. Takes mattress size
90×200cm. 398.876.73
05 IKEA PS VÅGÖ easy chair €25 The materials in
this outdoor furniture require no maintenance.
Can be coordinated with IKEA PS SANDSKÄR
tray table. Polypropylene plastic. 74×92, H71cm.
White. 101.746.41

06 IVAR wall cabinet with doors €220
Solid pine. 160×30, H163cm. 799.173.81
07 POÄNG armchair €85 Easy to keep clean.
Removable, machine washable cover. Cover:
80% cotton and 20% polyester. 68×82, H100cm.
Birch veneer/Granån white. 798.875.10
08 POÄNG footstool €45 Easy to keep clean.
Removable, machine washable cover.
68×53, H39cm. White. 498.894.12

06

With POÄNG you can choose
from a variety of covers and
wood frames. Make your own
combination that suits you.

01

POÄNG armchair
Granån white

85

€

07

04
FJELLSE
single bed frame

50

€

05

08
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new

Need help getting it home?
See our Delivery Services
on page 319.

SÖDERHAMN sofa combination
Isefall light turquoise

1870

€

01

new
02

IKEA PS 2012
nest of 3 tables

90

€

03

The sofa that keeps pace
with your family

Nest the 3 tables together when you need more
ﬂoor space. Then un-nest them again when you
need more table space.

04

new

Life changes pretty fast, especially when you have kids.
Now your sofa can, too. With different modules, you can enjoy
SÖDERHAMN as anything from a single armchair to a sofa
for 30 people. And rearrange it all to make new combinations.
So as your family dynamics change, so can your seating.

06

05

01 new SÖDERHAMN sofa combination €1870
A seating range with sections that connect in
different ways or can be used as solitaires.
Combine as you like. Cover: cotton, viscose,
polyester, lyocell and linen. Designer: Ola
Wihlborg. Isefall light turquoise. 399.232.23
02 new IKEA PS 2012 nest of 3 tables €90
One table can become three. Keep them stacked
or use them individually when you need extra
tables. Solid beech, beech veneer and steel.
Designers: J. Karlsson/N. Karlsson.
50×50, H42cm. White/beech. 302.084.47
03 ÅDUM rug €225 The thick pile creates a soft
surface for your feet and also dampens sound.
The rug is machine woven. Pile: 100% polypropylene. 200×300cm. Off-white. 001.856.40
Available in several colours.
04 new MALIN FRANSAR cushions €15/ea
Cotton velvet with depth of colour and soft to
the touch. Cover: 100% cotton velvet. Filling:
polyester fibre.Designers: B. B. Becker/
M. Bache. Turquoise. 602.248.13
05 new MALIN BAND throw €20 100% acrylic.
120×180cm. Multicoloured. 602.265.72
06 ANGENÄM bowl €20 Tinted aluminium.
Designer: Nike Karlsson. 30×23, H16cm.
Dark brown. 001.865.69
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Privacy, and all as pretty as
a picture. Curtains and fabrics
make stylish room dividers.
Hang multiple fabrics and
curtains together so you can
alternate between two
different looks.

01

02

One thing by day,
another by night
It’s always possible to make more of the space you have. Like this relaxing
living room, that becomes a great playroom by day, and a pretty bedroom by night.

new
EMMIE ROS
fabric

6

€ /m

03

05

EKTORP 2-seat sofa
Blekinge white

285

€

new
07

06

BORGSJÖ
TV bench

55

€
04

01 EXPEDIT shelving unit €25 Can be hung on
the wall or placed on the floor. Choose what best
suits your needs. Painted finish. Designer: Tord
Björklund. 79×39, H79cm. White. 201.353.00
BRANÄS baskets sold separately.
02 new EMMIE ROS fabric €6/m 100% cotton.
W150cm. Multicoloured. 502.179.12
03 EKTORP 2-seat sofa €285 Seat cushions filled
with high resilience foam and polyester fibre
wadding. Giving comfy support for your body

when seated, they easily regain their shape
when you stand up. Cover: 100% cotton.
179×88, H88cm. Blekinge white. 598.758.05
04 LACK side tables on castors €30/ea
Coordinate with other products in the LACK
range. Painted finish. Castors: plastic.
55×55, H45cm. White. 202.115.01
05 new BORGSJÖ glass-door cabinet €155
Foil finish. 75×32, H181cm. White. 299.084.64

06 new BORGSJÖ TV bench €55 Built-in cable
management for keeping cables and cords
out of sight but accessible. Foil finish.
Max. load 50kg. Max. screen size flat screen
TV 60”. 150×42, H51cm. 002.209.69
07 EMELINA KNOPP single quilt cover
set €15/3pcs 100% cotton. Quilt cover
150×200cm. 2 pillowcases 50×80cm.
White/pink. 001.985.29
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The toughest
test of all:
a 7-year old

01

Children want to eat, drink and be merry. And that usually
includes whilst they’re on the sofa. So it’s good to know
that KIVIK is tested to cope well with everyday family life.
What’s more, the seat cushions are made of memory
foam, so in the unlikely event that your kids sit still for
ﬁve minutes, you can rest assured that they’ll be comfy.

02

05
03

KIVIK 3-seat sofa
combination
Grann beige

1525

€

Chocolatey ﬁnger marks?
Just wipe with a damp cloth.
04

KIVIK footstool

305

€

01 IKEA PS MASKROS pendant lamp €100
Creates decorative patterns on the ceiling
and walls. Paper, stainless steel and plastic.
Designer: Marcus Arvonen. Ø80cm.
801.462.49
02 BESTÅ storage combination with
doors €164 Panel door for hidden, dust-free
storage. Foil finish. 120×40, H192cm.
Black-brown/lilac. 799.084.71
03 ALMSTED rug €325 Low pile. The rug is
made of pure new wool so it’s naturally
soil repellent and very durable. User surface:
100% pure new wool. 170×240cm. Lilac.
401.916.96 Available in several colours.

04 KIVIK footstool €305 Big, practical
storage space under the seat. Cover:
through-dyed grain leather on contact areas.
Grann beige. 302.048.16
05 KIVIK 3-seat sofa combination €1525
Seat surfaces and armrests in soft,
hard-wearing, easy care grain leather.
Cover: through-dyed grain leather on
contact areas. Designer: Ola Wihlborg.
Grann beige. 699.047.13
Feel the quality at the IKEA store.
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Game on

Game over
new
01

The cushions are ﬁlled with
springs (just like a mattress),
making them more durable
and super comfortable.

new

IKEA PS 2012 3-seat sofa

04

03

745

€

new

05

Who says a TV bench has
to be boring? Designer
doors make a statement
that puts style ﬁrst on
your viewing agenda.

02
06

01 new IKEA PS 2012 coffee tables €45/ea
The castors make it easy to move the table
around. Powder-coated steel. Designer:
Ola Wihlborg. 70×42, H48cm. 502.084.51
02 SLÄTTHULT decoration stickers €8/pk
Motif created by LADYLEIA. The self-adhesive
stickers are easy to fit onto smooth, clean
dry surfaces. Plastic and paper.
Computer games. 902.281.74

03 new IKEA PS 2012 TV bench €200
Designers: L. Widén/A. Wallin Irinarchos.
Max. screen size flat screen TV 55”.
150×48, H41cm. Yellow. 102.105.35
04 new IKEA PS 2012 3-seat sofa €745
Generous seat depth and soft extra
cushions provide plenty of room for you
to sit and relax comfortably. 2 cushions
included. 221×103, H84cm. Svanby beige/
blue. 202.148.54

05 KASSETT boxes with lids €4.50/2pk
Hold 15 DVDs. Painted paperboard.
21×26, H15cm. White. 702.242.90
06 GÅSER rug €192.12 €170 Its high pile
creates a soft surface for your feet and also
dampens sound. Pile: 100% polypropylene.
170×240cm. Beige. 201.901.98
Available in several colours.
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Good to see you
The conversation ﬂows nicely when you’re face to face.
Enjoy the company of friends and family, by placing sofas and
armchairs in a circle. With KIVIK sofa modules, it’s easy.
You can put different parts together just the way you want.
Then separate them again, and arrange your seating differently
when the company changes.

01

03
KIVIK 3-seat sofa combination
Blekinge white

02

675

€

04

06

KIVIK
one-seat section

225

You can easily rearrange the
different KIVIK sofa modules
to suit the occasion.

€

05

01 VITTSJÖ shelving units €55/ea
Powder-coated steel, tempered glass and
foil finish. 502.146.78
02 LAPPLJUNG RUTA cushion covers €10/ea
100% cotton. 40×60cm. 202.308.73
03 KIVIK 3-seat sofa combination €675
Generous seating range with soft, deep
seats and comfortable support for your back.
Cover: 100% cotton. 270×98, H83cm.
Blekinge white. 798.751.83

04 VITTSJÖ coffee tables €45/ea Table top in
tempered glass, stain resistant and easy to
keep clean. Powder-coated steel, tempered
glass and foil finish. Designer: Johan Kroon.
Ø75, H45cm. Black-brown. 802.133.09
05 PERSISK HAMADAN rugs €325/ea
Low pile. Each rug is hand knotted by skilled
craftsmen, and therefore unique. 100% wool.
100×150cm. Assorted patterns. 102.170.56

06 KIVIK 1-seat section €225
The 1-seat section can be used free-standing
or together with additional one-seat section
or a chaise longue from the same range.
Cover: 100% cotton. Designer: Ola Wihlborg.
90×98, H83cm. White. 798.740.65
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Take time to take time out
Cut yourself some slack. Small breaks throughout your day are
really important. Relax, and reﬂect. It’s good for your health.
The best thing is, you can make it possible anywhere at home.

07 NYVOLL

02

king-size bed frame
with slatted bed base

250

06

€

03
01

04

05 SÖDERHAMN 3-seat sofa

with high back
Samsta dark grey

660

€

08

01 KARLSTAD armchair €275 Easy to keep
clean. Removable, machine washable cover.
Cover: 92% cotton and 8% polyester.
91×93, H80cm. Sivik pink-red. 398.891.15
02 IKEA PS LÖMSK swivel armchair €56 With the
hood pulled down, the armchair is a great hiding
place for a child. Plastic and 100% polyester.
59×62, H75cm. Blue/white. 401.002.53
03 SIGURD chairs €50/ea Shaped back and
scooped seat for enhanced seating comfort.

Tinted, solid oak. 46×46, H78cm. 402.011.48
04 TRANETORP dining table €250 The extra leaf
can be stored within easy reach under the table
top. 90×143/203, H74cm. 602.066.11
05 new SÖDERHAMN 3-seat sofa with high
back €660 198×99, H94cm. Samsta dark
grey. 199.019.05
06 ALHEDE rug €160 High pile. Heat-set polypropylene. Makes the rug extra nice and soft under
foot. 160×240cm. Off-white. 702.225.21

07 NYVOLL king-size bed frame with
slatted bed base €250 SULTAN LURÖY slatted
bed base is included in the price, but packaged
separately. 170×226, H100cm. Takes mattress
size 160×200cm. Light grey. 898.894.86
08 KARLSTAD 3-seat sofa €375 Easy to keep
clean. Removable, machine washable cover.
Cover: 100% cotton. Designer: Tord Björklund.
205×93, H80cm. Blekinge white. 398.405.34
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We’ve only changed
the textiles.

06

new

new

07
02

new
01

MALIN TRÅD curtains

A sofa with a removable cover
makes it easy to reinvent
your sofa just by changing
the cover, as we’ve done here.

45/pair

€

KARLSTAD 3-seat
sofa cover
Blekinge white
03
08
04

65

€

10

09

05

01 new MALIN TRÅD curtains €45/pair
Heading with slot, hidden tabs and gathering
tape. Works on curtain rods, wires or KVARTAL
curtain hanging system using hanging accessories. 145×300cm. Multicoloured. 002.215.77
02 new MALIN TRÅD shade €20 Textile shade,
gives a diffused, decorative light. Ø45cm.
Multicoloured. 502.241.11

03 KARLSTAD 3-seat sofa frame €310 Seat
cushions filled with high resilience foam and
polyester fibre wadding provide great seating
comfort. 205×93, H80cm. 901.181.37
3-seat sofa cover €115 Easy to keep
clean. Removable, machine washable cover.
Sivik pink-red. 502.031.61

04 EIVOR KVIST cushions €17/ea
Zip fastened, so cover is easy to remove for
washing. Cover: 100% cotton. Filling: polyester
fibre. 55×55cm. Multicoloured. 402.121.23
05 LACK coffee table €30 Painted finish.
118×78, H45cm. White. 100.659.58

06 new KAJSAMIA curtains €30/pair
65% polyester, 35% cotton. Designer: Emma
Hagman. 145×300cm. Black. 202.308.54
Also available in blue.
07 DOTTEVIK shade €22 Textile shade, gives
a diffused, decorative light. Powder-coated
steel/polystyrene plastic/100% cotton.
Ø45, H30cm. Black. 102.112.19

08 KARLSTAD 3-seat sofa cover €65 A range
of coordinated covers makes it easy for you
to give your furniture a new look. Designer:
Tord Björklund. Blekinge white. 001.187.02
Sofa frame, see no. 03.
09 new LAPPLJUNG FÅGEL cushion €9 Outer
fabric: 100% cotton. Filling: polyester fibre.
40×40cm. Multicoloured. 202.393.93

10 EIVOR throw €20 100% acrylic.
125×170cm. Black/white. 102.121.29
This is just for starters. Find a world of
colours and materials at IKEA.ie
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Turn your
thinking
inside out
Throws and cushions also
like to come out and play.
Take them along for some
cosy comfort outdoors.

01

04

03 RITVA

cushion covers

6/ea

€

02

VÄRMDÖ
rocking chair

120

€

04

01 ÄPPLARÖ bench with wall panel and
shelf €105.50 Solid acacia and galvanized
steel. Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg.
80×44, H158cm. Brown. 298.979.79
02 VÄRMDÖ rocking chair €120 Wooden
furniture that is suitable for both indoor and
outdoor use. Solid pine. Designer: Nike Karlsson.
65×74, H106cm. Black. 201.906.88

03 RITVA cushion covers €6/ea To fit inner
cushions 50x50cm. 100% cotton. 50×50cm.
Beige. 401.516.95 Available in several colours.
04 GURLI throw €11 70% acrylic,
30% polyester. 120×180cm. White/beige.
902.049.03 Available in several colours.
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IKEA PS 2012
Our new design collection.
To experience the complete collection,
visit your IKEA store or go to IKEA.ie/PS

FURNITURE
& HOME
FURNISHINGS
In this part of the catalogue, we present furniture and home furnishings we have hand
picked for their ability to provide a better life at home. This is only a taster of our full
range, and if you don’t ﬁnd something here just right for you, you’ll ﬁnd much more at
IKEA.co.ie or at the store. We’re constantly adding new products throughout the year.
There’s a good reason for that. Our ideas are constantly evolving and improving, to
create increasingly clever ways to make your everyday life easier, and more beautiful.

SEATING FURNITURE 162

TEXTILES 176

Sofas, armchairs, sofa beds & coffee tables

Curtains, shades, blinds, metre fabrics, rugs

STORAGE FURNITURE 188

BABY & CHILDREN 302

Storage solutions, bookcases,
TV & media solutions, boxes

Cots, changing tables, storage, toys

CLOTHES STORAGE 264

TABLEWARE 222

Chests of drawers, shoe storage,
hallway furniture, wardrobes

Glassware, plates, bowls, cups

BEDROOM FURNITURE 278

COOKWARE 228

Beds, mattresses

Kitchen tools, pots & pans, food storage,
kitchen appliances

BED & BATH 286

DECORATION 252

Quilts & pillows, bed textiles, bathroom textiles,
bathroom furniture, bathroom accessories

Candle holders, vases, bowls, plants, pots,
photo frames, mirrors

DINING FURNITURE 216

LIGHTING 208

Dining tables, chairs

Table lamps, ﬂoor lamps, pendant lamps,
shades & bases

WORKSPACES 202

STYLES 238

Work tables, work chairs

Which style or colour do you prefer? Here are
some tips and ideas on how to create different styles
in your home
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FABRIC SOFAS

02

06

01

KIVIK 3-seat sofa
Dansbo lilac

05

475

€

KLOBO
2-seat sofa

115

€

03

04

07

new
SÖDERHAMN sofa
combination
Isefall natural

975

€

What tickles your fancy?
Finding exactly the right sofa for you and your home is
easy with IKEA. When we design sofas, we try to make as
many different kinds as we can possibly imagine. Different
styles, different comforts, colours and shapes, so that you
can match your sofa to your life. It should feel just the way
you like it, and suit your home, in terms of style and size.

01 KIVIK 3-seat sofa €475
Cover: 80% cotton and 20% polyester.
228×95, H83cm. Dansbo lilac. 898.942.61
02 KIVIK 2-seat sofa combination €1035
Fixed cover: synthetic fibres/cotton and wool.
280×163, H83cm. Tenö black. 599.021.54
03 SANDBY 2-seat sofa €245
Cover: 100% cotton. 147×82, H81cm.
Blekinge green. 698.859.98

Practical enough to cope with everyday life, but beautiful
enough to take centre stage in a room. And of course,
affordable. For a life in constant change, we have designed
SÖDERHAMN. A modular sofa that you can build together
anyway you want with different sections. A single armchair
or a sofa for 30 people. The possibilities are endless.

04 new SÖDERHAMN sofa combination €1315
Cover: cotton, viscose, polyester, lyocell
and linen. 384×99/192, H83cm. Isefall light
turquoise. 199.265.24 Footstool €175
93×93, H40cm. 999.009.40
You grow. SÖDERHAMN grows with you.
See how on page 142
05 KLOBO 2-seat sofa €115
Fixed cover: 100% cotton. 146×78, H72cm.
Lussebo natural. 200.983.88

06 new SÖDERHAMN 3-seat high back
sofa €660 Non-woven polypropylene.
198×99, H94cm. Samsta dark grey.
199.019.05
07 new SÖDERHAMN sofa combination €975
Cover: cotton, viscose, polyester, lyocell and
linen. 285×99/151, H83cm. Isefall natural.
399.265.23 Take a leaf out of this moggy’s
book. Try a sofa for size, at the store.
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FABRIC SOFAS

02

01

06

07

03
08
04

EKTORP 2-seat
sofa combination
Svanby grey

615

€

The high back will keep you sitting
comfortably, however long the ﬁlm.

09

05
KLIPPAN
2-seat sofa
Granån turquoise

205

€

Change the sofa cover and
start afresh. KLIPPAN gets
a range of fabulous new
cover choices every year.

01 KARLSTAD corner sofa combination €870
Cover: 92% cotton and 8% polyester.
282/241×94, H80cm.
Sivik pink-red. 798.891.75
02 EKTORP 3-seat sofa €340
Cover: 100% cotton. 218×88, H88cm.
Blekinge white. 398.758.49
EKTORP loves being in the kitchen.
See what we mean on page 138

03 EKTORP 2-seat sofa combination €545
Cover: 100% cotton. 252×88/163, H88cm.
Norlida white/beige. 999.027.17
04 TIDAFORS corner sofa with right
arm €950 Fixed cover: 80% cotton and
20% polyester. 235/285×95, H99cm.
Dansbo medium brown. 602.053.72
05 KLIPPAN 2-seat sofa €205 Cover:
65% polyester and 35% cotton. 180×88,
H66cm. Granån turquoise. 199.008.02

06 KARLSTAD 3-seat sofa €475
Cover: 100% cotton. 205×93, H80cm.
Bladåker blue/beige. 399.028.62
07 IKEA STOCKHOLM 3.5-seat sofa €1425
Cover: velvet, 77% cotton and 23% polyester.
Designer: Niels Gammelgaard.
238×93, H81cm. Sandbacka red. 701.476.02
More colours and materials can be seen
at IKEA.ie.

08 EKTORP 2-seat sofa combination €615
Cover: cotton, linen, viscose/rayon
and polyester. 252×88/163, H88cm.
Svanby grey. 398.738.50
09 new IKEA PS 2012 3-seat sofa €745
2 cushions included.Cover: 56% cotton,
25% linen and 19% polyester. 221×103,
H84cm. White/Lindö beige. 802.148.51
Sit down, sink in, and sigh with delight.
Feel the quality at the IKEA store.

“I wanted to design a light and airy sofa that was conscientious
of the environment. So I ﬁlled the cushions with pocket springs,
the same ones used in mattresses. It’s easier to recycle, and
a lot of springs means a lot of comfort.”
Designer: Nike Karlsson
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LEATHER SOFAS

02

01

08

07

03

04

Leather is a durable material that lasts through
years of everyday use. In fact, the more you
use it, the better it will look and feel.

09

Leather is the ultimate easycare ﬁnish. If there’s a spill,
just wipe with a damp cloth.

05

10

KIVIK
chaise longue

610

€
06

SKOGABY
2-seat sofa
Robust black

510

€

01 KIVIK 3-seat sofa combination €1525
Cover: through-dyed grain leather on contact
areas. Grann beige. 699.047.13
See KIVIK show its mettle on page 146
02 YSTAD 3-seat sofa €915 Cover: throughdyed grain leather on contact areas. 226×92,
H87cm. Grann dark brown. 501.932.42
03 YSTAD footstool €195 Cover: through-dyed
grain leather on contact areas. 74×55, H45cm.
Grann dark brown. 801.932.50

04 IKEA STOCKHOLM 3-seat sofa €1525
Heavy, easy-care leather that ages gracefully.
Cover: through-dyed grain leather.
Legs: solid oak. 212×89, H81cm.
Elegant light beige. 501.902.91
05 IKEA STOCKHOLM pouffe €234
Swivel function. Cover: grain leather
pelt. 60×51, H41cm. Delikat white/
black. 501.031.90

06 SKOGABY 2-seat sofa €510 Seat surfaces
and armrests in soft, hard-wearing, easy-care
grain leather. 148×85, H80cm. Robust black.
002.144.16 Come in and feel the quality
at the IKEA store.
07 SÄTER 2.5-seat sofa €350 Cover: throughdyed split leather on contact areas.
197×82, H75cm. Fräsig dark brown.
001.194.62

08 ÄLVROS 3-seat sofa with dual reclining
function €1225 Cover: through-dyed grain
leather on contact areas. 198×96, H92cm.
Mjuk light beige. 801.554.70
09 KARLSFORS corner sofa combination
€1750 Cover: through-dyed grain leather
on contact areas. 224/257×82, H73cm.
Tufted/Grann black. 102.276.49
10 KIVIK chaise longue €610 Cover:
through-dyed grain leather on contact areas.
90×163, H83cm. Grann black. 301.986.03

SOFA BEDS

168

03

01

08

07
02

09

new
05

10

04

new

new

11

Adjustable seats so you
can sit up and watch TV
while your partner takes
a snooze.
SOLSTA 2-seat
sofa bed

12

120

€
BEDDINGE LÖVÅS
sofa bed with
storage box

330

€

13

06

01 KARLSTAD 3-seat sofa bed €855
Cover: cotton, linen, viscose/rayon and
polyester. 225×93, H83cm. Bed size
140×200cm. Isunda grey. 798.756.68
02 IKEA PS LÖVÅS 2-seat sofa bed €425
Cover: 100% cotton. 163×111, H86cm.
Bed size 160×205cm. Vansta red. 998.745.02

03 new MOHEDA corner sofa bed €645 Fixed
cover: 100% cotton. 246×150, H93cm. Bed
size 142×205cm. Blekinge brown. 502.139.52
04 EKTORP LÖVÅS 3-seat sofa bed €815
Cover: 100% cotton. 221×103, H99cm. Bed
size 160×198cm. Blekinge white. 598.495.57
05 MÅNSTAD corner sofa bed with
storage €610 Fixed cover: 100% cotton.
240×90/155, H73cm. Bed size 140×204cm.
Gobo blue-grey. 701.989.79

06 BEDDINGE LÖVÅS 3-seat sofa bed €300
Choose from different mattresses and a
variety of covers to create a combination
that suits you. 200×104, H91cm. Bed size
140×200cm. Ransta dark grey. (Available
in other covers). Bedlinen sold seperately.
798.743.67
BEDDINGE storage box €30 100.367.20

07 KIVIK 3-seat sofa bed €830
Cover: 80% cotton and 20% polyester.
245×95, H83cm. Bed size 143×200cm.
Dansbo lilac. 598.943.66
08 TIDAFORS sofa bed €995 Fixed cover:
cotton, viscose, polyester and linen.
252×96, H97cm. Bed size 147×197cm.
Tullinge dark brown. 802.072.09

09 HAGALUND 2-seat sofa bed €475
Cover: 100% cotton. 150×86, H91cm.
Bed size 120×196cm. Fruvik blue. 698.437.53
10 new SÖDERHAMN sofa bed €735
Cover: cotton, viscose, polyester, lyocell and
linen. 212×99, H83cm. Bed size 93×200cm.
Isefall light turquoise. 499.019.37

11 new LUGNVIK sofa bed combination €445
223×83/136, H90cm. Bed size 120×200cm.
Tallåsen red. 502.237.34
12 SOLSTA 2-seat sofa bed €120 Fixed cover:
100% cotton. 137×78, H72cm. Bed size
118×205cm. Ransta dark grey. 900.871.07
13 LYCKSELE LÖVÅS 2-seat sofa bed €275
Cover: cotton, polyester and elastane.
142×100, H87cm. Bed size: 140×188cm.
Henån beige. 998.491.93
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ARMCHAIRS

A chaise longue that’s so
comfy, you may not make it
through your magazine.

01

EKTORP MUREN
armchair

02

09

08

This armchair spins around.
You can try it in our stores.

07

355

€

10

new
03

04

11

12
SOLSTA OLARP
armchair

€

40
14

05

new
13

06

01 EKTORP MUREN armchair €355
Adjustable to 3 positions, from upright sitting
to resting. Fixed cover: 100% cotton.
85×94, H97cm. Idemo black. 701.849.15
02 IKEA STOCKHOLM 1.5-seat armchair €725
Cover: velvet, 77% cotton and 23% polyester.
113×93, H81cm. Sandbacka black. 701.475.41
Put all your cares behind you, in the
comfort of our chairs. Try them out,
at the IKEA store.

03 KIVIK chaise longue €345
Cover: 80% cotton and 20% polyester.
90×163, H83cm. Dansbo lilac. 798.968.78
04 EKTORP JENNYLUND armchair €185
A range of coordinated covers makes it easy
for you to give your furniture a new look.
Cover: 100% cotton. 78×85, H84cm.
Idemo red. 198.948.96 Love the chair but
like a different colour? There are many
more to choose from at IKEA.ie.

new

05 VÄRMDÖ rocking chair €120 Solid pine.
65×74, H106cm. Black. 201.906.88 See how
See how VÄRMDÖ can help you bring
the indoors out on page 156
06 new SÖDERHAMN armchair €495
SÖDERHAMN has a seat that’s deep, low
and soft - and loose back cushions that
give extra support. Cover: 79% cotton
and 21% polyester. 105×99, H83cm.
Replösa beige. 398.994.83

07 EKENÄS armchair €210 Fixed cover: cotton,
viscose, polyester and linen. 86×78, H90cm.
Tullinge grey-brown. 202.073.49
08 new MELLBY armchair €235 Cover: 80%
cotton and 20% polyester. 75×78, H65cm.
Dansbo yellow-green. 698.943.80
09 FINNTORP armchair €60 Hand made, gives
soft, rounded shapes and nicely detailed
patterns. Each piece of furniture is unique.
Lacquered rattan. 71×64, H85cm. 602.016.80

10 ARVIKA swivel armchair €510
Cover: through-dyed grain leather.
Underframe: steel. 84×85, H110cm.
Grann black. 202.039.97
11 new POÄNG rocking chair €170
Frame made of layer-glued bent birch, a very
strong and durable material. 68×94, H95cm.
Black-brown/Dansbo medium red. 099.009.11

12 SOLSTA OLARP armchair €40
Fixed cover: 100% cotton. 66×62, H63cm.
Ransta natural. 400.998.48
13 EKTORP TULLSTA armchair €155
Cover: 100% cotton. 80×70, H77cm.
Idemo blue. 398.767.64
14 new POÄNG armchair €115 68×82, H100cm.
Birch veneer/Blomstermåla multicoloured.
499.017.39 Footstool €60 68×54, H39cm.
399.017.54
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COFFEE TABLES

new
Nest this set of tables when you
need a little more space to play.

10

03
09
02
01

LACK
side tables

04

6

€ /ea

11

12

13
06

VITTSJÖ
coffee table

05

45

€

08

14

“My goal was to create a solution, not
just another piece of furniture. Castors
make it easy to move around and ﬁnd
new ways to use it. As a coffee table
of course, but also as a side table,
bookshelf, for storage, whatever you
need.”

15

07
Designer: Ola Wihlborg

new
IKEA PS 2012
coffee table

Why not try a bench? It can hold
everything from drinks to feet to
an extra guest.

45

€

01 new LACK coffee table €55 The high-gloss
surfaces reﬂect light and give a vibrant look.
Painted ﬁnish. 119×42cm. Red. 101.984.06
02 LIATORP coffee table €180 Painted
finish and tempered glass. 118×78, H50cm.
White. 201.730.66
03 VEJMON coffee table €145 Birch veneer.
140×66, H47cm. 501.366.71

04 ISALA coffee table €205 Easy gliding
and self closing drawer for remote controls,
magazines etc. Painted finish. Ø90, H47cm.
Grey. 202.041.76
05 BOKSEL coffee table €145 Veneered
surface; gives the table a natural look and
feel. Stained, ash veneer and tempered glass.
Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg.
119×59, H42cm. Black-brown. 802.071.67

06 VITTSJÖ coffee table €45 Tempered
glass and metal, hardwearing materials
that give an open, airy feel. Ø75, H45cm.
Black-brown. 802.133.09
07 new IKEA PS 2012 coffee table €45
Powder-coated steel. Designer: Ola Wihlborg.
70×42, H48cm. Dark turquoise. 902.084.49
08 TROLLSTA side table €60 Painted
finish and powder-coated aluminium.
38×38, H40cm. Lilac. 902.007.21

09 STRIND coffee table €125 Castors included.
Tempered glass and nickel-plated steel.
Ø75, H40cm. White. 301.571.03
Not exactly what you’re looking for?
There are more sizes and colors available
at IKEA.ie
10 new IKEA PS 2012 nest of 3 tables €90
Solid wood, veneer and steel; hardwearing
materials that are easy to keep clean.
50×50, H42cm. White/beech. 302.084.47

11 HEMNES coffee table €130 Solid wood;
gives a natural feel. Stained, solid spruce.
Designer: Carina Bengs. 118×75, H46cm.
Grey-brown. 501.762.85
12 LACK side tables €6/ea Easy to assemble.
Combines with other products in the LACK
range. Painted finish. Max. load 25kg.
55×55, H45cm. Green. 502.076.87
Black. 200.114.08. White. 200.114.13.

13 LACK side table €14 The high-gloss
surfaces reﬂect light and give a vibrant look.
55×55, H45cm. High-gloss red. 801.937.35
14 SIGURD bench €70 Painted, solid beech.
Designer: Ola Wihlborg. 114×43, H45cm.
Red. 602.012.46
15 TOFTERYD coffee table €200 Smoothsliding drawers for storing remotes, magazines etc. Foil finish and chromed-plated steel.
95×95, H31cm. High-gloss black. 401.974.86

The fallback position:
total relaxation

Designed by:
Noboru Nakamura

For over 30 years, POÄNG has proved that you can
have both comfort and style at an affordable price.
Choose from different wooden frames and an entire
plethora of coloured cushions to suit your style.

EIVOR cushion Zipped cover is easy to remove for
washing. 54% linen and 46% cotton. Filling:
polyester ﬁbres. 40×50cm. White/black. 902.121.11
POÄNG armchair Layer-glued, bent
birch frame provides relaxing resilience.
Cover: 80% cotton and 20% polyester. 68×82,
H100cm. Birch veneer/Granån blue. 598.875.06

85

€

8

€

Designed by:
Kajsa Aronsson
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CURTAINS

01 EMMIE curtains with tie-backs €60/pair
Lined with thin curtains, to filter light even
better. 100% cotton. 145×300cm.
Multicoloured. 202.168.67
02 AINA curtains €50/pair Curtain that lets in
light but dims direct sunshine. 100% linen.
145×300cm. White. 702.180.91
03 ENJE roller blind €27 Roller blind that filters
the light. Reduces reflections on TV and
computer screens. Fabric: 87% polyester and
13% nylon. 120×250cm. White. 000.267.07
04 KAJSAMIA curtains €30/pair Eyelet
heading. Works with curtain rods.
65% polyester, 35% cotton. Designer: Emma
Hagman. 145×300cm. Black. 202.308.54
05 ANITA curtains with tie-backs €40/pair
Heavy fabric helps to reduce sound and
keeps light out. 100% polyester. 145×300cm.
Dark grey. 901.602.49
06 ALVINE SPETS curtains €15/pair
Thin, sheer curtains, lets in daylight. 100%
polyester. 145×300cm. Off-white. 800.707.63
Turn your dream bedroom into reality
with ALVINE SPETS. See how on page 70.
07 IRJA curtain rod set €1.75 Steel and polypropylene plastic. Designer: Johanna Jelinek.
Max. load 2kg. L140cm. White. 701.171.72
08 VIVAN curtains €12/pair Thin curtain
diffuses light softly. Perfect to use in a layered
window solution. 70% polyester, 30% cotton.
145×300cm. White. 002.215.63
09 TUPPLUR roller blind €19 Black out blind.
Special coating that does not let any light
through. 100% cotton, acrylic plastic
treatment. 140×195cm. White. 000.495.20
10 RAFFIG finials €3/2pk Polystyrene plastic.
L25mm. Black. 202.199.36
11 VÄSENTLIG finial €3/2pk Polystyrene
plastic. Designer: Henrik Preutz. L53mm.
White. 002.171.94 Come and find your
favourite finials at the IKEA store.
12 HÖGTIDLIG finials €7/2pk Powder-coated
aluminium. Designer: Helene Tiedemann.
L100mm. White. 102.172.21
Are your windows getting the treatment
they deserve? For lots of creative ideas
see page 154.

IRJA curtain
rod set

1

€ .75

07

08

03

01

09

05

02

06

04
KAJSAMIA
curtains

30/pair

€

The textures of EMMIE and
AINA work together perfectly
to ﬁlter light.

The perfect ﬁnial adds
the ﬁnishing touch.

10

11

12
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CURTAINS

“We got inspiration from 50s and 60s design
styles and decided to knit and sew our ideas
instead of drawing on the computer.”
Designers: Barbara Bendix Becker
and Mette Bache
Our adjustable curtain rod can
wrap around any corner.

06

02

08

new

04
05

01
FERLE curtains

20/pair

€

09

LAPPLJUNG RAND
panel curtains

07

03

new

The cotton velvet material is thick
enough to keep outside noise
where it belongs. Outside.

01 FERLE curtains €20/pair 70% polyester,
30% cotton. Designer: Paulin Machado.
145×300cm. White/grey. 402.378.78
02 EIVOR curtains €20/pair 70% polyester,
30% cotton. Designer: Kajsa Aronsson.
145×300cm. White/black. 002.109.27
03 SANELA curtains €65/pair 100% cotton
velvet. 145×300cm. Light turquoise.
202.390.10

04 JANETTE curtains €35/pair 65% polyester,
35% cotton. Designer: Ida Arnfelt.
145×300cm. Grey. 102.215.86
05 WERNA curtains €45/pair Densely woven
fabric makes the curtain effective at blocking
out light. 100% polyester. 145×300cm.
Dark lilac. 702.060.45
06 new MALIN FIGUR curtains €45/pair
56% linen, 44% cotton. 145×300cm.
Multicoloured. 002.215.82

15/ea

€

07 new MALIN TRÅD curtains €45/pair
56% linen, 44% polyester. 145×300cm.
Multicoloured. 002.215.77
08 VIVAN curtains €12/pair 70% polyester,
30% cotton. 145×300cm. Grey. 202.215.62
09 LAPPLJUNG RAND panel curtains €15/ea
85% paper, 15% polyester. 60×300cm.
Multicoloured. 202.316.60
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METRE FABRIC

01
08
06

“I wanted to continue the IKEA tradition
of simplicity and playfulness, so all of my
textiles have dots. I think that dots are
energetic and spread joy.”

07

02

Designer: Maria Vinka

09

01 new IKEA PS 2012 fabric €9/m Fleece
metre fabric with a slightly raised pattern.
Ideal for making blankets, throws and
bedspreads. 100% polyester. Designer:
Maria Vinka. W150cm. Blue. 402.226.69
02 new MALIN VÅG fabric €6/m 100% cotton.
Designers: B. B. Becker/M. Bache. W150cm.
Multicoloured. 602.249.69
03 new JANETTE fabric €8/m 100% cotton.
Designer: Ida Arnfelt. W150cm.
Grey. 702.237.14
04 EMMIE RAND fabric €8/m Yarn-dyed fabric,
the pattern is visible on both sides.
100% cotton. W150cm. Blue. 602.179.16
05 BERTA RUTA fabric €8/m Yarn-dyed fabric,
the pattern is visible on both sides.
100% cotton. W150cm. Small check grey.
702.237.28
06 new TRÅDKLÖVER fabric €7/m
100% cotton. Designer: Anna Salander.
W150cm. White/black. 502.388.15
07 EMMIE RAND fabric €8/m Yarn-dyed fabric,
the pattern is visible on both sides
100% cotton. W150cm. Pink. 802.179.15
08 SOLRUN fabric €7/m 100% cotton.
Designer: Malin Åkerblom. W150cm.
Multicoloured. 502.043.68
09 SOFIA fabric €7/m Comes in a choice
of patterns. 100% cotton. W150cm.
Black/white. 901.600.27
10 EMMIE ROS fabric €6/m 100% cotton.
W150cm. Multicoloured. 502.179.12
11 GURINE fabric €6/m 100% cotton.
Designers: S. Edholm/L. Ullenius. W150cm.
Multicoloured. 102.294.17
12 EIVOR LEVA fabric €8/m 100% cotton.
Designer: Kajsa Aronsson. W150cm.
Multicoloured. 402.179.17
13 SY sewing machine €65 13 stitch patterns
to choose. Suits basic home sewing needs.
Designer: Henrik Preutz. White. 302.089.75
See how to create the perfect
now-you-see-it, now-you-don’t
solution on page 144.

10
EMMIE ROS
fabric

6

€ /m

03

04

12
11

05

EMMIE RAND
fabric

8

€ /m

13

Cut out the leaves, sew them together
and add ﬁlling. And you have yourself
some cushions.

Be creative with textiles. With SY you can
turn any metre fabric into whatever you are
inspired to create.
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RUGS

01 VEMB rug €300 Low pile. Combining wool
with nylon gives a soft and durable rug.
Pile: 80% wool and 20% nylon. 193×193cm.
Multicoloured. 201.991.32
02 SKARUM rug €40 Low pile. Pile: 100%
polypropylene. Designer: Cilla Ramnek.
133×195cm. Black/multicoloured. 502.267.23
Let your fingers decide for themselves.
Feel the quality at your local IKEA store.

03 new MALIN FIGUR rug €80 Low pile.
Hand carved. Enhances the motif and adds
dimension to the rug. The rug is hand woven.
80% wool, 20% nylon. 97×115cm. Designers:
B. B. Becker/M. Bache. Turquoise. 002.287.91
04 BÄLUM rug €80 Low pile. The thick pile
provides a soft surface for your feet and also
dampens sound. Pile: 70% polypropylene and
30% polyester. Ø130cm. Blue. 201.982.60

05 FERLE rug €35 Low pile. Heat-set
polypropylene. Makes the rug extra nice and
soft to walk on. Pile: 100% polypropylene.
Designer: Paulin Machado. 133×195cm.
Dark blue/white. 802.255.24

06 LAPPLJUNG RUTA rug €60 Low pile.
Pile: 100% polypropylene. Designer:
Anna Efverlund. 200×200cm.
White/black. 402.279.02
07 new IKEA PS 2012 rug €60 Flat-woven.
Latex backing keeps the mat firmly in place.
User surface: 100% polypropylene. Backing:
latex. Designer: Maria Vinka. 98×242cm. Blue.
502.216.93 Go way green on page 248.

VEMB rug

07

300

€
01

08 HAMPEN rug €60 Low pile. Heat-set polypropylene, makes the rug extra nice and
soft to walk on. Pile: 100% polypropylene.
160×230cm. Red. 601.468.15
09 TEJN faux sheepskin €12 80% modacrylic,
20% polyester. White. 302.290.77
10 TRÅDKLÖVER rug €70 Low pile. Pile:
100% polypropylene. 200×200cm. Designer:
Anna Salander. Multicoloured. 002.389.69

11 BISLEV rug €35 Flat-woven. Its pattern is
equally visible on both sides, making it
reversible. 100% cotton. 80×200cm.
Designer: Anna Efverlund. Multicoloured.
801.966.30
12 SÖFTEN rug €25 Flat-woven. 100% cotton.
80×150cm. Designer: Anna Svanfeldt
Hillervik. Black/white. 402.255.02

new

06

08
HAMPEN
rug

02

60

€

SKARUM
rug

40

€

09

04

10

Add a burst of crayon-esque
color to any room.
03

new
05

Complete the look with
matching bed linen on
page 288.

11

12
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RUGS

01
06

ÅDUM rug

140

€

03

Age-old traditions meet modern taste.
Find your favourite at the store.

02

05

EMMIE PÄRLA
rug

07

300

€

04
08

Every IKEA Persian rug is
a handmade one-of-a-kind.

PERSISK KEMLIM
GASHGAI rug,
55x200cm
09

85

€

10

01 MORUM rug €60 Flat-woven. User surface:
100% polypropylene. 160×230cm. 202.035.63
02 HERRUP rug €60 Low pile. Pile: 100%
polypropylene. 160×230cm. 401.982.97
03 VALBY RUTA rug €80 Low pile.
Pile: 100% polypropylene. 170×230cm.
Multicoloured. 101.004.95
04 PERSISK GABBEH L rug €525 High pile.
Approx. 110×175cm. Assorted colours.
502.182.66
05 EIVOR CIRKEL rug €150 Low pile. Pile:
100% polypropylene. 200×200cm. 202.254.09

06 ÅDUM rug €140 High pile. Pile: 100%
polypropylene. 170×240cm. 701.887.82
07 PERSISK HAMADAN rug €525 Low pile.
Approx. 140×200cm. 702.170.58
08 EMMIE PÄRLA rug €300 Low pile. Handcarved. Enhances the motif and adds dimension to the rug. Pile: 80% wool and 20%
nylon. 170×240cm. Multicoloured. 802.179.58
09 PERSISK KELIM GASHGAI rug €85
Flat-woven. Approx. 55×200cm. 102.182.30
10 See no. 04.
Let your feet decide. Feel the quality
at the IKEA store.

11

11 PERSISK KELIM GASHGAI rug €325
Flat-woven. Approx. 170×250cm. 702.170.63
12 See no. 09.
PERSISK rugs shown here:
Each rug is in 100% wool, unique in design,
colour, quality and size, hand made by skilled
craftsmen and a result of traditions combined
with the weavers’ individual tastes. All sizes
are individual. They vary from 70 to 130cm in
width and from 140 to 300cm in length.

12

Designed by:
Carina Bengs

HEMNES bookcase Solid wood, for natural
good looks. Stained, solid pine. 90×37, H197cm.
Black-brown. 001.762.64

HAMPEN rug High pile. Heat-set polypropylene,
makes the rug extra nice and soft to walk on.
Pile: 100% polypropylene. 80×80cm. Red.
102.037.90 Also available: Black. 202.037.80
Dark pink. 402.037.84
Bright green. 502.037.88

€

€

125

12
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STORAGE

Customised storage.
For a better life all round
01
BESTÅ storage
units with door

51/ea

€

Storage is incredibly personal. At least, that’s our view.
That’s why we try to design our solutions in a way that
makes it possible for you to totally customise your system.
To suit you, your home and your proud possessions, large
or small, precious or just plain proliﬁc. One of our most
versatile systems is BESTÅ. With individual units, you can
make it high, low, narrow or wide. You can add solid or
glass doors, and ﬁt out the inside in different ways.
Choose a stylish ready-made set-up, or start creating your
own solution at IKEA.ie/bestaplanner.

03

02
BESTÅ storage
combination

334

€

01 BESTÅ shelf units with door €51/ea
Adjustable shelf, easy to place to suit your
storage needs. Foil finish. 60×40, H64cm.
White. 499.238.83 Black-brown. 599.256.50
BESTÅ can do lots more! For other great
ideas visit your local IKEA store.

02 BESTÅ storage combination €334 Frames
in different sizes, allowing you to create
a solution that makes the best use of your
space. Foil finish. 180×40, H74/202cm.
White/bamboo pattern/high-gloss/brown.
599.078.11
See BESTÅ conquer chaos on page 24.

03 GRUNDTAL mirror €30 Mirror glass and
stainless steel. Ø70cm. 400.478.83
04 BESTÅ shelf units with door €41/ea
Adjustable shelves. Adapt space between
to suit your storage needs. Foil finish.
60×40, H38cm. Lilac/white. 799.245.22
Grey-turquoise/white. 599.174.95

04
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STORAGE

01 BESTÅ TV/storage combination with
sliding doors €512 Sliding doors save space
when open. You decide what’s on show and
when. Foil finish and chromed-plated steel.
Bench 240×40, H48cm. Wall cabinet
240×40, H38cm. White/high-gloss red.
399.077.27
02 BESTÅ TV storage combination €441
Combine open and closed storage, to
conceal or display things as you choose.
Foil finish, aluminium and tempered glass.
300×40, H192cm. Black-brown. 498.949.89
03 BESTÅ storage combination with glass
doors €241 Adjustable shelves. Position
to suit your storage needs.Foil finish and
tempered glass. Wall cabinet 60×40, H128cm.
Grey-turquoise/white. 099.077.76
04 BESTÅ storage combination with glass
doors €381 Glass doors keep your favourite
items free from dust but still visible. Foil finish
and tempered glass. 180×40, H192cm.
White. 899.078.19
05 BESTÅ storage combination with
doors €274 Adjustable shelves.
Position to suit your storage needs.
Foil finish. 120×40, H192cm.
High-gloss red/white. 399.077.65
SKUBB shoe boxes sold separately.
06 BESTÅ TV storage combination €381
Panel doors for hidden, dust-free storage of
DVDs, accessories, etc. Foil finish.
Bench 240×40, H64/128cm. Wall cabinet
240×40, H38cm. Lilac/white. 399.076.33

01

04

03

Films ready to lock and load, glasses
for when friends drop by with a bottle,
pretty things to show off and share.

02

This cupboard could be the
key to a clutter-free hallway.

05

BESTÅ TV storage
combination

441

€

06
BESTÅ TV storage
combination

381

€
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TV & MEDIA SOLUTIONS

07
02

08
01

A low TV bench leaves room
for projecting a movie onto
the wall.

04
The ideal home for
your laptop in TV mode.

03

09

10

No TV? With or without one,
BESTÅ makes a great choice.

05

12
06

11

BENNO
TV bench

100

€
01 new IKEA PS 2012 TV bench €200 The
doors fold open. Saves space when open and
gives easy access to the contents. Painted and
foil finish. Designers: L. Widén/A. Wallin
Irinarchos. Max. screen size flat screen
TV 55". 150×48, H41cm. Yellow. 102.105.35
Want a wireless gaming zone at home?
Visit page 148 to see how the PS TV
bench can help you get your game on.

02 LACK corner TV bench €50 Max. load 65kg.
100×55, H35cm. Black-brown. 601.053.39
03 TOFTERYD TV bench €150 Foil finish and
chrome-plated steel. Max. screen size
flat screen TV 50".140×47, H31cm.
High-gloss white. 201.975.00
04 BESTÅ storage combination with glass
doors €132 Foil finish and tempered
glass. 60×40, H128cm. Black-brown/
white. 499.076.56

05 BESTÅ BURS TV bench €250 Foil finish.
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. Max. load
100kg. Max. screen size flat screen TV 60".
180×41, H49cm. High-gloss red. 901.037.58
06 new VITTSJÖ TV bench €65 Powder-coated
steel, tempered glass and foil finish.
Designer: Johan Kroon. Max. screen size
flat screen TV 55". 150×40, H33cm.
Black-brown/glass. 402.133.11

07 BORGSJÖ TV bench €55 Adjustable shelves.
Adapt space between to suit your storage
needs. Foil finish. Designer: Carina Bengs.
Max. screen size flat screen TV 60".
150×42, H51cm. White. 002.209.69
08 BRÄDA laptop support €8 Legs fold out to
provide a tilted surface for a good working
position. Holds laptops up to 17". Melamine
foil finish. Designer: Sarah Fager.
42×30, H21cm. Black/white. 401.486.22

09 VALLVIK TV bench/coffee table €75
Stained, solid pine. Max. load 45kg.
Max. screen size flat screen TV 40".
118×45, H47cm. Black-brown. 601.936.56
10 HEMNES TV bench €165 Stained, solid pine.
Max. load 45kg. 110×47, H57cm.
White. 001.775.55

11 BENNO TV bench €100 Birch veneer.
Max. load 50kg. Max. screen size flat
screen TV 46". 120×39, H42cm. 902.016.88
12 LIATORP TV bench €205 Painted finish.
Designer: Carina Bengs. Max. load 100kg.
145×49, H45cm. White. 801.166.00
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TV & MEDIA SOLUTIONS

01 BENNO TV bench on castors €50 Castors
included for easy mobility. Foil finish. Max.
load 30kg. Max. screen size flat screen
TV 42”. 118×42, H51cm. White. 502.031.04
BENNO DVD tower €22 Adjustable shelves.
Adapt space between to suit your storage
needs. Foil finish. 20×17, H202cm.
White. 073.053.10
EKBY JÄRPEN/EKBY STILIG wall
shelves €226/ea Painted finish and solid
wood. 119×28, H34cm. White. 198.703.48
BILLY bookcases €28/ea Adjustable
shelves. Adapt space between to suit your
storage needs. Foil finish. 40×28, H202cm.
White. 400.857.14
02 BESTÅ storage combination with doors
and drawers €387 Smooth-running drawers
with drawer stop. Foil finish and chromeplated steel. Bench 240×40, H48cm. Wall
cabinet 120×20, H64cm. White. 698.945.54
03 HEMNES TV storage combination €635
Solid wood for natural style. Stained
solid spruce, tempered glass. Designer:
Carina Bengs. 288×37/47, H197cm.
Grey-brown. 999.055.08
04 DAVE laptop table €20 Adjustable height
and angle of inclination of table top. Adjust to
suit. Powder-coated steel and powder-coated
finish. Max. load 6kg. 60×50, H52–81cm.
Red. 101.518.14
05 EXPEDIT TV storage combination €170
The shelves can be placed to the left or right,
whatever suits your room best. Max. screen
size flat screen TV 55”. 185×39, H149cm.
199.178.69 LEKMAN boxes sold separately.
06 VITTSJÖ TV bench €40 Self-adhesive
cable clips keep your cords in place and out
of sight. Powder-coated steel, tempered glass
and foil finish. Max. load 40kg. Max. screen
size flat screen TV 40”. 100×40, H33cm.
Black-brown/glass. 902.175.66

03

01

04
BENNO TV
bench on castors

50

€

A place to organise your media,
so every film is at your fingertips.

05

02

06

Advance to the next level with
a smart place for all your consoles.

STORAGE
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new

Combine these individual shelf units
any way you like.

01

IKEA PS 2012
glass-door cabinet

02

12

425

€

10

11
04

05

03

09
BILLY
bookcase

75

€

07

“We got the idea for this
cabinet after seeing a wall
of different sized picture
frames. Each section is
designed to be a pretty frame
around all of your favourite
things.”

13

08

06

ISALA
cabinet

205

€

Designers: Wis design,
Anna Wallin Irinarchos and
Lisa Widén

01 BESTÅ shelf units with door €41/ea
Foil finish. 60×40, H38cm.
Grey-turquoise/white. 599.174.95
02 BESTÅ shelf units with door €51/ea
Panel doors for hidden, dust-free storage.
Foil finish. 60×40, H64cm.
Grey-turquoise/white. 399.174.96
03 FÖRHÖJA wall cabinets €16/ea Painted
finish. 30×25, H30cm. White. 701.771.99

04 VALLVIK bookcase €75 Solid wood, a
durable natural material. Stained solid pine.
Designer: Carina Bengs. 80×30, H190cm.
Black-brown. 801.936.55
05 LIATORP sideboard €275 Cord outlet
at the back, keeps cords in place. Foil finish
and tempered glass. 145×48, H87cm.
White. 801.165.96
06 JOSEF cabinet €45 Suitable for both indoor
and outdoor use. Powder-coated/galvanized

steel. 40×35, H86cm. Grey. 001.689.90
07 TROLLSTA sideboard €210 Deep shelves
provide plenty of storage space. Painted finish
and powder-coated steel. Designer: Hanna
Brogård. 120×50, H76cm. Lilac. 702.007.17
08 ISALA cabinet €205 2 adjustable shelves.
Adjust spacing to suit your storage needs.
Painted finish. Designers: J. Asshoff/
H. Brogård. 75×44, H131cm. Lilac. 102.041.72

09 BILLY bookcase €75 Deep shelves give room
for large books. Foil finish. 80×39, H202cm.
White. 102.084.67 Team up with BILLY to
write your memoirs. See how on page 30
10 IKEA STOCKHOLM glass-door
cabinet €375 Doors with integrated damper
for silent and gentle closing. Stained veneer/
tempered glass. Designer: Tomas Jelinek.
75×37, H174cm. Golden-brown. 001.037.91

11 new IKEA PS 2012 glass-door
cabinet €425 Frames, displays and protects
your favourite items and collections. Painted
finish and tempered glass. 73×41, H200cm.
White. 702.084.45
12 EXPEDIT storage unit €155 Painted finish.
Designer: Tord Björklund. 79×39, H149cm.
Red. 299.174.92

13 EXPEDIT shelving unit €35 Can be hung on
the wall or placed on the floor, whichever
you prefer. Printed finish. Printed finish.
Designer: Tord Björklund. 79×39, H79cm.
Birch effect. 801.352.98 Boxes for EXPEDIT
shelving units are sold separately.
Note! All bookcases, cabinets and
shelving units shown must be fixed
to the wall.
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01 VITTSJÖ shelving unit €80 Tempered glass
and metal, hard-wearing materials that give
an open, airy look. Powder-coated steel,
tempered glass and foil finish. 100×36,
H175cm. Black-brown. 202.133.12
02 BILLY bookcase combination €143
Adjustable shelves. Adapt space between
to suit your storage needs. Birch veneer.
Designer: Gillis Lundgren.
160×28, H106/202cm. 899.077.15
03 EXPEDIT shelving unit with doors €215
EXPEDIT inserts come in many colours and
finishes. Mix them as you like to create a
personal EXPEDIT shelving unit. Designer:
Tord Björklund. 185×39, H185cm.
White/green. 999.081.87 See EXPEDIT in
action at your local IKEA store.
04 BORGSJÖ bookcase with glass doors €110
The lower part of the bookcase has built-in
cable management for tidying cables and
cords, keeping them out of sight but within
reach. Foil finish and tempered glass.
Designer: Carina Bengs. 75×32, H181cm.
White. 799.077.25
05 HEMNES storage combination with glass
doors €525 Built-in cable management for
tidying cables and cords. Stained, solid
spruce, tempered glass. 147×37, H197cm.
Black-brown. 099.077.00
06 BESTÅ storage combination €302
Adjustable shelves. Adapt spacing
to suit your storage needs. Foil finish.
240×40, H166cm. Lilac/white. 299.078.17
07 IVAR storage combination €315 Solid pine.
262×50, H124/179/226cm. 999.076.92
08 LIATORP bookcase with glass doors €375
Panel/glass doors provide dust-free storage and let you conceal or display things as
you like. Painted finish and tempered glass.
96×37, H214cm. 298.426.23

All bookcases and storage units shown
must be fixed to the wall.

02

05

01

06
BESTÅ storage
combination

302

€

IVAR is made of untreated solid pine,
and can easily be painted in any colour
you like.

08

04

03

07
IVAR storage
combination

315

€

BOXES

200

Great on its own, but made
to fit perfectly into EXPEDIT
storage units.

Storage for things you
want neatly out of sight.

new

02

01

10

05

Boxes you can hang up to turn
wall space into storage space.

11

03

KASSETT
boxes with lids

7

€ /2pk

PINGLA boxes
with lids

04

06

12
07

3.50/2pk

€

13

08

KVISSLE
4-piece set of
boxes with lids
09

14

13

€

16

15
01 SKUBB boxes €15/3pk Handle on one
side makes the boxes easy to pull out.
100% polyester and polypropylene plastic.
31×34, H33cm. Lilac. 602.070.31
02 KNODD bin with lid €17 You can use the
bin anywhere around your home, even in
damp areas indoors. Powder-coated steel.
40L. White. 600.456.56
03 KNODD bin with lid €13 The lid comes with
a hook you can use to attach the lid to the bin.
Makes it easier to ﬁll and empty the bin.
16L. Assorted colours. 902.189.24

04 KASSETT boxes with lids €7/2pk
Suitable for storing newspapers, magazines,
photos or other memorabilia. 27×35, H18cm.
White. 202.242.83
05 KVARNVIK box with lid €7.50 Perfect for
storing for storing your CDs, games, chargers
or desk accessories. Paperboard and jute.
16×29, H15cm. White. 301.967.36
06 KVARNVIK box with lid €16.50 Suitable for
storing your newspapers, magazines, photos
or other memorabilia. 32×35, H30cm.
White. 301.967.41

07 KOTTEBO basket €18 Sized to ﬁt
EXPEDIT shelving unit. Palm leaf.
32×34, H32cm. 001.094.77
08 PLUGGIS box with lid €10 Suitable for
storing your newspapers, magazines, photos
or other memorabilia. PET plastic.
36×29, H18cm. White. 802.346.94
09 BLADIS 4-piece boxes with lids set €11
Perfect for storing your desk accessories,
hair clips, jewellery or other small items.
Black. 302.193.61

10 LEKMAN box €10 Sized to ﬁt EXPEDIT
shelving unit. Plastic. Designer: Tord
Björklund. 33×37, H33cm. Red. 701.384.00
11 new IKEA PS 2012 4-piece drawer
set €40 Perfect for storing desk
accessories, hair clips, jewellery or other
small items. Bamboo and PET-plastic.
Designer: Sarah Fager. 602.065.45
12 PINGLA boxes with lids €3.50/2pk
Corrugated board. 28×37, H18cm.
Blue. 402.222.97

13 SAMLA boxes with lids €3.50/ea The lids
protect the contents and make the boxes
stackable. Polypropylene plastic. Designer:
Mia Gammelgaard. 39×28, H14cm.
Black. 599.030.16
14 KASSETT boxes with lids €3.50/2pk
Perfect for storing your CDs, games,
chargers or desk accessories. Painted
paperboard. 16×26, H15cm.
Dark pink. 402.243.19

15 KVISSLE 4-piece set of boxes with
lids €13 For pens, note pads, business
cards, etc. Sizes: 3 boxes 11x11cm and
1 box 33x11.5cm. Powder-coated steel
and cork. White. 401.980.23
16 KUPOL pull-out storage unit €8
Combine and stack drawer units to create
a combination that suits your needs.
Polypropylene plastic. 27×18, H16cm.
White. 001.980.39
Sort the wheat from the chaff,
with small storage from the IKEA store.

WORK DESKS

202

This corner desk is tested and approved
for office use and fulfils the highest quality
standards for stability and durability.

08

01
09

03

MALM DESK
with pull out panel

02

80

€

05
10

04

45

11

VITTSJÖ
laptop table

MICKE
desk

35

€

€

12

07
13

06

Turn any table into
a desk by adding a
small storage unit.

01 GALANT left-hand corner desk €185
Tested and approved for office use. Fulfils the
highest quality standards for stability
and durability. Melamine foil finish and
powder-coated steel. 160×120, H60–82cm.
White/silver colour. 698.521.15
02 GALANT 3-drawer unit on castors €140
Melamine foil finish. 45×60, H55cm.
Orange. 002.116.15
03 ALEX drawer unit on castors €100 Painted
finish. 67×48, H66cm. Black. 501.671.58

Store your laptop when you
need more desk space.

04 LIATORP desk €300 Finished front and back,
suitable for use in the middle of a room.
Solitaire unit can’t be connected with other
pieces in this range. Painted finish.
145×65, H73cm. White. 301.036.76
05 BORGSJÖ desk €45 Cable shelf under the
table top, keeps sockets and cables out of
sight and the work surface uncluttered.
Foil finish. Designer: Carina Bengs.
90×52, H73cm. White. 602.209.71

06 ALEX 6-drawer unit on castors €100
With castors, easy to place where you like.
Painted finish. Designer: Johanna Asshoff.
67×48, H66cm. White. 401.962.41
07 MICKE desk €45 Cable outlets and
compartment at the back, keep sockets
and cables out of sight but close at hand.
Painted finish and powder-coated steel.
Designer: Henrik Preutz. 73×50, H75cm.
White/green. 602.216.16

08 VIKA AMON/VIKA ALEX table
combination €134 Painted finish and
powder-coated steel. 120×75, H105cm.
White/green. 399.048.42
09 MICKE corner workstation €150
Top shelf with cable outlet; space efficient
storage for a printer, etc. Printed, embossed
finish and powder-coated steel. 100×100,
H151cm. Black-brown/white. 401.800.61

10 VIKA GLASHOLM/VIKA ADILS table €40
A table top in tempered glass is stain resistant
and easy to keep clean. Tempered glass and
powder-coated steel. Max. load 50kg.
99×52, H71cm. Blue/silver colour. 099.037.83
11 MALM desk with pull-out panel €80
Pull-out panel provides extra work surface.
Combines with other furniture in the MALM
range. Painted finish. 151×65, H72cm.
White. 702.141.92

Inside the ISALA desk
drawer there’s a laptop
shelf with perforated
metal. So, you can
charge your laptop
inside the drawer
without causing it to
overheat.

12 VITTSJÖ laptop table €35 Tempered glass
and metal, hard-wearing materials that give
an open, airy look. Powder-coated steel,
tempered glass and foil finish. 100×36,
H72cm. Black-brown/glass. 802.213.52
13 ISALA laptop table €170 Open in the back
for easy cable management. Painted finish.
80×45, H74cm. 302.041.85 Don’t see your
perfect desk here? Visit the IKEA store
and you soon will.

WORK CHAIRS
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An office approved work chair with
built in lumbar support. Keeps
your back comfortable , whether
you’re online working, or playing.

01

This chair is made to match
the colours of VIKA table tops and legs.
See all options at IKEA.ie

MARKUS
swivel chair

155

€

06

VILGOT
swivel chair

09

70

€

10

04
05

07

03

02
ALRIK
swivel chair

12

€

01 MARKUS swivel chair €155 Adjustable,
lockable tilt function for increased stability
and control in different seating positions. This
chair is tested and approved for ofﬁce use.
Cover: 100% wool. Seat 53×47, H40–57cm.
Blue. 701.788.63
02 ALRIK swivel chair €12 Height adjustable
for comfortable sitting posture. This chair
is tested and approved for home use.
Seat: polypropylene plastic. Seat 39×37,
H40–51cm. Blue. 402.141.17

08
SNILLE
swivel chair

23

€

03 GREGOR swivel chair €90 Pad with
removable and machine washable cover,
easy to keep clean. This chair is tested
and approved for home use. Seat/back:
unbleached paper. Seat 45×47, H42–53cm.
Black/grey. 301.931.96
04 VILGOT swivel chair €70 Built-in
lumbar support, provides extra relief and
support for your back. This chair is tested
and approved for ofﬁce use. Cover:
100% polyester. Seat 47×48, H47–60cm.
Black. 301.931.82

05 JULES swivel chair €40 Height adjustable
for comfortable sitting posture. This chair
is tested and approved for home use.
Seat: painted beech plywood. Seat 44×42,
H41–53cm. Black/silver colour. 598.845.41
Plonk down, twirl around, lean back.
Road test a chair at the IKEA store.

06 TORBJÖRN swivel chair €35 The sloping
seat gives a comfortable seating position
when leaning forwards. This chair is tested
and approved for home use. Seat/back:
100% polyester. Seat 40×43, H42–50cm.
Pink. 102.179.09
07 SKRUVSTA swivel chair €120 Height
adjustable for comfortable sitting posture.
This chair is tested and approved for home
use. Cover: acrylic/polyurethane-coated
cotton/polyester. Seat 48×45, H47–55cm.
Idhult white. 800.731.77

08 SNILLE swivel chair €23 Height adjustable
for comfortable sitting posture. This chair
is tested and approved for home use. Seat:
polypropylene plastic. Seat 45×39, H39-51cm.
Green. 798.982.69
09 MALKOLM swivel chair €95 Height adjustable. Rubber-coated castors, run on any type
of floor. This chair is tested and approved for
home use. Cover: polyurethane-coated
cotton/polyester. Seat 52×45, H45–58cm.
Brown. 801.968.14

10 TORKEL swivel chair €45 Height adjustable
for comfortable sitting posture. This chair is
tested and approved for home use.
Cover: polyurethane-coated cotton/polyester.
Seat 49×42, H40–52cm. Black. 502.124.86

TORBJÖRN swivel chair Height adjustable
for comfortable sitting posture. This chair
is tested and approved for home use.
Seat/back: 100% polyester. Designer: J. Jelinek.
Max. load 110kg. Seat 40×43, H42–50cm.
Blue. 802.179.01 Also available: Black. 702.247.56
Green. 902.179.05 Pink. 102.179.09

Designed by:
Helena Svensson

35

€

GAVIK table lamps Small and easy to place
anywhere you want to bring some cosiness and
colour into your home: on a side table, bedside
table, shelf or window sill. Glass. Ø18, H21cm.
Orange. 002.158.59 White. 502.158.66
Green. 402.195.44 Also available: Blue. 502.133.20
Purple. 002.133.27 Pink. 102.195.50

15/ea

€
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LAMPS

The interior design means the
LED light is cleverly diffused to
create a cosy overhead glow.

Made from a single piece of paper
and planet-friendly LED, this shade
brings beautiful light patterns
to your home.

01

06

new

new
05

SOLKULLEN LED
pendant lamp

40

€

Design unlimited

10

The fantastic thing about LED is that the diodes are small,
they don’t break and need replacement, and they generate
very little heat. This, together with the fact that LED is more
sustainable than other kinds of lighting, has sparked yet more
new creative ideas among our designers. Suddenly it’s
possible to create smaller lamps, spread light more evenly
and integrate light into our homes in new ways. Just take
a look at the lamps on this spread. One of them is inspired
by a showerhead from Hong Kong, and another by a ﬁsheye
camera lens. Ideas unlimited, made possible with LED.

new
02

new
IKEA PS 2012
LED ﬂoor lamp

09
07

110

€

08

03

new
04

Its adjustable body and
flat head make this lamp
a space-saving miracle.

01 new IKEA PS 2012 LED pendant
lamp €130 Gives a directed light,
good for lighting dining tables or coffee
tables. Steel. Designer: Henrik Preutz.
Ø45, H15cm. Yellow. 602.117.83
02 new IKEA PS 2012 LED floor lamp €110
Uses LEDs, which consume up to 85%
less energy and last 20 times longer than
incandescent bulbs. 602.077.62

03 new IKEA PS 2012 LED wall lamp €50
Uses LEDs, which consume up to 85%
less energy and last 20 times longer than
incandescent bulbs. Black. 402.116.99
04 VIKT LED wall lamp €40
Powder-coated aluminium and plastic.
9.5×11.5cm. 001.996.18
05 new SOLKULLEN LED pendant
lamp €40 Makes decorative patterns
on the ceiling and walls. Built-in LED
light source. 402.047.69

06 new KLOR LED pendant lamp €100
The LED light source is built directly into
the ultra-thin, flat pendant disc. Sleek,
streamlined design and quality light in
one. Nickel-plated steel. 301.806.84
07 TISDAG LED work lamp €60
Powder-coated steel and plastic.
H58cm. Dark grey. 401.968.73
08 TIVED LED floor lamp €70 Flexible
arm makes it easy to direct light to
suit. 201.809.67

09 new VÄSTER LED pendant lamp €70
Plastic and steel. Designers: K. Hagberg/
M. Hagberg. Red. 202.087.06
10 IKEA STOCKHOLM LED floor/reading
lamp €110 Nickel-plated steel. Designer:
Ehlén Johansson. H140cm. 401.660.17
Come to the IKEA store and discover
our whole exciting range of lighting.
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LAMPS

LED has a lifetime of 25,000
hours and uses 85% less energy
than incandescent bulbs.

new

Paper shades produce a
nice low cost, low light.

HOLMÖ
ﬂoor lamp

02

€
01

9

11

new

08
12
05
10

new

06

09

03
07

new
04

01 new ONSJÖ LED chandelier €50 The tubes
with LEDs create exciting lighting effects
like fireflies in mid air. Nickel-plated steel.
902.112.63
02 new HÄGGÅS LED pendant lamp €60
LEDs glow at the end of each arm.
Ø60, H50cm. 402.077.44
03 new JANSJÖ LED clamp spotlights €12/ea
Painted steel, aluminium and polycarbonate
plastic. H40cm. Orange. 302.372.61

04 STRANNE LED table lamp €50 Bendable
arms allow you to vary the shape of the
lamp. H77cm. 701.736.72
05 TIVED LED work lamps €29/ea Flexible
arm makes it easy to direct light to suit.
H60cm. 601.809.51
06 ARÖD floor/reading lamp €57
Shade Ø15, H126cm. 301.486.94
Visit the IKEA store to see more
glorious lights galore.

07 new LYRIK floor lamp €50 The lamp
has a sculptural expression and brings a
softness to the room. Powder-coated steel
and 100% cotton. Shade Ø35, H142cm.
002.081.56
08 TUVE floor lamp €50 Textile shade
gives a diffused, decorative light.
Shade Ø54, H150cm. 801.928.73
09 new SÖRE floor lamp €25 Gives a
soft mood light. Shade Ø30, H100cm.
902.078.12

10 IKEA 365+ BRASA floor/reading
lamp €65 Adjustable head for easy
light direction. Shade Ø13, H131cm.
Black. 601.488.19
11 HOLMÖ floor lamp €9 Shade Ø22,
H117cm. 101.841.74
12 KVART wall/clamp spotlight €5.75
Can be fitted in two different ways.
Clamp and wall fitting are included.
Shade Ø8.5cm. Black. 901.524.47
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LAMPS

Changing shades is an easy way
to bring new life to your home.

03

new
07
04
09

01

02
10

08

LAMPAN
table lamp

€

new

3

GAVIK
table lamp

15

€

05

06
A clever way of packaging this
lamp makes it possible to give
it an amazingly low price tag.

01 new LYRIK table lamp €30 Brings a
softness to the room. Powder-coated steel
and 100% cotton. Ø24, H52cm. 102.081.65
02 ÅRSTID table lamp €26 Textile shade
gives a diffused and decorative light.
Shade Ø9cm. H56cm. 501.638.72
03 TRÅL work lamp €23 Adjustable arm
and head for easy light direction.
Shade Ø9cm. H64cm. 101.707.04
04 new VIDJA table lamp €19 Textile
shade gives a diffused and decorative
light. 52% cotton, 48% viscose and
polystyrene plastic. Ø19, H48cm.
Pink. 702.235.68

05 LAMPAN table lamp €3 Plastic.
Shade Ø19cm. H29cm. Red. 100.961.15
06 VÄTE table lamp €10 Gives a soft mood
light. Galvanized steel and rice paper.
Shade Ø22cm. H26cm. White. 401.620.00
07 BRÅN table lamp base €17 Mouth-blown
glass, each lamp is unique. Painted steel
and glass. H40cm. 001.841.36
SKEBY shade €10 100% cotton,
polystyrene plastic and steel.
Ø23cm. White. 002.270.89
08 NYFORS work lamp €50 Adjustable
arm and head for easy light direction.
Can be coordinated with other lamps in

11

the same range. Nickel-plated steel,
65% polyethylene and 35% polyester.
Shade Ø14cm. H83cm. 301.604.88
09 KLABB table lamp €30 Textile shade
gives a diffused and decorative light.
Aluminium and 100% polyester microfibre.
24×13, H44cm. Lilac. 402.150.51
10 FILLSTA table lamp €12 Gives a soft
mood light. Plastic and aluminium.
Ø27, H31cm. White. 701.550.17
11 new GAVIK table lamp €15
Glass. Ø18, H21cm. Blue/frosted
glass. 502.133.20

“I wanted to give a classic lamp a modern
twist by making it almost entirely of glass.
When the glass from the lampshade and
the lamp foot overlap, the light refracts
for a shadowy effect.”
Designer: Helena Svensson
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LAMPS

MELODI
pendant lamp

€
02

JÄRA shade

8

20

€

03

new

06

07

01

New lighting is one of the most
effective ways for bringing new
life to your home. Try placing
some lamps in new places at
home. You will feel the difference.

08

10

09

04

05

01 TORNA pendant lamp €70 Gives both
directed and diffused light, good for
lighting a dining table. Birch plywood and
polypropylene plastic. Designer: Ehlén
Johansson. Ø27, H56cm. 901.366.12
02 MELODI pendant lamp €8 Gives a
directed light, good for lighting dining
tables or bar tops, for example.
Polycarbonate plastic/polystyrene plastic/
PVC plastic. Designer: Monika Mulder.
Ø28, H26cm. 000.379.80

03 new LYRIK shade €20 Textile shade
gives a diffused and decorative light.
Powder-coated steel and 100% cotton.
Designer: Sissa Sundling. Ø36cm.
501.959.72 HEMMA cord set €3.25
L1.8m. White. 000.678.54

04 HEKTAR pendant lamp €70 Gives a
directed light, good for lighting dining
tables or bar tops, for example. Steel
and aluminium. Designer: Ola Wihlborg.
Ø47cm. 602.152.05
05 FOTO pendant lamp €21 Gives a
directed light, good for lighting dining
tables or bar tops, for example. Lacquered
aluminium. Ø38cm. 801.258.12

06 JÄRA shade €20 Textile shade, gives a
diffused and decorative light. Lamp base
and cord set are sold separately. 100%
cotton and plastic. Ø45, H29.5cm. Grey.
202.286.29 HEMMA cord set €3.25
L1.8m. White. 000.678.54
07 VÄTE ceiling lamp €32 Diffused light
gives a general light. Rice paper, steel
and plastic. Designer: Maria Vinka.
Ø72, H27cm. White. 401.760.59

08 IKEA 365+ BRASA pendant lamp €42
Gives a directed light, good for lighting
dining tables or coffee tables, for example.
Steel, polycarbonate plastic and anodised
aluminium. Ø45, H22cm. Red. 801.384.14
09 SÖDER 7-armed chandelier €100
Gives a soft mood light. Glass and steel.
Designers: P. Amsell/B. Berlin.
Ø72, H80cm. 501.956.89

10 SÖDER pendant lamp €29 Hang this
in a window or in the corner of a room to
bring a little glamour into your home.
Glass and steel. Designers: P. Amsell/
B. Berlin. Ø14, H190cm. 701.956.93
You’ll find a new light to love, little
or large, at IKEA.ie
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DINING TABLES

STORNÄS
dining table

Folds up when you need it,
and down when you don’t.

275

€
01

07

02

TRANETORP
dining table

250

€

09

08

03

04
10

new
IKEA PS 2012 dining table

150

€
05

new

Pull out the legs, add an extra leaf
and INGATORP lets more friends
join you for dinner.

01 STORNÄS dining table €275 Extendable
dining table with 1 extra leaf. Seats 4-6.
Adjust the table size to suit. Stained, solid
pine. Designer: Carina Bengs.
147/204×95, H74cm. 401.768.46
02 TORSBY dining table €100 Seats 2.
Stained, ash veneer/chrome-plated steel.
Designer: Carl Öjerstam. 85×85, H75cm.
898.897.35

03 DOCKSTA dining table €150 Seats 4.
Painted finish. Ø105, H75cm. 400.636.32
04 NORDEN gateleg table €180 Table with
drop-leaves. Seats 2-4. Adjust the table size
to suit. Solid birch. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 26/89/152×80, H74cm. 201.047.18

06

11

BJURSTA dining table
140/180/220×84, H74cm

200

€

12

The table top is made of bamboo,
which is a hard-wearing and
fast-growing material.

05 new INGATORP dining table €300
Extendable dining table with 1 extra leaf.
Seats 4-6. Adjust the table size to suit.
Painted ﬁnish. Designer: Carina Bengs.
155/215×87, H74cm. White. 702.214.23
06 new IKEA PS 2012 dining table €150
Seats 2-4. Bamboo and aluminium.
Designer: Jon Karlsson. 74/106/138×80,
H74cm. 202.068.06

07 BJURSTA wall-mounted drop-leaf table
€40 Becomes a practical shelf for small things
when folded down. Ash veneer and steel.
90×50cm. 802.175.24
08 TRANETORP dining table €250 Extendable
dining table with 1 extra leaf. Seats 4-6.
Adjust the table size to suit. Tinted solid oak
and oak veneer. Designer: Ola Wihlborg.
143/203×90, H74cm. 602.066.11

09 BJURSTA dining table €250 Extendable
dining table with 2 extra leaves. Seats 6-10.
Adjust the table size to suit. Oak veneer.
Designer: Tord Björklund. 175/218/260×95,
H74cm. 501.162.63
10 TORSBY dining table €170 Seats 4. Chromeplated steel and tempered glass. Designer:
Carl Öjerstam. 135×85, H74cm. 598.929.37

11 BJURSTA dining table €200 Extendable
dining table with 2 extra leaves. Seats 4-8.
Adjust the table size to suit. Stained ash
veneer. 140/180/220×84, H74cm. 301.162.64
12 MELLTORP dining table €35 Seats 2.
Melamine foil finish and steel. 75×75, H74cm.
598.499.77
Don’t see what you’re looking for? There
are more colours and sizes at IKEA.ie
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DINING CHAIRS

new

A few stackable stools come in
handy when more friends
arrive unexpectedly.

new

VILMAR
chair

35

€

04
12

05

03

50

€

02

01

SIGURD
chair

13
11

new
14

We made the backrest taller on
this chair, to keep you comfy
however long the meal lasts.

10
06

07

08

“We’ve combined the best of both worlds
to create a new chair made of wood/plastic
composite. It still has the excellent design
qualities of plastic, but the wood composite
means reduced carbon dioxide emissions.”

Tall enough for a seat
at the grown-ups’ table.

15

Designer: Marcus Arvonen

17

09
16

18

19

01 VILMAR chair €35 Stackable. Saves space
when not in use. Designer: Johanna Jelinek.
52×55, H89cm. White. 198.897.48
02 new IKEA PS 2012 stools €30/ea Painted
finish. Designer: Lisa Norinder. Seat Ø35cm,
H65cm. Blue. 202.067.88 Black. 602.067.86
Yellow. 402.067.92
03 NORRNÄS chair €70 Solid birch, a hardwearing natural material with a durable
surface. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar.
42×53, H94cm. Grey. 201.775.02

04 new IKEA PS 2012 chair with armrests
and high back €85 Solid birch and steel.
58×58, H97cm. Black. 002.067.94
05 INGOLF chair €50 Solid rubberwood.
43×52, H91cm. White. 701.032.50
06 REIDAR chair €50 Stackable. Saves space
when not in use. Aluminium. 49×50, H78cm.
Black. 101.775.07
07 TOBIAS chair €80 Seat and back with
relaxing flexibility. Avoids static posture
and enhances comfort. Chrome-plated steel
and plastic. 55×56, H82cm. 901.853.20

08 MARIUS stools €4.25/ea Stackable. Save
space when not in use.Ø32, H45cm.
Black. 101.356.59 Blue. 002.182.40 White.
901.840.47 See how MARIUS can help
you enjoy a little bubbly on the balcony
on page 122.
09 TERJE folding chairs €13/ea Stained, solid
beech. 44×51, H77cm. Red. 402.256.77
10 HENRIKSDAL chair €110 Stained, solid
oak and 100% cotton. 51×58, H97cm.
Brown-black/Blekinge white. 298.500.62

11 ELMER chair €60 Comes fully assembled.
Polycarbonate plastic and steel. Designers:
K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. 50×46, H70cm.
Red. 901.964.89
12 BÖRJE chair €50 Stained, solid beech and
100% cotton. 44×55, H100cm. Brown-black/
Gobo white. 101.168.49 Not quite right
for you? See more colours and sizes
at IKEA.ie
13 SIGURD chair €50 Tinted, solid oak and
oak veneer. 46×46, H78cm. White stained
oak. 402.011.48

14 new IKEA PS 2012 chair with
armrests €60 Wood/plastic composite.
Designer: Marcus Arvonen. 52×46, H76cm.
Black. 702.068.04
15 new PREBEN chair €90 Padded seat and
back for enhanced seating comfort. Fixed
cover: synthetic ﬁbre/cotton and wool.
45×51, H90cm. Brown-black/Tenö light
grey. 202.013.33
16 URBAN junior chair €36 Easy to keep clean.
Reinforced polypropylene plastic. 45×48,
H79cm. Green. 502.070.36

17 KAUSTBY chair €50 Stained, solid pine.
44×48, H103cm. Grey-brown. 801.822.42
18 BERNHARD chair €130 Chrome-plated steel
and leather. 45×50, H77cm. 602.038.82
19 NILS chair with armrests €80 Removable,
machine washable cover, easy to keep clean.
Solid birch and 100% cotton. 60×57, H80cm.
Black/Blekinge white. 198.487.05 See how
NILS can keep you comfortable through
even the longest meals, on page 118.

TOBIAS chair Seat and back with restful ﬂexibility,
prevents a static sitting posture and enhances
comfort. For increased stability, re-tighten the
screws about two weeks after assembly.
Chrome-plated steel and plastic. 55×56, H82cm.
Grey/chrome-plated. 901.853.20 Also available:
Transparent/chrome-plated. 201.150.38

€

80

SKOJA glasses Designer: Henrik Preutz. 31cl.
Lilac. 801.872.54 Blue. 202.407.68
Turquoise. 002.407.69

€

0.60/ea

Designed by:
Carl Öjerstam
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TABLEWARE

01

09

03

02

10
TRYGG
serving bowls

2

€ /ea

04

11
Real napkins add
real style and elegance.

ÖVERENS plates,
Ø27cm

05
06

14

12

5

€ /ea

13
08

TRIVSAM plates,
Ø32cm

6.50/ea

€
07

01 IKEA 365+ plates €7/ea Feldspar
porcelain. Designer: Susan Pryke.
31×26cm. White. 263.128.10
02 IKEA 365+ side plates €2.50/ea
Feldspar porcelain. Designer: Susan Pryke.
18×18cm. Beige. 000.301.96
03 BRUKBAR glasses €1.20/ea
Glass. Designer: Maria Vinka.
27cl. Green. 102.333.39

04 IKEA 365+ bowls €1.20/ea Feldspar
porcelain. Designer: Susan Pryke.
Ø13cm. White. 901.334.87
05 new ÖVERENS plate €7 Earthenware.
Designers: M. Vinka/S. Edholm/L. Ullenius.
Ø31cm. Green/white. 402.097.24
06 new ÖVERENS plates €5/ea
Earthenware. Designers: M. Vinka/
S. Edholm/L. Ullenius. Ø27cm.
White/green. 102.097.25

07 new ÖVERENS bowls €3/ea
Earthenware. Designers: M. Vinka/
S. Edholm/L. Ullenius. Ø16cm.
White/green. 502.097.28
08 TRYGG serving bowls €1.20/ea
Glass. Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg.
Ø17cm. 502.161.06

09 IKEA 365+ 3-tiered serving stand €16
Detachable plates. Combine them and
vary the height as you like. Glass and
stainless steel. Designer: Lovisa Wattman.
31×27, H34cm. 401.017.33
10 TRYGG serving bowls €2/ea
Glass. Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg.
Ø28cm. 201.324.53

15

16

11 IKEA 365+ teacup and saucer €3.40
Feldspar porcelain. Designer: Susan Pryke.
36cl. White. 863.210.10
12 TRIVSAM bowls €2.50/ea Earthenware.
Ø17cm. White. 001.873.71
13 TRIVSAM plates €6.50/ea Earthenware.
Ø32cm. White. 901.874.18
14 POKAL glasses €2.50/6pk Also suitable
for hot drinks. 15cl. 600.817.34

15 IKEA 365+ serving plate €10 Solid birch.
42×22cm. 601.017.32
16 IKEA 365+ serving plate €10 Small sizes
can be stacked inside bigger sizes in the same
range, to save space when stored. Designer:
Lovisa Wattman. 36×20cm. White. 801.013.35
Lay the perfect table. Feel inspired
at the IKEA store.
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THINGS WE LOVE

TABLEWARE

02

“I made this whisky glass large, so
there’s plenty of room for ice cubes to
clink around, and facet cuts in the glass
sparkle when the light hits them.”

01
12

03

Designer: Sarah Fager

13

new

FRASERA
whisky glasses

1

€ .70/ea
04

FORSLA
deep plate

14

15

06

16

4

€

05

.50

17
LÖNSAM
carafes

€ .60/ea

1

18
09

07

10
08
11

19

01 ARV deep plates €3/ea Earthenware.
Designer: Sissa Sundling. Ø26cm.
White. 601.878.58
02 HEDERLIG white wine glasses €1.65/ea
Designer: Anne Nilsson. 36cl. 801.548.71
03 ARV side plates €2.50/ea Earthenware.
Designer: Sissa Sundling. Ø22cm.
White. 401.878.64

04 ARV plates €5.50/ea Earthenware. Designer: Sissa Sundling. Ø32cm. White. 601.882.64
05 ARV plate €3.50 Earthenware. Designer:
Sissa Sundling. Ø28cm. Pink. 702.096.52
06 LÖNSAM carafes €1.60/ea Glass.
Designer: Henrik Preutz. 1L. 202.135.43
07 GODTA bowls €1.85/ea Tempered glass.
Designers: S. Sundling/S. Edholm/L. Ullenius.
Ø11cm. Lilac. 302.195.68

08 IDEELL bowls €2/ea Tempered glass.
Designers: S. Sundling/S. Edholm/L. Ullenius.
Ø11cm. Pink/green. 102.126.43
09 ARV bowls €2.50/ea Earthenware. Designer: Sissa Sundling. Ø15cm. Pink. 602.229.70
10 ARV side plates €2.50/ea Earthenware.
Designer: Sissa Sundling. Ø22cm.
Pink. 102.096.45
11 ARV plates €3.50/ea Earthenware. Designer: Sissa Sundling. Ø28cm. White. 201.878.60

12 FÄRGRIK side plates €1/ea Earthenware.
Designer: Maria Vinka. Ø21cm.
Dark lilac. 401.462.94
13 new FRASERA whisky glasses €1.70/ea
Designer: Sarah Fager. 30cl. 002.087.88
14 FÄRGRIK bowls €1/ea Earthenware.
Designer: Maria Vinka. Ø16cm.
Dark lilac. 701.462.78

15 FORSLA deep plate €4.50 Variations in the
glaze give character to each plate. Stoneware.
Designer: Ebba Strandmark. Ø20cm.
Lilac. 201.966.09
16 FORSLA serving plate €11 Variations in
the glaze give give character to each bowl.
Stoneware. Ø35cm. Lilac. 201.875.63
17 FABULÖS glasses €2.25/ea Hand made,
each glass is unique. Designer: Gunnel Sahlin.
30cl. Lilac. 001.869.51

18 FORSLA bowls €3.50/ea Variations in the
glaze give character to each bowl. Stoneware.
Designer: Ebba Strandmark. Ø13cm.
Lilac. 401.875.62
19 NÄRHET red wine glasses €2.50/ea
Mouth blown, each glass is unique.
Designer: Gunnel Sahlin. 801.545.12
Set the right tone with a perfectly set
table. Feel inspired at the IKEA store.
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TABLEWARE

01

02

03

10

11
12
HEDERLIG
champagne glasses

1

€ .65/ea
FABULÖS glasses are mouth blown and
the coloured spots placed by hand,
which makes each glass unique.
04

13

05

14

15
06

16

08
IKEA 365+
deep plate

07

17

4

€
09

01 POKAL mugs €1.20/ea Tempered glass.
25cl. White. 602.161.01
02 BÄRBAR tray €6.50 Laminated paperboard.
Designers: S. Edholm/L. Ullenius. 33×33cm.
Birds. 801.497.85
03 GODTA mugs €1.85/ea Tempered glass.
Designers: S. Sundling/S. Edholm/L. Ullenius.
21cl. Turquoise. 402.195.63

04 GODTA deep plate €3 Tempered glass.
Designer: Sissa Sundling. Ø25cm.
Turquoise. 302.160.27
05 IKEA 365+ bowl €1.50 Feldspar porcelain.
Designer: Susan Pryke. Ø16cm.
White. 801.334.83
06 GODTA plate €3 Tempered glass.
Designer: Sissa Sundling. Ø27cm.
Turquoise. 502.160.31

07 IKEA 365+ side plate €1.60 Feldspar
porcelain. Designer: Susan Pryke.
Ø21cm. White. 001.334.77
08 BRUKBAR glasses €1.20/ea Glass.
Designer: Maria Vinka. 27cl. 902.333.40
09 IKEA 365+ deep plate €4 Feldspar
porcelain. Designer: Susan Pryke.
Ø30cm. White. 201.161.70

10 FABULÖS glasses €2.25/ea Hand made,
each glass is unique. Designer: Gunnel Sahlin.
30cl. Turquoise. 101.869.55
11 LEENDE carafes €7/ea The glass is mouth
blown, which makes each one unique.
Glass. Designer: Anne Nilsson. 1.2L.
White. 301.872.42
12 HEDERLIG champagne glasses €1.65/ea
Designer: Anne Nilsson. 22cl. 401.548.73

13 IKEA 365+ espresso cup and saucer
sets €3/ea Feldspar porcelain. Designer:
Susan Pryke. 5cl. Light turquoise. 301.694.60
14 IKEA 365+ bowl €2 Feldspar porcelain.
Designer: Susan Pryke. Ø13cm.
Light turquoise. 301.334.90
15 IKEA 365+ plate €6.50 Feldspar porcelain.
Designer: Susan Pryke. Ø32cm. White/light
turquoise. 401.334.75

16 IKEA 365+ plate €2.40 Feldspar porcelain.
Designer: Susan Pryke. Ø27cm.
White. 862.871.10
17 IKEA 365+ bowl €2.50 Feldspar
porcelain. Designer: Susan Pryke.
Ø16cm. Light turquoise. 101.334.72
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COOKWARE

08
IKEA 365+
pot with lid

07

02

18

€
03
IKEA 365+
wok

Made from stainless steel, this pot will stay
as new for many, many years. Also suitable
for induction hobs.

20

€

01

Made from three layers of metal,
to keep food from burning and
sticking to the pan.
09
04

10

11

These pot stands are
magnetic and stay on the
base of your metal dishes,
so can pass them around
the table.

12

13

05

06

The oven-safe glass lid can also
be used as a serving dish.

01 IKEA 365+ GUNSTIG tea towels €6/2pk
Cotton/linen blend with high absorption
capacity. 55% cotton, 45% linen.
Designer: Marcus Arvonen. 50×70cm.
White. 901.821.28
02 IKEA 365+ saucepan with
lid €17/ea Work well on all types of
hob, including induction. Stainless steel.
2L. 601.011.57 Free 15-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310.

03 IKEA 365+ wok €20 Works well on all types
of hob, including induction hob.
Stainless steel with Teflon® Platinum+
coating. Ø28cm. 902.070.96 Free 5-year
guarantee. Read more on page 310.
04 IKEA 365+ GUNSTIG magnetic pot
stands €5/ea Silicone rubber with
neodymium magnet. 21×18cm.
Red/dark grey. 501.752.76

05 IKEA 365+ IHÄRDIG spice jars €5/4pk
Two different openings in the lid, for pouring
or sprinkling. Glass and plastic. Ø6.5, H8.5cm.
15cl. Black. 201.528.70
06 IKEA 365+ GNISTRA cook’s knife €11.50
Handle design and material provide firm
grip. Stainless molybdenum/vanadium-steel
and rubber. Designer: Håkan Olsson. Blade
L20cm. Black. 601.493.24 Free 15-year
guarantee. Read more on page 310.

07 IKEA 365+ VÄRDEFULL garlic
presses €6/ea Press cloves peeled
or unpeeled. Chrome-plated zinc and
synthetic rubber. L17cm. 201.521.58
08 IKEA 365+ pot with lid €18 Stainless steel.
5l. 001.011.55 Free 15-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310.
09 IKEA 365+ HJÄLTE wok spatula €5 Notch
on the handle prevents the utensil from sliding
into the pot. Polyamide plastic, silicone rubber
and stainless steel. L34cm. 501.494.66

10 IKEA 365+ HJÄLTE pasta server €5
Handle design and material provide ﬁrm grip.
L34cm. 102.024.27
11 IKEA 365+ HJÄLTE balloon whisk €5
Kind to pots and pans with non-stick coating.
L34cm. 301.586.78
12 IKEA 365+ frying pan €15 Works well on
all types of hobs, including induction hob.
Stainless steel with Teflon® Platinum+
coating. Ø28cm. 101.012.06 Free 5-year
guarantee. Read more on page 310.

13 IKEA 365+ casserole with lid €45
Stainless steel/Teﬂon® Platinum+ and ovensafe glass. 5L. 701.011.66 Free 5-year
guarantee. Read more on page 310.
Cooking, serving, storing. 365+ has
all your kitchen needs covered.
See the entire range at the IKEA store.
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01 FAVORIT sauté pan with lid €45
Works well on all types of hob, including
induction hob. Stainless steel/aluminium/
Teflon® Professional coating. 3L. 200.834.57
Free 10-year guarantee. Read more on
page 310.
02 SMARTA pie dishes €7/ea
Stoneware. Designer: Magnus Elebäck.
Ø29cm. White. 201.329.19

03 IKEA 365+ pot with lid €18 Works well
on all types of hob, including induction.
Stainless steel. 5L. 001.011.55 Free 15-year
guarantee. Read more on page 310.
04 KAVALKAD 2-piece frying pan set €5.75
Sizes: Ø20cm and Ø26cm. Aluminium-coated
with Teflon® Classic. Black. 401.393.21

05 IDENTISK wok with lid €25 Sloping sides
making the food drop to the centre where
the heat is highest. Stir carefully for a crisp
result. Aluminium-coated with Teflon®
Select stainless steel. Ø32, H10cm.
Dark grey. 601.491.97

06 SMARTA oven/serving dish €16
Stoneware Designer: Magnus Elebäck.
41×26cm. White. 301.329.14
07 SKÄNKA pot with lid €25 Aluminium-coated
with Teflon® Select stainless steel. Designer:
Henrik Preutz. 5L. Grey. 401.294.59
08 SKÄNKA saucepan €12 Aluminium
with Teflon® Select coating. Designer:
Henrik Preutz. 1L. Grey. 201.294.60

09 GRILLA grill pan €10 Aluminium-coated
with Teflon® Classic. 36×26cm.
Black. 500.550.85
10 FAVORIT pot with lid €60 Works well on all
types of hob, including induction. Stainless
steel with aluminium core. 8L. 100.877.00
Free 25-year guarantee. Read more on
page 310.

This sauté pan is made of two layers of stainless steel
and an intermediate aluminium layer, which provides
quick and even heat that is easy to regulate.

11 STABIL boiling insert €5 Saves energy. Only
one pot is needed to boil different food at the
same time. Stainless steel. Designer: Henrik
Preutz. 1L. 501.523.45
12 FAVORIT saucepan with lid €30 Works
well on all types of hob, including induction.
Stainless steel with aluminium core.
2L. 000.834.63 Free 25-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310.

A pot lid that also works as a strainer. Another
example of our obsession with multifunction.

06
SKÄNKA
pot with lid

25

€

01

07

08

02

09

03

KAVALKAD
2-piece frying
pan set

5.75

€

12
04

10
11
05
You can measure directly in the pan,
using its graduated interior.
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APPLIANCES

02
03
01

04

new

07

new
10
11

12

new
08

05

new

06

new
09

13

14

new
01 new KYLD fridge/freezer A+ €475*
PRF €2 price less PRF €473 Energy efficiency
class: A+. Energy consumption: 328kWh/year.
Net volume fridge: 226L. Net volume freezer:
97L. 4-star freezer. Climate class: N/ST/T.
Frost free. Noise level: 42dB(A). 69.5×64,
H187.5cm. 002.218.03
02 new ISANDE integrated fridge/freezer
A++ €1000* PRF €2 price less PRF €998
Energy efficiency class: A++. Energy consumption: 234kWh/year. Net volume fridge:
201L. Net volume freezer: 63L. 4-star freezer.
Climate class: SN/N/ST/T. Frost free. Noise
level: 38dB(A). 54×54.5, H177cm. 802.217.76
03 NUTID MW6 microwave oven €450
Output power microwave: 1000W. Output
combination grill: 800W. 8 power levels.
31L capacity. 59.5×46.8, H42.0cm.
501.825.78

04 FRAMTID MW3 microwave oven €350
Output power microwave: 750W. 4 power
levels. 22L capacity. 59.5×31.4, H34.7cm.
601.825.68
05 new ENASTÅENDE integrated dishwasher
tall interior €650* PRF €1 price less PRF
€649 Energy efficiency class: A+. Capacity: 12 place settings. Estimated annual
energy and water consumption (280 cycles):
287kWh/2744L. Drying performance: A.
Noise level: 43dB(A). 59.6×55.5, H81.8cm.
202.244.81
06 new RENGÖRA integrated dishwasher
€375* PRF €1 price less PRF €374 Capacity:
12 place settings. Estimated annual energy
and water consumption (280 cycles):
311kWh/3640L. Drying performance: A.
Noise level: 47dB(A). 59.6×55.5, H81.8cm.
002.224.35

07 new TYDLIG induction hob with booster
€375 The induction zone transfers heat
directly to the base of the cookware and
its contents, and cools quickly when the
cookware is removed. 59×52cm. 602.228.28
08 NUTID HGA4K gas hob €250 Convenient
electric ignition using the push-and-turn knob.
58.0×51.0cm. 301.541.90
09 new ÄVENTYRLIG induction hob with
bridge function €500 3 zones in a horizontal
row. You don’t have to lean across a hot
saucepan. Two zones can be linked into one.
91×41cm. 202.228.25
10 DÅTID HW570 extractor hood €500
Extraction rate in exhaust mode: 572m³/h.
Noise level at max. exhaust speed: 67dB(A).
Motor power: 175W. 80×48, H99–154cm.
801.515.56

11 NUTID HF560 free-hanging extractor
hood €575 Extraction rate in exhaust mode:
560m³/h. Noise level at max. exhaust speed:
66dB(A). Motor power: 175W.
79.8×37, H81–109.5cm. 301.238.58
12 LUFTIG BF325 extractor fan €140
Extraction rate in exhaust mode: 325m³/h.
Noise level at max. exhaust speed:
64dB(A). Motor power: 2x120W.
59.8×27.5/43, H17.3cm. 901.572.37

13 NUTID OV9 forced air oven with pyrolytic function €650* PRF €1 price less
PRF €649 Energy efficiency class: A (re.
conventional heating method), on a scale of
A (more efficient) to G (less efficient). Energy
consumption with a standard load, top and
base heating: 0.90kWh. Energy consumption
with a standard load, forced air: 0.79kWh.
Usable volume: 60L. Size of oven: medium,
35L <= volume < 65L. Noise level: 51dB(A).
59.5×56.4, H59.5cm. 802.181.80

14 FRAMTID OV5 oven €350* PRF €1 price
less PRF €349 Energy efficiency class: A (re.
conventional heating method), on a scale of
A (more efficient) to G (less efficient). Energy
consumption with a standard load, top and
base heating: 0.79kWh. Energy consumption with a standard load, pastry function:
0.90kWh. Usable volume: 60L. Size of oven:
medium, 35L <= volume < 65L. Noise
level: 51dB(A). 59.5×56.4, H59.5cm. Black.
502.181.72
*PRF - Producer recycling fund
The price of this electrical item includes a Producer
Recycling Fund contribution. This ensures that waste
electrical and electronic equipment is collected and
recycled in a responsible manner. The amount is subject
to change. For more information visit IKEA.IE/WEEE
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FOOD STORAGE

The dish and its silicone lid are safe to use in the
oven, microwave, fridge and dishwasher.

10

01
IKEA PS 2012
6-piece oven/
serving dishes set

30

€
02

04

05
12

03

08
06

IKEA 365+ food
containers, 0.7L

2.45/ea

€
07

11
13

PRUTA 17-piece
food container set

€
09
Grate it, serve it,
eat it, store it.

01 new IKEA PS 2012 6-piece oven/serving
dishes set €30 Comprises: 4 oven/serving
dishes (16.5x11, H3cm) with 2 lids and 2 oven/
serving dishes (21.5x16.5, H5cm) with 1 lid.
Glass, steel and silicone rubber. 202.092.87
02 INRE 2-piece tins set with lids €5
Sizes: 0.7L (H10cm, Ø10.5cm) and 1.2L
(H12cm, Ø12.5cm). Steel and plastic.
White. 501.889.00
03 LJUST jar with lid €5 Stackable,
saves space in cabinets. Plastic. Designer:
Henrik Preutz. Ø21, H7.5cm. Holds 1.8L.
Red/transparent. 901.933.63

04 LJUST jar with lid €4 Stackable,
saves space in cabinets. Plastic. Designer:
Henrik Preutz. Ø14, H15cm. Holds 1.5L.
Red/transparent. 301.933.61
05 LJUST jars with lids €2/ea Suitable for storing and serving sliced lunch meats,
cheeses, etc. Plastic. Ø14, H3.5cm.
Hold 0.3L. Red/transparent. 101.933.57
06 CHOSIGT grater with container €2.75
Comprises: food saver with lid, 17x12, H7cm
and 2 graters. Stainless steel and plastic.
Designer: Susan Pryke. Blue. 501.531.80

07 IKEA 365+ food container €3.75 Leak-proof
lid protects contents in the freezer, as well
as preventing leaks and spills. Plastic.
17×17, H12cm. Holds 1.6L. 600.667.24
08 IKEA 365+ food containers €2.45/ea Vent
in the lid and rounded corners to ensure
effective and even warming in the microwave.
17×17, H6cm. Hold 0.7L. 900.667.13
09 IKEA 365+ food container €3.50
Removable grid in the base retains liquid and
condensation, keeping food fresh.
25×17, H9cm. Holds 1.7L. 001.285.84

10 TRIPP 3-piece tins set with lids €4
Steel. Sizes: 1 tin 7x6, H12cm (0.4L),
1 tin 10x7, H16cm (0.9L) and
1 tin 12x8, H18cm (1.4L).
Black/white. 202.083.44
11 PRUTA 17-piece food container set €4
Comprises: 17 food savers in sizes ranging
from 9x9, H4cm to 23x16, H8cm. Plastic.
Transparent/green. 601.496.73

12 IKEA 365+ jar with lid €2.45 Remove the lid
completely to fill the jar and open half the lid
to make pouring easy. Plastic.
Designer: Håkan Olsson. 17×8, H18cm.
Holds 1.3L. Transparent/white. 800.667.23
13 IKEA 365+ jar with lid €1.80 Remove the
lid completely to fill the jar and open half the
lid to make pouring easier. Plastic.
Designer: Håkan Olsson. 17×8, H6cm.
Holds 0.3L. Transparent/white. 800.667.18

4

Costs less than
a new worktop

Designed by:
Camilla Tubertini

LÄMPLIG trivet Plastic feet prevent scratching
and make the steel non heat-conductive.
Stainless steel. 50×28cm. 301.110.87

5

€

SOCKERKAKA baking mould Silicone,
for easy cake release. Silicone rubber.
1.5L. Light blue. 401.752.53

5.50

€
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STYLE

Go all graphic

Go all natural

Bright colours and blonde wood combined with clean graphics
expressed in textiles. A style that celebrates the practical and
functional aspects of home furnishing, yet renders it playful,
with bold, individual pieces of furniture made in innovative ways.
That’s Scandinavian graphic style at IKEA. Nobody does it better.

Simplicity, practicality and quality in the details. That pretty
much summarises this natural, blonde Scandinavian style.
The furniture is functional in form and design. The textiles are
patterned with botanical and organic prints, and balanced with
geometrical forms. Always simple, but never plain, it’s timeless.

01

09

10

02

11
12

new
03
04

05

06

13

Try a rug in soft
earth tones.

07

A pattern drawn by hand makes
a rug become art for your floor.

new

14

15
08
16

01 IKEA PS 2012 LED pendant lamp €130
Built-in LED light source. Steel. Designer:
Henrik Preutz. Black. 302.077.68
02 LACK wall shelf unit €60 Painted ﬁnish.
Designers: C. Halskov/H. Dalsgaard. Max.
load 25kg. 30×28, H190cm. Black. 201.637.79
03 new FÖRHÖJA 4-piece boxes with lid
set €17 Comprises: 3 boxes and 1 lid/tray.
Solid birch. Designers: H. Preutz/N. Karlsson.
702.256.85

04 KLIPPAN 2-seat sofa €205 Extra covers are
available for variation and renewal.
Cover: 65% polyester and 35% cotton.
180×88, H66cm. Granån black. 098.262.90
05 EIVOR throw €20 100% acrylic. 125×170cm.
Black/white. 102.121.29
06 EIVOR FÅGEL cushions €5/ea Cover:
100% cotton. Filling: polyester fibre.
Designer: Niina Aalto. 30×60cm.
Red. 402.231.93

07 new IKEA PS 2012 3-piece nest of
tables €90 Solid beech, beech veneer and
steel. Designers: J. Karlsson/N. Karlsson.
50×50, H42cm. Red. 802.140.83
08 SKARUM rug €40 Low pile. The rug is
machine woven. Pile: 100% polypropylene.
Designer: Cilla Ramnek. 133×195cm.
Black/multicoloured. 502.267.23

09 POÄNG rocking chair €190 Birch veneer.
Designer: Noboru Nakamura. 68×94, H95cm.
Birch veneer/Korndal dark grey. 598.896.90
10 MERETE curtains €35/pair 100% cotton.
145×300cm. Bleached. 900.468.43
11 TVÅBLAD CIRKEL single quilt cover
set €25/3pcs 100% cotton. Quilt cover
150×200cm. 2 pillowcases 50×60cm.
White/black. 201.898.35

12 RITVA cushion cover €6 Fits inner cushions
50x50cm. 100% cotton. 50×50cm.
Beige. 401.516.95
13 IKEA STOCKHOLM table lamp €130
Shimmers when rays of light shine through
the crystalline glass. Designer: Anne Nilsson.
Ø26, H60cm. 801.668.93
14 LEENDE carafe €7 The glass is mouth blown,
which makes each piece unique. Designer:
Anne Nilsson. 1.2L. White. 301.872.42

17

15 SEKIN serving bowl €5 Solid birch.
Ø28, H13cm. 200.784.51
16 DIOD glasses €2.50/ea The glass is mouth
blown, which makes each piece unique.
25cl. Blue. 801.869.47
17 EIVOR CIRKEL rug €150 Low pile. Heat-set
polypropylene. Makes the rug extra nice and
soft to walk on. Designer: Gunnel Sahlin.
200×200cm. White/blue. 202.103.56
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STYLE

Go all cosy

Go all elegant

From colonial eclecticism to a Bohemian midnight in Paris,
black-brown and grey-brown are the base tones of this look,
with a seam of soothing accent colours like lilac and blue.
It’s comfortable, warm and welcoming. Cosy from top to toe.

Materials like velvet, silk, leather, satin and brown wood are the
basis for this modern, classic style that gives a feeling of quality
and comfort. Inspired by the European tradition, with an up-todate look, it’s got contemporary elegance written all over it.

01

02

A classic plaid throw
is a good start.
09

10

03
11

04

12

05

13
16

06

14

15

07

08
Pillows with soft patterns
will pull this look together.
17

01 YSTAD armchair €510 Seat surfaces
and armrests in soft, hard-wearing, easy
care grain leather. Cover: through-dyed
grain leather on contact areas. 110×92,
H87cm. Grann dark brown. 901.932.59
02 BENZY LAND cushion €12 Cover:
100% ramie. Filling: polyester fibre.
50×50cm. Beige. 002.171.27
Style your world. Find everything you
need at the IKEA store.

03 BENZY single quilt cover set €35/3pcs
100% cotton. Quilt cover 150×200cm.
2 pillowcases 50×80cm. Blue. 802.117.58
04 HERMINE throw €20 80% acrylic,
20% wool. 120×180cm. 202.121.62
05 BENZY cushion €20 Combines with
other products in the BENZ collection.
Cover: 100% cotton. Filling: polyester
fibres. 50×60cm. Brown. 102.133.55

06 MARBY table lamp €22 Glass and
100% polyester. Designer: Sarah Fager.
Shade Ø18cm. H35cm. 501.801.88
07 PERSISK BELUTCH rugs €300/ea Low pile.
Each rug has its own unique, traditional
Persian pattern. All sizes are individual.
100% wool. 100×200cm. Assorted patterns.
202.170.65 See page 184.
08 SKÖR bowl €10 Stainless steel. Ø26, H6cm.
Silver colour. 602.125.51

09 BESTÅ storage combination with
glass doors €122 Foil finish and
tempered glass. 60×40, H128cm.
Black-brown. 699.103.75
10 DAGNY curtains €65/pair 100% polyester.
145×300cm. Light beige. 801.963.43
11 HALLARYD picture €100 Image created
by Bridges. Plastic and 100% cotton.
100×100cm. White blossom. 502.048.77

12 PREBEN chair €90 Padded seat and back for
enhanced seating comfort. Designers:
C. Halskov/H. Dalsgaard. 45×51, H90cm.
Brown-black/Tenö light grey. 202.013.33
13 DAGNY cushions €13/ea 56% polyester,
44% silk. Filling: polyester fibre.30×50cm.
Light beige/multicoloured. 701.903.13
14 DAGNY cushions €17/ea Cover: 100%
polyester. Filling: polyester fibre. 45×45cm.
Light beige/multicoloured. 501.903.09

15 HENRIKA throw €20 88% acrylic,
12% polyester. 120×180cm. 401.903.81
16 NYFORS table lamp €67 Dimmer function.
Adjust the light intensity to suit. Nickel-plated
steel, 65% polyethylene and 35% polyester.
Shade Ø33cm. H78.5cm. 701.604.86
17 ANGENÄM bowls €20/ea Tinted aluminium.
Designer: Nike Karlsson. 30×23, H16cm.
Dark brown. 001.865.69
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STYLE

Go all simplicity

Go all relaxed

Grey-brown stained wood with an addition of lovely brushed pine.
Faded colours on metal, fresh linen and natural ﬁbres.
Simplicity of style that’s honest, and easy to live with. A little bit
industrial, and a little bit village life, it’s inspired by a fondness
for the past, and a clear desire for clean lines and functionality.

Rooted in the Swedish countryside, this modestly down-to-earth
style gives a look of real home comfort. By mixing checks and
stripes, with handcrafted accents, you get a relaxed and openly
welcoming effect that’s lovely to come home to. A rustic and
simple approach, mixed with heart-warming true craftsmanship.
Hang a fabric lamp shade
with a handmade look.
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Try this for size. A trolley
makes an industrious ally.
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01 HEKTAR pendant lamp €70 Gives a directed
light. Good for lighting dining tables or bar
tops, for example. Steel and aluminium.
Ø47cm. 602.152.05
02 BRAVUR wall clock €50 Steel and glass.
Ø57cm. Black. 600.989.75
03 BRÄCKE tealight holders €4.50/ea Dual
function, equally suitable for tealights or
candles in cups. Glass and galvanized steel.
H10cm. 101.673.39

04 URSULA throw €21 100% cotton.
120×180cm. Bleached. 302.006.96
05 IVAR cabinet €75 Untreated solid pine is a
durable natural material that can be painted,
oiled or stained, as you prefer.
80×50, H83cm. 700.337.66

06 RÅSKOG kitchen trolley €60 Powdercoated steel. Designer: Nike Karlsson.
35×45, H78cm. Turquoise. 302.165.36
07 URSULA cushion cover €17 Ramie. A highly
lustrous, hard-wearing fabric in a coarser
quality. 65×65cm. Bleached. 402.006.91
Express yourself. Find your own style
at the IKEA store.

08 LYRIK shade €20 Textile shade, gives
a diffused and decorative light. HEMMA
cord set is sold separately. Powder-coated
steel and 100% cotton. Designer:
Sissa Sundling. Ø36cm. 501.959.72
09 SOCKERÄRT vases €15/ea Can also be
used as jugs. Enamelled steel. Designer:
Sigga Heimis. H22cm. White. 801.484.65

10 BERTA RUTA fabric €8/m Yarn-dyed fabric,
the pattern looks good on both sides.
100% cotton. W150cm. Black. 502.237.29
11 HEMNES 3-drawer chest €105 Solid wood,
a hard-wearing, natural material. Stained
solid pine. Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg.
108×50, H95cm. Black-brown. 402.426.29

12 DEKAD alarm clocks €5/ea Steel and glass.
10×14cm. Black. 501.875.66
13 ALVINE RÄFFLA cushion covers €9/ea
Yarn-dyed. The colours are retained wash
after wash. 100% cotton. 65×65cm.
Red/blue/natural. 301.599.13
14 HEMNES bedside table €50 Stained
solid pine. Designer: Nike Karlsson.
46×35, H70cm. Red. 501.241.59
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Go all urban

Go all decorative

Elegance is often a result of home furnishings from one colour
palette. Using tone-on-tone colours, and inﬂuences from fashion
and trends, this urban style creates a feeling of instant calm.
Simple shapes, creative use of materials, and organically inspired
graphics on textiles, are other key elements of this soothing look.

White lacquered wood and rattan, sun-bleached pastels with
an inspiration from the 19th century English countryside. This
most romantic and feminine style has a subtle colour palette,
lots of decorative touches like ornamental glassware, ﬂoral
patterns, loose-ﬁtting textiles and delicate porcelain and silver.
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Soften up with a few
floralpattern cushions.
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Try a soft throw with
a calming pattern.
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01 FILLSTA table lamps €12/ea Give a soft
mood light. Plastic and aluminium. Designer:
Gunner Jensen. Ø27, H31cm. 701.550.17
02 MALM bed frame €125 SULTAN LURÖY
slatted bed base is included in the price.
Mattress and bedlinen are sold separately.
Painted finish. 107×211, H77cm. Takes
mattress size 90×200cm. White. 898.979.81
03 MALM 3-drawer chest €60 Painted finish.
80×48, H78cm. Grey-turquoise. 302.253.81

04 BERNHARD chair €130 With restful
springiness in the seat. Prevents static
sitting and provides enhanced seating
comfort. Chrome-plated steel and leather.
45×50, H77cm. Kavat white. 001.530.69
05 MALIN FIGUR single quilt cover
set €55/3pcs 100% lyocell satin.
Designers: B. B. Becker/M. Bache.
Quilt cover 150×200cm. 2 pillowcases
50×80cm. Multicoloured. 002.247.31

06 MALIN BLAD single quilt cover
set €15/3pcs 100% cotton. Designer:
Michiko Nakata. Quilt cover 150×200cm.
2 pillowcases 50×80cm. Turquoise. 202.249.33
07 MALIN BAND throw €20 100% acrylic.
120×180cm. Multicoloured. 602.265.72
08 ÖRSTED rug €650 High pile. The rug is
made of pure new wool so it’s naturally soil
repellent and very durable. 170×240cm.
Multicoloured. 102.116.72

09 ASPELUND 3-drawer chest €80 Extra
drawer inside for handy storage of belts,
scarves or socks. Foil finish. 88×44, H110cm.
White. 801.598.35
10 EKNE room divider €50 Powder-coated
steel. 65% polyester and 35% cotton.
Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 135×161cm.
Grey/white. 801.930.66

11 EMMIE BLOM shade €10 Textile shade, gives
a diffused and decorative light. 100% cotton,
plastic and steel. Ø29cm. 002.241.04
12 DRÖMLIK scented candles in pots
€4.25/2pk Stoneware and scented paraffin/
vegetable wax. Ø10, H5cm. 001.869.08
13 EMMIE STRÅ cushion €25 Reversible
design. Cover: 100% cotton. Filling: polyester
fibre. 50×60cm. Multicoloured. 302.174.18

14 EKTORP armchair €315
Cover: 100% cotton. 105×90, H88cm.
Vellinge pink. 999.027.22
15 EMMIE LAND cushion covers €6/ea
Zippers make the cover easy to remove
for washing. 74% cotton, 26% polyester.
50×50cm. White/blue. 102.174.38
16 HERMINE throw €20 80% acrylic,
20% wool. Designer: Océane Delain.
120×180cm. Pink/beige. 402.121.61
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The black and white picture
Always a good format on which to build when creating your
personal style at home, black and white also combine easily
with different colours and expressions. Monochrome pieces
stay reliably on trend over time. So as seasons and fashions
come and go, black and white will keep style ﬁrmly in focus.
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Classic white dinnerware is
something you’ll enjoy for years.

01 VIVAN curtains €12/pair
70% polyester, 30% cotton. 145×300cm.
Black. 002.215.58
02 RITVA cushion covers €6/ea
Zipped cover is easy to remove for
washing. 100% cotton. 50×50cm.
Black. 801.141.54 White. 701.141.59
03 KAUSTBY chairs €50/ea
Stained solid pine. 44×48, H103cm.
Brown-black. 401.822.44

4 IKEA 365+ BRASA floor/reading
lamps €65/ea Two different levels of
light. Easy to adjust the light intensity
to suit. Steel and aluminium. H131cm.
Black. 601.488.19
05 HEMNES bedside table €50 Smoothrunning drawer with pull-out stop.
Stained solid pine. 46×35, H70cm.
Black-brown. 901.212.34

06 EXPEDIT shelving unit €105 The highgloss surfaces reflect light and give a
vibrant effect. Painted finish. 79×39,
H149cm. High-gloss grey. 101.964.31
07 KARLSTAD footstool €125 Also functions
as an extra seat. Cover: 92% cotton and
8% polyester. 80×63, H46cm.
Sivik dark grey. 698.403.54

08 MERETE curtains €35/pair
Heavy fabric helps to reduce sound and
keep light out. 100% cotton. 145×300cm.
Bleached. 900.468.43
09 JÄRA shades €20/ea Textile shade, gives a
diffused and decorative light. Lamp base and
cord set are sold separately. 100% cotton,
plastic and steel. Ø45, H29.5cm.
White. 302.062.12

10 ALEX 9-drawer units €100/ea High unit
style with many drawers means plenty of
storage on a minimum of floor space. Painted
finish. 36×48, H115cm. White. 501.928.22
11 HENRIKSDAL chairs €85/ea Seat padded
with polyester wadding and high back
for enhanced seating comfort. Solid birch
and 100% cotton. 51×58, H97cm.
Gobo white. 898.050.24

12 BESTÅ storage combination with
doors €118 Foil finish and tempered glass.
120×20, H64cm. White. 798.859.69
13 IKEA 365+ plates €4.25/ea Feldspar
porcelain. Designer: Susan Pryke.
Ø32cm. White. 701.334.93
14 EKTORP JENNYLUND armchair €165 Easy
to keep clean, removable, machine washable
cover. Cover: 100% cotton. 78×85, H84cm.
Blekinge white. 698.304.92
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On the trail of nature
As human beings, we feel calm surrounded by natural materials
and the colour green. They remind us instinctively of nature.
By choosing rattan, bamboo, untreated pine, organic patterns
and green accent colour, we feel happier inside. Naturally.

09

When you can’t bring nature indoors,
take the indoors to nature. This chair
sits perfectly well either indoors or out.
01

Design courtesy of mother nature:
visible growth rings create an
interesting pattern in the solid pine.
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01 VÄTE pendant lamp shades €8/ea
Give a general, diffused light. To be completed
with HEMMA cord set. Rice paper and steel.
Designer: Maria Vinka. Ø55, H26cm.
901.757.69
02 new IKEA PS 2012 5-drawer chest of
drawers with door €310 Solid wood, a
hard-wearing natural material. Tinted solid
pine. Designer: Ehlén Johansson.
130×48, H86cm. 102.194.56

16

03 KNIPSA baskets €18/ea This basket is
suitable for storing your newspapers,
magazines, photos or other memorabilia.
Sea grass. 32×33, H32cm. 201.105.40
04 BLANDA MATT serving bowls €8.75/ea
Bamboo. Designer: Anne Nilsson.
Ø20cm. 202.143.40
05 BEKVÄM 3-step ladder €35
Solid beech. Max. load 100kg.
H63cm. 901.904.11

06 TÅRNBY rug €80 The rug is hand woven.
100% jute. 180×250cm. Natural. 600.501.72
07 URSULA cushion cover €17 Cushion cover
fits pillow 65x65cm. 100% ramie. 65×65cm.
Beige. 002.006.93
08 SENIOR 3-piece kitchen utensil set €5
Kind to pots and pans with non-stick
coatings. Solid beech. Designer: Johanna
Jelinek. Consists of fork, stirring spatula,
and spoon. H31cm. 701.493.28

09 IKEA PS 2012 rug €120 Flat-woven.
Latex backing keeps the mat firmly in
place. User surface: 100% polypropylene.
Backing: latex. Designer: Maria Vinka.
186×300cm. Green. 202.116.62
10 TORVA soft toy €8.25 L50cm. 301.957.46
11 HÄREN bath sheets €5.50/ea Made
of combed cotton, the long, fine fibres
create a softer and more durable towel.
100×150cm. Green. 801.635.64

12 DVALA pillowcases €3.50/2pk
100% cotton. 50×60cm. Bright green.
601.899.18
13 STUVA storage combination with
drawers €117 Foil and painted finish.
60×50, H64cm. 898.887.07
14 new IKEA PS 2012 easy chair €140
Powder-coated steel. 75×84, H112cm.
502.049.00 Find everything you need
at the IKEA store.

15 GURLI throws €11/ea 70% acrylic,
30% polyester. 120×180cm. 002.049.07
16 new IKEA PS 2012 bowls €10/ea Wood
plastic composite. Designer: Marcus
Arvonen. Ø39. H7cm. 802.060.40
17 SKOJIG work lamps €23.50/ea Safety
tested and tamper-proof to protect
little fingers. Steel and plastic.
H40cm. 701.552.58
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Dive in with a wave of colour
A bright, colourful highlight adds a new dimension to any room.
One or two pieces, alive with vibrant colour, breathe life into it.
Something to create drama or contrast. Be bold. Be yourself.
If it’s a colour you feel comfortable with, who needs a rule book?
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It’s not just sitting pretty – a storage
compartment under the seat means it’s
clever, too.
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01 IKEA PS FÅNGST hanging storage with
6 compartments €4/ea 100% polyester.
Designers: A. Huldén/S. Dahlman.
Ø29, L168cm. Turquoise. 900.961.64
02 IKEA PS 2012 LED pendant
lamps €130/ea Built-in LED light source.
Steel. Ø45, H15cm. Blue. 002.117.81
03 PREMIÄR picture €120 Image created
by Mark A. Johnson. Canvas. 200×140cm.
Waves, Hawaii. 101.858.28

04 SLÄTTHULT decoration stickers €8
Image created by Atelier LZC. Plastic and
paper. Folklore. 902.089.82
05 new IKEA PS 2012 benches with shoe
storage €40/ea You can stack several
benches one on top of another or place
them side by side to fit your space and
storage needs. Painted solid pine.
Designer: Francis Cayouette. 52×33, H65cm.
Blue. 002.067.46

06 VALBORG cushion covers €6/ea 100% cotton.
40×60cm. Green/blue. 302.052.03
07 MALIN BLAD rug €35 Low pile.
100% polypropylene. 133×195cm.
Turquoise. 402.255.16
08 SPÖKA night light €15.50 The light is turned
on and off by pressing the ghost’s head.
Polypropylene plastic and silicone rubber.
H10cm. White/turquoise. 001.509.85

09 VALBORG cushion covers €6/ea
100% cotton. 40×60cm.
Red-lilac/orange. 202.052.08
10 new KASSETT boxes with lids
€3.50/2pk Painted paperboard.
16×26, H15cm. Dark pink. 402.243.19
11 LACK wall shelf €16 Painted finish.
110×26cm. Red. 501.937.32

12 VÄNNERNA LÄPPAR cushion €8 Fabric:
100% polyester. Filling: polyester ﬁbre.
Designer: L60cm. Pink. 602.231.68
13 POPPTORP armchairs with cushion
€60/ea Polypropylene plastic Designers:
K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. 67×73, H67cm.
599.030.40
14 LACK side table €14 The high-gloss
surfaces reflect light and give a vibrant
effect. Red. 801.937.35

15 LAMPAN table lamps €3/ea Plastic.
Designers: C. Öjerstam/M. Elebäck. Shade
Ø19cm. H29cm. Red. 100.961.15
16 GISLEV rug €25 Low pile. Pile:
100% polypropylene. 133×195cm.
Red. 902.254.01
You have your style. At the IKEA store
we have what you need to express it.
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BLADET
vase

08
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Save space with this
stackable vase set.

6.50

€
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new
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NEGLINGE candlestick/tealight holders

€

0.50/ea

12
“I’m very interested in fashion, so my
inspiration for these candle holders came
from typical suit patterns, like pinstripes
and houndstooth. I thought it would be
exciting to use these classic patterns in
a new way.”
Designer: Maria Vinka
Two functions in one
candle holder. Flip to hold
either a household candle
or a tealight.

01 new VARLIG lantern for candle/block
candle €12 You can use the lantern either
for a household candle or a block candle,
depending on how you turn the patterned
base. Glass, powder-coated steel and paper.
Designer: Maria Vinka. H30cm. 602.188.26
02 MÅTTFULL scented candles in
glass €0.80/ea Glass and scented paraffin/
vegetable wax. H6cm. White. 502.096.10

03 ANGENÄM dishes €17/ea Tinted
aluminium. Designer: Nike Karlsson.
Ø45cm. Dark brown. 801.865.70
04 new VINÄGER decoration vase €17
Bamboo. Designer: Nicolas Cortolezzis.
H48cm. White. 801.865.46

05 new VARLIG tealight holders €4/2pk
One side of the candle holder is for small
tealights, the other for large ones.
Powder-coated steel and paper. Designer:
Maria Vinka. H6cm. 102.098.86
06 ANGENÄM bowl €20 Tinted aluminium.
Designer: Nike Karlsson. 30×23, H16cm.
Dark brown. 001.865.69

07 FÖRSÖKA scented block
candles €5/3pk Scented paraffin/
vegetable wax. H10cm. Beige. 902.258.06
08 BLADET vase €6.50 Glass. Designer:
Anne Nilsson. H30cm. 601.505.53

09 CYLINDER 3-piece vase set €20 Comprises:
1 vase (Ø18, H20cm), 1 vase
(Ø14, H15cm) and 1 bowl (Ø22, H9cm).
Glass. Designer: Anne Nilsson. 801.750.91
10 new VINÄGER bowls €6.75/ea Bamboo.
Designer: Nicolas Cortolezzis. Ø23, H10cm.
Black. 001.865.50

11 HULTET dish €6 Bamboo.
Ø30, H5cm. 400.651.60
12 NEGLINGE candlestick/tealight
holders €0.50/ea Glass. Designers:
K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. H5cm. 901.520.94
A trip to the IKEA store will swiftly
resolve any decoration dilemma.
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GLANSIG
tealight holders

Need a bigger centerpiece?
Combine as many of these
modular candle holders
as you like.

03

1

€ .50/ea
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VISKA tealight holders

4.75/8pk

€
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Add fresh new life to
plain old candles.
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Use with large tea lights or turn
over to use with smaller ones.

13

01 VASEN vase €1.75 Glass. Designer:
Åsa Gray. H20cm. 000.171.33
02 BRÄCKE lanterns €8.25/ea Mouth blown by
a skilled craftsperson. Glass and galvanized
steel. H16cm. 901.673.35
03 new IKEA PS 2012 candlesticks €25/ea
Powder-coated aluminium. Designer:
Ehlén Johansson. H21cm. White. 702.113.58
Blue. 302.113.84

04 new VISKA tealight holders €4.75/8pk
You can use the 8 tealight holders separately
or put the clear glass holders on top of the
coloured ones for a different look. Comprises:
4 coloured tealight holders (H3.5cm) and
4 in clear glass (H4.5cm). Glass. Designer:
Jooyeon Lee. 202.097.77

05 JÄBBIG block candles €3.75/ea
Paraffin/vegetable wax H9cm.
Blue-green. 402.258.23
Feel inspired at the IKEA store.

06 GLANSIG tealight holders €1.50/ea
Glass, Acrylic paint. Designer: Gunnel Sahlin.
H8cm. Blue. 402.097.81
07 VÅRLIKT vase €18 The glass vase is mouth
blown by a skilled craftsperson. Lacquered
glass. Designer: Gunnel Sahlin. H30cm.
Dark lilac. 901.751.04
08 SMYCKA artificial flower €2.50 Plastic and
100% polyester. H43cm. Assorted colours.
701.536.50

09 VÅRLIKT bowl €5 The glass bowl is
mouth blown by a skilled craftsperson. Glass.
Designer: Gunnel Sahlin. Ø15, H7.5cm.
Dark lilac 102.128.84
10 SOCKERÄRT vase €15 Enamelled steel.
Designer: Sigga Heimis. H22cm. Holds 1.4L.
White. 801.484.65

11 IKEA STOCKHOLM bowl €20 Powder-coated
steel. Designer: Monika Mulder. Ø42, H9.5cm.
White. 901.840.52
12 FÖRTJUST candlesticks €6/ea Glass and
aluminium. Designers: J. Asshoff/H. Brogård.
H20cm. 802.142.81
13 FÖRTJUST block candle holder €2.25
Glass. Designers: J. Asshoff/H. Brogård.
Ø14, H4cm. 402.142.83
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POTS & PLANTS

01 RÅGKORN plant pots €30/ea Fits flowerpots
up to Ø32cm. Rattan. 202.134.87
02 HASSELNÖT plant pots €40/ea Fits
flowerpots up to Ø24cm. Black. 801.866.12
03 MANDEL plant pots €12/ea Fits flowerpots
up to Ø24cm. Grey-brown. 701.658.08
04 SOCKER greenhouse €14 45×22, H35cm.
White. 701.866.03
05 KALASA plant pots €9.25/ea Fits flowerpots
up to Ø24cm. White. 501.861.09

06 new IKEA PS 2012 plant stand with
3 plant pots €33 Fits flowerpots up to
Ø12cm. H176cm. 902.062.52
07 MANDEL plant pots €1.90/ea Fits flowerpots up to Ø10.5cm. Grey-brown. 101.658.06
08 FEJKA artificial potted plants €5/ea
902.076.85 Get some outside inside with
FEJKA. See how on page 72.
09 SKURAR plant pots €2.75/ea Fits flowerpots up to Ø10.5cm. Off-white. 201.861.01

10 ORÄDD plant pots €0.65/ea Stoneware.
Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg. Fits
flowerpots up to Ø10.5cm. Beige. 201.745.94
11 FEJKA artificial potted plant €7.50 Lifelike
artificial plant that remain just as fresh-looking year after year. Plastic and steel. H45cm.
Orchid. Assorted colours. 202.076.84

12 new JUBEL self-watering plant
pots €12/ea Will help your plant to thrive,
even if you can’t water regularly. Add water
through the hole in the side of the outer
pot.Lacquered glass. Fits flowerpots up to
Ø12cm. White. 501.861.28
13 KARDEMUMMA plant pots €2.75/ea
Earthenware. Designers: S. Edholm/
L. Ullenius. Fits flowerpots up to Ø14cm.
White/assorted colours. 701.737.33

14 PEKANNÖT plant pot €4.25 Rattan and
plastic. Fits flowerpots up to Ø12cm.
002.123.04
15 SALMBÄR plant pot €19 Seagrass and
plastic. Fits flowerpots up to Ø32cm. Striped/
green. 501.866.18
See all our plants at the IKEA store. We
have real ones and the “I can’t believe
it’s not-real” type too.
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Lifelike artificial plant remains
fresh looking year after year.
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ORÄDD
plant pots

€0.65/ea

09

IKEA PS 2012 plant stand
with 3 plant pots

33

€

“I wanted 9to create something for
everyone with gardening dreams – even
people who live in small spaces or in
the middle of a big city. So this stand
lets you grow things indoors, vertically,
to save space.”
Designer: Nicolas Cortolezzis
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new
The inner pot has three different colours so that you can vary the colour
that shows through the hole on the
outer pot.
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FRAMES & PICTURES

01 RIBBA frame €10 The mount enhances the
picture and makes framing easy. Mount
included. Foil finish and glass. Picture
40×50cm. White. 200.783.33
02 RIBBA frame €8 Picture 30×40cm.
Black. 101.325.28
03 RIBBA frame €23 Picture 50×70cm.
White. 300.783.37

04 RIBBA frame €27 Picture 70×100cm.
Black. 301.325.27
05 RIBBA frame €6 Picture 21×30cm.
Aluminium colour. 501.683.08
06 RIBBA frame €10 Extra deep frame; the
motif can be placed at the front or back.
Picture 23×23cm. D4.5cm. White. 000.780.32
07 RIBBA frame €10 Picture 23×23cm. D4.5cm.
Black. 000.780.51

08 VIRSERUM frame €14 The mount enhances
the picture and makes framing easy. Mount
included. Foil finish and glass. Picture
40×50cm. White. 001.747.69
09 RIBBA frame €8 Picture 30×40cm.
Aluminium-colour. 701.683.12
Everything looks better with a frame
round it. Find one you like at the IKEA
store.

RIBBA frame,
30×40cm

01

10 OLUNDA picture €14 Motif created by Lola
Frazer. The subject is cut and folded out
from the background, giving the picture an
added depth. Foil finish and glass. 30×30cm.
501.858.26
11 BISPGÅRDEN picture €15 Motif created by
Pierre-Joseph Redouté. Foil finish and glass.
38×48cm. Echium Grandiflorum. 502.089.36

12 OLUNDA picture €40 Motif created by Pablo
Picasso. Foil finish and glass. 103×39cm.
Sketches. 901.510.42
13 new PJÄTTERYD picture €30 Motif created
by Horst Bierau. Canvas. 90×90cm.
Bamboo. 302.090.17

Or choose from some of
our favorites.
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Frame your own masterpieces...
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PJÄTTERYD
picture
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14 HALLARYD picture €120 Motif created by
Bridges. Plastic and 100% cotton. 83×108cm.
Modern light. 202.089.09
The IKEA store is the most affordable
art gallery in town.
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MIRRORS

STAVE
mirror
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Fits perfectly with EXPEDIT
shelving unit.

HEMNES
mirror
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€
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HYLKJE
mirrors

4

€ /ea

12

Introduce a little pop art
installation to the wall
with colourful mirrors

13

Make a composite pattern
with these adhesive mirrors.

01 STAVE mirror €78 Create your own
combination of 3 mirrors. The hinges
needed to create this solution are enclosed
with STAVE 40x160cm. Mirror glass and foil
finish frame. 130×160cm. White stained
oak. 698.758.76
02 new IKEA PS 2012 mirror €55 Mirror
glass and solid pine. Designer: Ehlén
Johansson. 52×118cm. 302.194.60

03 STAVE mirror €21 Provided with safety film
- reduces damage if glass is broken. Mirror
glass and foil finish. 70×70cm. 002.235.24
04 LEVANGER mirror €80 Can be hung
horizontally or vertically. Mirror glass and
foil finish. 95×58cm. 301.212.51
05 new HYLKJE mirrors €4/ea
Mirror glass and painted finish. 30×30cm.
Blue. 102.302.51 Yellow. 102.174.81
Pink. 402.264.79 Orange. 502.302.49

06 EXPEDIT shelving unit with mirror
doors €85 Foil finish and mirror glass.
Designer: Tord Björklund. 79×39, H79cm.
White. 699.085.46
07 UNG DRILL mirror €30 Mirror glass
and plastic. 59×85cm. Black. 402.137.59

08 SONGE mirror €145 When standing on
the floor, the mirror must be anchored to
the wall by using the fittings enclosed.
Mirror glass and foil finish frame.
91×197cm. Silver colour. 601.784.15
09 HEMNES mirror €90 Can be hung
horizontally or vertically. Mirror glass
and stained, solid pine frame. 74×165cm.
Grey-brown. 202.137.22

10 EKNE mirror €50 Can be hung horizontally
or vertically. Mirror glass and powder-coated
steel frame. Designer: Ebba Strandmark.
150×70cm. 301.931.39
11 MONGSTAD mirror €100 Can be hung
horizontally or vertically. When standing
on the floor, the mirror must be anchored
to the wall by using the enclosed fittings.
Mirror glass and stained, ash veneer frame.
94×190cm. Black-brown. 000.815.91

12 KOLJA mirror €19 Mirror glass.
Ø55cm. 301.335.22
13 HÖNEFOSS mirrors €15/10pk
Can be added to, to create any shape or size.
Consists of 2 different brown tones on the
glass, 5 pieces of each brown colour.
Mirror glass. Designer: Julia Treutiger.
18×21cm. 601.820.59

TJUSIG shoe rack Painted solid hardwood
and stainless steel. Designer: Henrik Preutz.
79×32, H37cm. White. 301.526.38
Also available: Black. 101.526.39

€

35

MALM 6-drawer chest Perfect for
SKUBB 6-piece box set - keeps cabinets
and drawers immaculately tidy. Stained
ash veneer. 80×48, H123cm. Black-brown.
101.033.47 Also available: Birch veneer.
400.539.30 Oak veneer. 600.625.99

€

105
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01 BRIMNES 3-drawer chest €70 Foil finish
and tempered glass. Designers: K. Hagberg/
M. Hagberg. 78×41, H95cm. Red. 502.261.29
02 HEMNES 6-drawer chest €165 Adapted for
GARNITYR box set of 7. Keeps cabinets and
drawers in good order. Stained solid pine.
Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg.
108×50, H130cm. Black-brown. 602.392.68
03 MALM 6-drawer chest €95 Soft insert
for jewellery, etc. Stained, ash veneer and
mirror glass. 40×48.5, H123cm.
Black-brown. 601.279.73
04 NYVOLL 6-drawer chest €265 Drawers
with integrated damper that catches the
running drawers so that they close slowly,
silently and softly. Foil ﬁnish. 146×50, H80cm.
Light grey/white. 602.302.44
05 RAST 3-drawer chest €25 Untreated
solid wood. Can be treated with lacquer,
wax, stain or oil for a more durable surface.
62×30, H70cm. 753.057.09
06 BRIMNES 4-drawer chest €70
Foil finish and tempered glass.
39×41, H124cm. White. 102.180.27
07 MANDAL 4-drawer chest €185
Solid birch, painted ﬁnish. 79×48, H103cm.
Birch/white. 401.763.18
08 TARVA 5-drawer chest €100 Untreated solid
wood. Can be treated with lacquer, wax, stain
or oil for a more durable surface. Designers:
K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg.
79×39, H127cm. 502.214.19
09 MALM 4-drawer chest €70 Adapted for
SKUBB 6-piece box set - keeps cabinets and
drawers in good order. Painted finish.
80×48, H100cm. White. 002.145.53
10 BIRKELAND 6-drawer chest €265 Painted
ﬁnish. Designers: J. Asshoff/H. Brogård.
160×52, H91cm. White. 401.901.40
11 MALM 2-drawer chest €40 Painted finish.
40×48, H55cm. Grey-turquoise. 302.253.76
12 HEMNES 3-drawer chest €105 Adapted for
GARNITYR box set of 7. Keeps cabinets and
drawers in good order. Stained, solid pine.
108×50, H95cm. Grey-brown. 002.426.31
13 new NORDLI bedside table €65 Painted
finish. Designer: Ola Wihlborg. 30×50, H67cm.
White. 402.192.85
Like something different? See more
colours and styles at IKEA.ie

07
09
02

01

08

06

Perfectly hidden,
at the perfect height.

Made of untreated pine.
Beautiful as it is,
or easy to decorate.

03

04
10

NYVOLL
6-drawer chest

13

265

€

12

HEMNES
3-drawer chest

105

€

new
NORDLI
bedside table

65

€

Soft-closing drawers
are great, especially if you
have to get up early and
your other half doesn’t.
11

05

RAST
3-drawer chest

25

€

A solid investment
for your money.

On the hidden shelf inside you can
store an extension socket for your
chargers. Then hide the cord inside
the table leg. High tech, high style.

SHOE STORAGE
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Turn a towel rod into
high-heel storage.

Hang shoes on the wall or in
a closet to keep floors clear.

02

10

08

09

STÄLL shoe cabinet
with 3 compartments

110

€

new

04
03

IKEA PS 2012 benches
with shoe storage

40/ea

€
13

01
You can mount several benches
one on top of another or side by
side to suit your space and needs.

12

07

05

DETOLF glassdoor cabinet

€

50

HEMNES
shoe cabinet

95

11

€

06

Show off your shoe
fetish in a glass cabinet.

01 PORTIS hat rack €25 SKUBB shoe boxes
sold separately. Powder-coated steel.
90×31, H33cm. Black. 600.997.91
02 SKUBB storage with 5 compartments €9
100% polyester and polypropylene plastic.
35×34, H120cm. 402.105.53 MULIG clothes
bar €5 L60–90cm. 301.794.35
03 STOLMEN 1-section €168 Can be mounted
on the ceiling or the wall. Powder-coated
aluminium and painted finish. 72×50, H210–

330cm. White. 499.074.30
04 FINTORP rail €8 For a longer rail,
connect two FINTORP rails together
using only one bracket. Powder-coated
steel. Designer: Carina Bengs. L79cm.
Black. 002.019.04
05 HEMNES shoe cabinet with 4 compartments €95 Holds min. 8 pairs of shoes.
Painted finish. 107×22, H101cm.
White. 601.561.21

06 PORTIS shoe rack €26 Holds min. 8 pairs
of shoes. Powder-coated steel. Designer: Jon
Karlsson. 90×34, H28cm. Black. 800.997.90
07 DETOLF glass-door cabinet €50
Foil finish and tempered glass.
43×37, H163cm. Black-brown. 101.192.06
You can never have too many shoes.
Or places to put them. See more ideas
at the IKEA store.

08 STÄLL shoe cabinet with 3 compartments
€110 Double rows in each compartment
give room for more shoes. Holds min.
18 pairs of shoes. Painted finish. 79×29,
H148cm. White. 501.780.91
09 BYGEL rail €2.50 Can also be used as a towel
rail or a pot lid rack. Powder-coated steel.
L100cm. Silver colour. 300.726.46
Rail €2 L55cm. 500.726.45
10 PAX TANEM wardrobe with interior

fittings €147 Frame with small depth,
ideal for limited spaces. Handle and SKUBB
shoe boxes sold separately. Foil and painted
finish. White/turquoise. 899.075.55
11 TJUSIG shoe rack €35 If you need more
storage space for your shoes, simply stack
two shoe racks one on top of another.
Holds min. 6 pairs of shoes. Painted, solid
hardwood and stainless steel. 79×32, H37cm.
Black. 101.526.39

12 TRONES shoe cabinet €35/3pk Holds min. 6
pairs of shoes. Polypropylene plastic.
51×18, H39cm. White. 100.319.87
13 new IKEA PS 2012 benches with shoe
storage €40/ea You can mount several
benches one on top of another or side by
side to suit your space and needs. Painted
solid pine. Designer: Francis Cayouette.
52×33, H65cm. Blue. 002.067.46
Black. 802.067.47 Red. 702.067.43
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Customise the inside with
KOMPLEMENT organisers.

A wide variety of
hinged and sliding
door options offer
you style to your
heart’s content.

PAX wardrobe with interior ﬁttings
Sized to take KOMPLEMENT interior
ﬁttings. Choose according to your own
storage needs. Foil ﬁnish and high-gloss foil
ﬁnish. 200×66, H236cm. White/beige. 099.174.07
SKUBB boxes and storage with 5 compartments
are sold separately.
Customise this solution at
IKEA.ie/paxplanner500
Free 10-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310.

Total wardrobe price:

€

391

Frame:

€

185

Interiors:

€

206

FREE

10
Year
Guarantee
PAX wardrobes have a
free 10-year guarantee.
Find out more on page 310.
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PAX AULI wardrobe with interior ﬁttings
Sized to take KOMPLEMENT interior ﬁttings.
Choose according to your own storage needs.
Foil ﬁnish and mirror glass. 150×66, H236cm.
Black-brown/mirror glass. 499.057.37
SKUBB box sold separately.
Customise this solution at
IKEA.ie/paxplanner501
See more colours, feel the textures,
get more ideas at the IKEA store.

Total wardrobe price:

664

€

Doors & frames:

475

€

Interiors:

189

€

PAX LYNGDAL wardrobe with interior ﬁttings
Sized to take KOMPLEMENT interior ﬁttings.
Choose according to your own storage needs.
Foil ﬁnish, aluminium and tempered glass.
150×66, H236cm. Oak effect/glass. 799.057.45
SKUBB storage cases sold separately.
Customise this solution at
IKEA.ie/paxplanner502
Both wardrobe combinations on this page require
a minimum ceiling height of 244cm for assembly.

Total wardrobe price:

432

€

Doors & frames:

345

€

Interiors:

87

€

PAX ÅNSTAD wardrobe with interior ﬁttings
Sized to take KOMPLEMENT interior ﬁttings.
Choose according to your own storage needs.
Foil ﬁnish and high-gloss foil ﬁnish. 200×66,
H201cm. White/high-gloss white. 799.103.27
LANSA handles and SKUBB storage cases
sold separately.
Customise this solution at
IKEA.ie/paxplanner503
This wardrobe combination requires a minimum
ceiling height of 209cm for assembly.

Total wardrobe price:

€

641.50

Doors & frames:

425

€

Interiors:

€

216.50

FREE

10
Year
Guarantee
PAX wardrobes have a
free 10-year guarantee.
Find out more on page 310.
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Our new corner solutions put
tricky spaces to good use.

Pull out the rail to reach the
clothes in the back.

PAX NEXUS/VIKEDAL wardrobe with interior
ﬁttings Dimensioned for KOMPLEMENT interior
ﬁttings; complement according to your personal
needs. Foil ﬁnish, stained ash veneer and mirror
glass. 150×60, H201cm. Black-brown/mirror
699.103.37 Handles and SKUBB storage case
sold separately. Customize this solution at
IKEA.ie/paxplanner504
Free 10-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310.

Total wardrobe price:

€

348

Doors & Frames:

€

230

Interiors:

€

118

PAX BALLSTAD wardrobe with interior
ﬁttings Wardrobe with small depth - ideal
for limited spaces. Foil ﬁnish. 150×37, H201cm.
White. 599.084.72
Knobs and SKUBB shoe boxes sold separately.
Customize this solution at
IKEA.ie/paxplanner505
Free 10-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310.

Total wardrobe price:

€

237

Doors & Frames:

€

175

Interiors:

€

62

PAX HEMNES corner wardrobe with interior
ﬁttings Maximise space with PAX corner section
and small depth wardrobes; ideal for limited
spaces. This wardrobe requires a minimum
ceiling height of 240cm for assembly. Foil ﬁnish
and stained, solid pine. 123/123×37, H236cm.
White/grey-brown. 499.103.43
Handles, SKUBB shoe boxes and GARNITYR
boxes sold separately. Customize this solution at
IKEA.ie/paxplanner506
Free 10-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310.

Total wardrobe price:

€

520

Doors & Frames:

€

470

Interiors:

€

50
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01 ELGÅ FENSTAD wardrobe with 3 sliding
doors €385 Sliding doors; requires less space
when open than a standard wardrobe door.
3 clothes rails included. Other interior fittings
are sold separately. Foil finish and mirror
glass. 217×58, H203cm. White. 198.614.43
02 new ALGOT storage combination with
mesh baskets €50 Powder-coated steel.
Designer: Francis Cayouette. 41×60, H201cm.
White. 799.077.06
03 BRIMNES wardrobe with 2 doors €120
Storage for long and short hanging clothes
and folded clothes. 1 clothes rail, 1 fixed and
one adjustable shelf included. Foil finish.
Designers: K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg.
78×50, H190cm. White. 502.180.30
04 STOLMEN 2-section storage
combination €388 Can be mounted to the
ceiling or the wall. Painted finish and powder
-coated steel. Designer: Ehlén Johansson.
220×50, H210–330cm. White. 699.041.62
05 BIRKELAND wardrobe €350 Smooth
running drawers with pull-out stop.
1 clothes rail included. Painted finish.
Designers: J. Asshoff/H. Brogård.
109×58, H200cm. White. 002.270.08
06 IKEA PS wardrobe tidy €30 Stands on
3 castors and has a handle at back; easy to
move for flexible placement. 4 adjustable
shelves and 1 clothes rail included. 100%
polyester and powder-coated steel. Designer:
Mia Cullin. 52×68, H164cm. Black. 601.224.71
07 ASPELUND wardrobe with 3 doors €175
The mirror door can be placed on the left
side, right side or in the middle. 4 adjustable
shelves and 1 clothes rail included. Foil finish
and mirror glass. 130×54, H190cm.
White. 801.572.14
08 MULIG clothes rack €9.50 Powder-coated
steel. Designer: Henrik Preutz. Max. load
20kg. 99×46, H151cm. White. 601.794.34
See even more great ideas at the
IKEA store.
09 HEMNES wardrobe with 3 doors €365
4 adjustable shelves and 2 clothes rail
included. Stained, solid pine. 152×58,
H197cm. Black-brown. 002.080.24
10 BYGEL hooks €1/2pk Powder-coated
steel. Designer: Inma Bermudez.
Silver colour. 202.029.07
11 DOMBÅS wardrobe €100 5 shelves and
1 clothes rail included. Foil finish.
140×51, H181cm. White. 702.157.14

01

05

Add extra storage when
your wardrobe fills up.

ASPELUND wardrobe
with 3 doors

07

175

€

ALGOT storage
combination

02

06

50

€

Simple hooks turn
a wall into a closet.

Build a system tailored to your exact
space, budget and needs.

03

BRIMNES wardrobe
with 2 doors

120

09

11

04

€

10
BYGEL hooks

1/2pk

€

08

EMMIE LAND single quilt cover set
104 thread count. 100% cotton.
Quilt cover 150×200cm. 2 pillowcases 50×80cm.
White/blue. 202.166.31

€

15/3pcs

HEMNES double bed frame with slatted base
Solid wood, a hard-wearing natural material.
Mattress and bedlinen are sold separately.
Stained solid pine. 154×211, H122cm.
Takes mattress size 140×200cm.
Black-brown. 298.895.16 Also available:
Grey-brown. 898.895.37

€

225
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In bed, most people have
more than sleep in mind
It’s time to look at your bed a little differently. It’s where
you sleep, yes. But it’s also where books get read, TV gets
watched, a bit of work gets done or breakfast gets eaten.
That’s why IKEA beds are designed for multi-tasking.
Take our friend DUKEN, with the body of a bed but the
mind of a sofa. The plastic mesh in the headboard makes it

perfect for you to sit up and rest against it. You can also
choose between different changeable and washable
headboard covers. Also, have a look at the beds with
built-in drawers for bedlinen, clothes and more.
Want to try them out? Just head to the IKEA store.

02

01

new
DUKEN double
bed frame

250

HEMNES
double
bed frame

03

225

€

€

04

05

01 new DUKEN double bed frame with
slatted bed base €250 Choose one of our
two machine washable headboard covers, sold
separately. Powder-coated steel and 100%
cotton. 146×215cm, H107cm. Takes mattress
size 140×200cm. Designers: Anna Svanfeldt
Hillervik/K. Hagberg/M. Hagberg.
Idse multicoloured. 499.031.30
02 HEMNES double bed frame with
slatted bed base €225 Adjustable bed
sides allow you to use mattresses of different
thicknesses. Stained, solid pine.
154×211, H122cm. Takes mattress size
140×200cm. Grey-brown. 898.895.37

03 BRIMNES double bed frame with
storage and slatted bed base €225 The
four drawers in the bed frame give you lots of
storage space. Foil finish. 146×206, H47cm.
Takes mattress size 140×200cm. 299.029.33
Headboard with storage compartment
€95 Storage for things that you want to keep
within easy reach when you’re in bed.
146×28, H111cm. 202.287.09
Mattresses and bedlinen are sold separately,
unless otherwise stated.

04 OPPDAL double bed frame with storage
and slatted bed base €325 The four drawers
in the bed frame give you lots of storage
space. Foil finish. 146×206, H42cm. Takes
mattress size 140×200cm.
Black-brown. 798.894.44 Headboard
with storage compartment €125 146×24,
H98cm. Black-brown. 202.041.62
05 BRIMNES daybed frame with
2 drawers €205 Sofa, single bed, bed for
two and storage, in one piece of furniture.
Foil finish. 86×205, H57cm. Takes two
mattresses, sized 80×200cm.
White. 002.287.05
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LEIRVIK double
bed frame with
slatted bed base

120

€

06

02

MALM double
bed frame with
slatted bed base

The ladder can be
placed on the left
or the right.

07

175

€
01

Adjustable sides work
with double mattresses
of all heights.

04

new

03

FJELLSE double
bed frame

70

€
Changes easily from
daybed to double bed.

08

05

09

01 LEIRVIK double bed frame with
slatted bed base €120 Powder-coated
steel. 148×209, H146cm. Takes mattress
size 140×200cm. White. 798.876.28
02 STORÅ loft bed frame €265 Solid pine.
153×213, H214cm. Takes mattress size
140×200cm. Black. Minimum ceiling height
required: 270cm. 001.608.66
03 IKEA PS 2012 daybed with 2 drawers,
mattress and pillows €530 Solid birch bed

frame. 87×210, H77cm. Bed size:
138×200cm. White/black. 899.031.90
04 FOLLDAL double bed frame with
slatted bed base €625 Soft, hard-wearing
and easy care leather, which ages gracefully.
157×220, H103cm. Takes mattress size
140×200cm. Grann white. 698.895.43
05 FJELLSE double bed frame €70
Untreated solid pine. 147×207, H80cm.
Takes mattress size 140×200cm. 298.876.16

06 MANDAL double bed frame with storage
boxes €325 140×202, H27cm. Takes mattress size 140×200cm. 401.804.38 Headboard €145 240×28, H62cm. 701.763.12
07 MALM double bed frame with slatted bed
base €175 157×211, H77cm. Takes
mattress size 140×200cm. 298.876.40
3-piece headboard/bed shelf set €155
157×31, H77cm. 401.798.97 See MALM
save a relationship on page 56

08 new NORDLI double bed frame with
slatted bed base €225 145×212, H100cm.
Takes mattress size 140×200cm. 799.031.43
09 BIRKELAND double bed frame with
slatted bed base €375 151x210, H119cm.
Takes mattress size 140x200cm. 998.875.90
Mattress and bedlinen are sold separately,
unless otherwise stated.
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BEKKESTUA/SULTAN HEGGEDAL/
SULTAN ATLÖY/SULTAN TORÖD
king-size combination

1515

€
01

01 BEKKESTUA headboard €175 Cover: cotton,
lyocell and linen. 160×120cm. 702.070.64
SULTAN HEGGEDAL king-size pocket
sprung mattress €665 Natural materials
like natural latex, horsehair, cotton, wool
and lyocell provide extra comfort and
gives a very pleasant sleeping environment
with an even temperature. Firmness: ﬁrm.
160×200cm. 26cm thick. 601.806.54
SULTAN TORÖD mattress topper €345
Natural materials like natural latex and cotton
take away moisture and give a very pleasant
sleeping environment with an even temperature. 160×200cm. 7cm thick. 001.884.79
SULTAN ATLÖY king-size mattress
base €290 The springs provide support for
your body. 160×200, H26cm. 401.603.84
SULTAN legs €20/4pk Stainless steel.
H20cm. 300.451.44

02 SULTAN HAMNVIK king-size active pocket
sprung mattress €310 Active pocket springs
provide very precise body support and relieve
pressure on your shoulders and hips.
Firmness: firm. 160×200cm. 25cm thick.
701.563.47
SULTAN AUKRA king-size mattress
base €200 160×200, H20cm. 201.587.73
SULTAN legs €20/4pk Stainless steel.
H20cm. 300.451.44

03 SULTAN FLOKENES king-size memory
foam mattress €565 Get all-over support
and comfort with a resilient foam mattress.
Firmness: medium. 160×200cm.
22cm thick. 801.399.13
Free 25-year guarantee on SULTAN.
Read more on page 310.

SULTAN HAMNVIK/
SULTAN AUKRA
combination

550

€
02

03

A good day always starts
with a good night
We all sleep in an individual way. That’s why the right
choice of mattress comfort varies from one person
to the next.
Latex, pocket springs, foam or horsehair – they all have
different comfort qualities. And there’s only one comfort
that is the right one. The one that you choose.

You are the only one who can determine what comfort will
help you to sleep well. We can provide you with as many
options as possible. Try out the different mattress
combinations in our stores. Lie on your front, your back, or
your side. And ﬁne-tune the comfort with mattress pads,
protectors, quilts and pillows. If you want some guidance
and advice, you’ll ﬁnd help at IKEA.ie/mattresses.

FREE

25
Year
Guarantee
SULTAN mattresses have a
free 25-year guarantee.
Find out more on page 310.
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01 SULTAN HUGLO sprung double
mattress €145 Springs and extra wadding
provide support for your body. Firmness: firm.
140×200cm. 17cm thick. 601.563.76
SULTAN AKSDAL mattress base €140
Legs are sold separately. 140×200, H18cm.
201.964.97 SULTAN TÅRSTA mattress
topper €85 Foam filling provides a soft
surface. 140×200cm. 4cm thick. 002.173.54
Free 25-year guarantee on SULTAN.
Read more on page 310.

02 SULTAN HJARTDAL pocket king-size
sprung mattress €465 4.5cm thick layer
of memory foam in the integrated mattress
pad moulds to your body, improving
circulation to muscles and skin, and enabling
your body to relax more fully. 160×200cm.
26cm thick. White. 201.566.89
SULTAN AUKRA king-size mattress
base €200 Legs are sold separately.
160×200, H20cm. 201.587.73

03 SULTAN FONNES polyurethane foam
single mattress €165 Get all-over
support and comfort with a resilient foam
mattress. Firmness: medium. 160×200cm.
12cm thick. 901.444.19
04 SULTAN FLORVÅG polyurethane foam
single mattress €65 Reversible. Use both
sides to keep the mattress fresh and prolong
optimal comfort. Firmness: medium.
90×200cm. 14cm thick. 101.397.42

01

03

SULTAN HJARTDAL/
SULTAN AUKRA
king-size combination

665

€

02

04
SULTAN FLORVÅG
polyurethane foam
single mattress

65

€
FREE

25
Year
Guarantee
SULTAN mattresses have a
free 25-year guarantee.
Find out more on page 310.
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QUILTS AND PILLOWS

GOSA SLÅN
pillow

01

€ .60

1

Two quilts in one. One cooler and
one warmer. Use them individually
or combine them to create an extra
warm quilt for cold winter nights.

07
08

02

10
03

MYSA GRÄS single
quilt, 4.5 TOG

€

Both filling and outer fabric are made of
lyocell - a renewable, cellulose fibre
that draws moisture away and keeps you
comfy all night.

5

09
MYSA STRÅ
quilt 4.5 TOG

04

15

€

05
06
A cut-out for the shoulder makes
it perfect for side sleepers.

11

01 IKEA 365+ MYSA single quilt 4.5 and
7.5 TOG €70 Filling of 50% easy-care lyocell
absorbs and transports moisture away to
keep you dry at night. Filling: 50% lyocell and
50% polyester. 150×200cm. 501.321.97
02 MYSA GRÄS single quilt 4.5 TOG €5
A thin, lightweight synthetic quilt for
those who often feel warm and prefer
a cool quilt. Filling: polyester fibre.
150×200cm. 901.314.26

03 GOSA RAPS pillow €40 For back sleepers.
A medium-high down pillow for those who
prefer sleeping on their back. Provides
support to the head and neck and reduces
strain on muscles. 50×80cm. 402.173.66
04 GOSA HASSEL pillow €18 For side
sleepers. A high synthetic pillow for those
who prefer sleeping on their side. Keeps the
head, neck and spine aligned and straight,
for better relaxation. Filling: memory foam.
50×80cm. 501.252.91

05 MYSA VETE single quilt 10.5 TOG €70
A thick, heavy down quilt for those who often
feel cold and prefer a warm quilt. Filling:
60% duck down and 40% duck feathers.
150×200cm. 101.319.15
06 MYSA ROSENGLIM single quilt
10.5 TOG €100 Filling of 90% duck down
gives an extra soft, insulating quilt. Filling:
90% duck down and 10% duck feathers.
150×200cm. 401.965.90

07 GOSA SYREN pillow €12 For stomach sleepers. Easy care synthetic pillow ﬁlled with
microﬁbres which make it extra soft, airy and
comfortable to sleep on. 50×80cm. 701.311.73
08 GOSA SLÅN pillow €1.60 For stomach
sleepers. A low synthetic pillow for those who
prefer sleeping on their stomach. The neck
will be bent less and strain on muscles will
be reduced. 50×80cm. 301.253.05

09 MYSA STRÅ single quilt 4.5 TOG €15
A thin, lightweight synthetic quilt for those
who often feel warm and prefer a cool quilt.
Channel stitched. Filling: polyester hollow
fibre. 150×200cm. 901.291.88
10 IKEA 365+ MYSA single quilt 9 TOG €40
A medium thick cellulose and synthetic quilt
for those who are neither too warm nor too
cold at night. Filling: 50% lyocell and 50%
polyester. Designer: Maria Vinka. 150×200cm.
501.321.40

12

11 IKEA 365+ FAST pillow €25 For side and
back sleepers. A firm pillow with a shape
that follows the contours of the neck.
33×50cm. 301.316.03
12 GOSA LILJA pillow €45 For side sleepers
Cut-out for your shoulder follows the contours
of your neck and is designed for people who
sleep on their side. 33×50cm. 801.252.80
All quilts are available in single, double
or king and in various TOG ratings.
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01 BLADVASS single quilt cover set €4/3pcs
52% polyester, 48% cotton. Designer: Michiko
Nakata. Quilt cover 150x200cm. 2 pillowcases
50x80cm. White/blue. 201.969.49
02 FÄRGLAV single quilt cover set €30/3pcs
Quilt cover with zipper, keeps the quilt in
place. 50% lyocell, 50% cotton. Designer:
Pia Wallén. Quilt cover 150x200cm. 2 pillowcases 50x80cm. Red/white. 602.391.45

03 BRUNKRISSLA single quilt cover
set €20/3pcs Quilt cover with concealed
press studs, keeps the quilt in place.
100%cotton. Designer: Monika Mulder.
Quilt cover 150x200cm. 2 pillowcases
50x80cm. Red. 200.398.03
04 EIVOR ORD single quilt cover set €13/3pcs
100% cotton. Designer: Beckmans College of
Design. Quilt cover 150x200cm. 2 pillowcases
50x80cm. White/black. 102.072.22

05 new DVALA single quilt cover
set €25/3pcs Quilt cover with concealed
press studs, keeps the quilt in place. 100%
cotton. Quilt cover 150x200cm. 2 pillowcases
50x80cm. Striped/multicoloured. 102.254.19
06 DVALA single quilt cover set €15/3pcs
Quilt cover with concealed press studs, keeps
the quilt in place. 100% cotton. Quilt cover
150x200cm. 2 pillowcases 50x80cm.
Red. 601.540.80

BLADVASS single
quilt cover set

11

4

€ /3pcs

01

07 EMMIE LAND single quilt cover set
€15/3pcs 100% cotton. Quilt cover
150x200cm. 2 pillowcases 50x80cm.
White/blue. 202.166.31
08 BACKSÖTA single quilt cover set €20/3pcs
Quilt cover with concealed press studs,
keeps the quilt in place. 100% cotton.
Quilt cover 150x200cm. 2 pillowcases
50x80cm. Brown. 802.117.39

new

09 EMMIE RUTA single quilt cover
set €30/3pcs Yarn-dyed. The yarn is dyed
before weaving, giving bedlinen a soft finish.
100% cotton. Quilt cover 150x200cm.
2 pillowcases 50x80cm. Beige/white.
602.199.63
10 VINRANKA single quilt cover set €45/3pcs
Satin-woven cotton. Gives bedlinen lustre
and softness. 310 thread count. 100% cotton
satin. Designer: Linda Svensson

Edevint. Brown. 502.297.93
11 new MALIN FIGUR single quilt cover
set €55/3pcs Satin-woven lyocell. Gives
bedlinen lustre and a soft, silky texture.
100% lyocell satin. Designers: B. B. Becker/
M. Bache. Quilt cover 150x200cm. 2 pillowcases 50x80cm. Multicoloured. 002.247.31
All quilt covers are available in 3 sizes.
Single, double and king-size.

The pattern is designed by hand
for that perfectly imperfect look.

MALIN FIGUR
single quilt cover set

55/3pcs

€
A cotton-lyocell ﬁber blend absorbs
moisture to keep you dry all night.

02

03

07

04

05

08

06

09
05

10

DVALA single
quilt cover set

25/3pcs

€

Better, sustainable cotton is soft on your
skin and easy on your conscience.
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01 new IKEA PS 2012 single quilt cover
set €50/3pcs Linen is a natural material
with fibres that create subtle variations in the
surface. Gives bedlinen a distinctive texture
and matte lustre. 100% linen. 002.214.88
02 LINBLOMMA single quilt cover
set €55/3pcs 100% linen. 001.900.81
03 GRÖNKULLA quilt cover set €7/3pcs
52% polyester, 48% cotton. 602.204.95
04 DVALA fitted sheet €6 Fitted sheet with
elastic. Fits mattress up to 25cm thick.
100% cotton. 90×200cm. 301.499.57
05 new MALIN RUND single quilt cover
set €20/3pcs Quilt cover with concealed
press studs, keeps the quilt in place.
100% cotton. 202.249.09

“Linen is not only comfortable, it’s better for
the environment. It can be grown in cooler
climates where irrigation and pesticides are
rarely needed. So I think it’s quite ﬁtting
that this bedlinen has such a happy pattern.”
Designer: Maria Vinka

09 SÖMNIG sheet €13 50% lyocell, 50% cotton
150×260cm. White. 901.311.48
10 EMMIE SÖT single quilt cover set €35/3pcs
50% lyocell, 50% cotton. 802.166.90
11 OFELIA blanket €20 Stretchable. Fits
beds up to 180cm wide. 80% polyester,
20% acrylic. 130×170cm. 601.315.93
12 ALINA 3-piece bedspread and cushion
cover set €65 Fabric: 100% cotton.
Filling: 100% polyester fibres. Bedspread
260×280cm. 2 cushion covers 65×65cm.
Pink. 602.114.53

06 EIVOR bedspread/blanket €30 Fleece.
Soft and easy to care for. 100% polyester.
220×240cm. 502.134.19
07 KARIT bedspread and cushion cover €30
Reversible bedspread. Light on one side,
dark on the other for variation. Fabric/filling:
100% polyester. Bedspread 180×280cm.
Cushion cover 40×60cm. 002.302.18
08 OFELIA VASS single quilt cover
set €25/3pcs Bedlinen densely woven from
fine yarn. Soft and durable quality.
100% cotton. 001.330.19

Quilt covers 150×200cm. Pillowcases 50×80cm.
Also available in double and king sizes.

A 19th century pattern for
a 21st century sleeper.
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01

new
10

08

09

EMMIE SÖT single
quilt cover set

35/3pcs

€

03
05

04

new

Sometimes achieving a whole
new look is as simple as
adding in a new throw.

GRÖNKULLA single
quilt cover set

7/3pcs

€

12

06

11

07

MONGSTAD mirror Can be hung horizontally
or vertically. Mirror glass and stained ash
veneer. 94×190cm. Black-brown. 000.815.91

€

100

A warm welcome
for wet feet
SKOGHALL bath mat 100% cotton. 50×80cm.
Grey. 902.118.47 Also available:
Beige. 702.118.48 Dark lilac. 102.118.51
Off-white. 502.118.49 Turquoise. 302.118.50

€

7

BATH TEXTILES
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02

01
09

05
08

04

03
FRÄJEN
bath towel

6

€

11

10
SKÄRET
bath towel

6

€

06

07

01 SKAGERN shower curtain €12
Yarn-dyed. The pattern is visible on both
sides. 100% polyester. Designer: Synnöve
Mork. 180×180cm. White/grey. 002.164.82
02 ÅFJÄRDEN bath sheet €18 100% cotton.
100×150cm. White. 701.906.38
03 FRÄJEN bath towel €6 100% cotton.
70×140cm. Grey. 501.591.77
04 BANDSJÖN hand towel €7 100% cotton.
Designer: Synnöve Mork. 50×100cm.
Lilac/multicolour. 202.039.21

05 SKAGERN bath towel €9 100% cotton.
70×140cm. Beige/grey. 502.249.84
06 TOFTBO bath mats €10/ea 100% polyester
microfibre. 60×90cm. Green. 102.093.39
Turquoise. 201.639.63
07 SKAGERN bath mat €10 100% cotton.
60×90cm. Grey/beige. 002.266.50
08 HÄREN bath sheet €5.50 100% cotton.
100×150cm. Turquoise. 601.635.60

09 FRÄJEN bath towel €6 100% cotton.
70×140cm. Red. 101.591.84
10 SKÄRET bath towel €6 100% cotton.
70×140cm. Multicoloured. 202.266.06
11 FRÄJEN hand towels €4/ea 100% cotton.
50×100cm. Blue. 901.592.22
Take pampering to the next level.
There’s lots of bathroom inspiration
waiting for you at the IKEA store.
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BATHROOM ACCESSORIES

new
01 HJÄLMAREN towel hanger/shelf €24
Painted finish and powder-coated steel.
Designers: T. Christensen/K. Legaard.
58.6×12.5, H12.8cm. White. 302.275.92
02 GRUNDTAL towel holder with 4 bars €12
Swivels fully to left or right.
Stainless steel. 46×25cm. 600.478.96
03 ENUDDEN hanger for door €6.25 To be
hung over the top edge of a door to utilise
the door space. Powder-coated steel.
Designer: Inma Bermudez. 35×8.0, H13.2cm.
White. 302.037.94
04 LILLHOLMEN toothbrush holder €7.25
Clear lacquered stainless steel.
Designer: Cecilia Stööp. H18cm 700.741.82
05 HJÄLMAREN towel rack with 2 hooks €5
Painted finish and powder-coated steel.
Designers: T. Christensen/K. Legaard.
18.7×6.4, H7.5cm. White. 902.275.94
06 SÄVERN double hooks €5.25/ea Concealed
mounting fittings. Chrome-plated zinc.
Designer: Richard Clack. D6cm. 201.626.66
07 LILLHOLMEN towel holders €7/ea
Stainless steel. Designer: Cecilia Stööp.
14.5×12.5cm. 501.493.86
08 GRUNDTAL towel hanger or shelf €21
Stainless steel. 80×28cm. 300.492.79
09 ENUDDEN towel rack €4.25 Powder-coated
steel. Designer: Inma Bermudez.
27×3.6, H5cm. White. 802.037.96
10 MOGDEN wall shelf with 5 hooks €30
Stainless steel. Designers: S. Fager/
E. Strandmark. 57×11, H22cm. 401.976.36
11 LILLÅNGEN hangers for door €2.50/2pk
Stainless steel. Designer: Inma Bermudez.
1.5×4.5, H8.3cm. 101.976.71
12 LILLHOLMEN hooks €10/2pk
Concealed mounting fittings. Clear lacquer
stainless steel. Designer: Cecilia Stööp.
H16cm. 401.493.96

HJÄLMAREN
towel hanger/shelf

24

€
Shelf and hanger in one.
The best of both worlds
for your bathroom.

08

01
GRUNDTAL
towel hanger/shelf

21

€
02

ENUDDEN
hanger for door

03

6.25

€

09
10

Hang up everyone’s towel
without drilling a single hole.

04

05

11
06

07

12

These smart little hangers can
be mounted on cabinet doors
without using screws.
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BATHROOM SINKS & STORAGE

01 LILLÅNGEN mirror €35 Mirror glass and
foiled finish. Designer: Inma Bermudez.
60×11, H78cm. White. 502.049.43
02 GODMORGON mirror €30 Fittings are
adjustable in depth, give space for lighting
cords. Glass. 80×96cm. 101.821.65
03 LILLÅNGEN washbasin cabinet with
2 doors €140 Shallow washbasin cabinet ;
ideal for small bathooms. 2 towel hangers
included. Foil finish and porcelain.
63×27, H93cm. 698.940.64
04 GODMORGON/EDEBOVIKEN wash-stand
with 2 drawers €325 High-gloss foil
ﬁnish and crushed marble. 82×49, H64cm.
199.033.63 Free 10-year guarantee.
Read more on page 310.
05 BOLMEN stool €6.25 Glide protection on
underside for the stool to stand steady.
Polypropylene plastic. 33×23, H31cm.
White/black. 801.595.19
06 FULLEN mirror with shelf €10 Glass and
tempered glass. 50×14, H60cm. 601.890.27
07 new HEMNES mirror cabinet €190
1 fixed shelf and 4 adjustable shelves
included. Stained, solid pine and mirror glass.
Designers: T. Christensen/K. Legaard.
49×31, H200cm. Black-brown. 902.176.70
Also available in white.
Your one stop, smart-storage depot.
08 new HEMNES mirror cabinet with
2 doors €180 6 adjustable shelves included.
Stained, solid pine and mirror glass.
Designers: T Christensen/K Legaard.
103×16, H98cm. 402.176.82
Also available in white.
09 OLSKÄR mixer tap €25 Chrome-plated
brass. L28cm, H8cm. 202.190.31
10 IREVIKEN wash-basin €35 Porcelain.
53×40cm. White. 202.237.16
11 FULLEN wash-basin base cabinet with
2 doors €20 Legs included. Foil ﬁnish.
60×35, H55cm. 701.890.22
12 new HEMNES/VITVIKEN wash-stand
with 2 drawers €365 Stained, solid pine
and porcelain. Designers: T. Christensen/
K. Legaard/Francis Cayouette. 102×49,
H91cm. 399.030.98 Also available in white.
Mixer taps sold separately.
More bathroom inspiration and planning
guide available on IKEA.ie
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06
07

new

GODMORGON
mirror

30

€

HEMNES
mirror cabinet

180

€

With two sinks it’s easier to avoid
traffic jams in the mornings.

09

10
03
12

04
LILLÅNGEN washbasin
cabinet with 2 doors

140

€

11
FULLEN wash-basin
base cabinet
with 2 doors

20

€

05

BOLMEN
stool

6.25

€

Designed to fit into those
teeny tiny bathrooms.
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LAUNDRY

01 new GRUNDTAL wall drying rack €30
Adjustable width. Adapt to suit your needs.
Drying capacity: 7m. Stainless steel. Max.
load 20kg. 67–120×40, H20cm. 902.192.97
02 new ALGOT combination with rod and
mesh baskets €44 Powder-coated steel.
Designer: Francis Cayouette. 41×60, H170cm.
White. 099.034.86 There are lots of ways
to build your ALGOT system. See them
at the IKEA store
03 BYGEL rail €2.50 Can also be used as a towel
rail. Powder-coated steel. L100cm. 300.726.46
04 BYGEL s-hooks €1/10pk Powder-coated
steel. H7cm. 800.726.44
05 new PORTIS drying rack, wall €17 Drying
capacity: 4m. Powder-coated steel. 63×55cm.
Dark grey. 102.256.45
06 PRESSA hanging dryer with 16 clothes
pegs €5 Polypropylene plastic.
Ø40, H26cm. Assorted colours. 801.896.63
07 GRUNDTAL towel stand €16 Stainless steel.
601.777.60
08 new MULIG drying rack €20 Drying
capacity: 19m. Powder-coated steel.
57×173, H103cm. White. 502.287.55
09 new MULIG drying rack, 3 levels €35
Drying capacity: 28m. Powder-coated steel.
58×99, H152cm. White. 202.196.58
10 new GRUNDTAL wall mounted laundry
bin €23 Easy care, removable and washable
bag. Stainless steel and 100% polyester.
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. Ø31.5, H60cm.
Holds 47L. Black. 702.193.02
11 new MULIG laundry bag with stand €17
Powder-coated steel and 100% polyester.
40×46, H70cm. Holds 65L. White. 802.196.60
12 new PORTIS laundry bin €22 Easy care,
removable and washable bag. Powder-coated
steel and 100% polyester. Ø56, H59cm.
Holds 51L. 302.256.49
13 BAGIS clothes-hangers €1/4pk
Polypropylene plastic. 42×23cm.
Black. 201.970.86
14 BJÄRNUM hook €7 Nickel-plated
aluminium. H9cm. 401.525.91
15 FRAKTA carrier bag, large €0.50 Max. load
25kg. 55×37, H35cm. Holds 71L.
Blue. 172.283.40

01
08

02

new

Adjust the width to ﬁt a small wall,
or handle a large load of laundry.

03

ALGOT
combination

MULIG
drying rack

€

€

09

20

44

Folds up ﬂat to tidy away
against a wall.

04
10

Air out clothes the kids
leave lying around that
don’t actually need
washing yet!

new
11

12

05

The world’s most popular
laundry bag.
06

07
15
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FRAKTA carrier
bag, large

0.50

€
BAGIS
clothes-hangers

1/4pk

€
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CHILDREN

Playing is a serious matter
All children play. Mostly because it’s fun, but also because
they need to. Play is the way children learn about life. Copying
their parents in role-play, being creative with paint and paper,
and ﬁring their imagination with pictures and toys.

05
Standing or sitting on a toy lady bird
filled with air is one way for kids
to develop their balance and motor
skills. And it’s fun, too!

At Children’s IKEA we take playing seriously, and not only for
safety reasons. We believe children are the most important
people in the world. And that they need stimulating, imaginative
things to play with. Like the TORVA collection, for example.
A collection with soft toys that look like fruit and vegetables,
or a story told on a quilt cover, ready for bedtime.
So that children can explore the outside world in a place
where they feel safe and happy. Home.

TROFAST storage
combination

81

€

07

06

KRITTER
children’s chairs

10

€
01

11

09

LILLABO
play mat

12

€

.50

10

/ea

03

02

SPARKA
soft toys

3

€ .75/ea

04

08

01 IKEA PS LÖMSK swivel armchair €56
With the hood pulled down, it’s a secret hidingplace for your child. Plastic and 100% polyester.
59×62, H75cm. Blue/white. 401.002.53
02 LILLABO play mat €10 Latex backing keeps
the rug firmly in place when a child runs/plays
on it. 100×133cm. Green. 201.768.09
03 LILLABO toy vehicles €12/3pk Possible
to create lots of combinations. Solid beech
and plastic. Assorted colours. 401.714.72

04 SPARKA soft toys €3.75/ea Recommended
from birth. 100% polyester. Ø20cm. Assorted
colours. 401.244.09
05 MYSIG bed canopy €10 Gives privacy and
a room-within-a-room feeling, for playing in.
150×80, H80cm. Light blue. 402.038.16
06 TROFAST storage combination €81
Playful and sturdy storage combination.
A place to sit and relax, or to play on.
100×44, H94cm. White/red. 998.474.10

07 SAGOSTEN air element with cover €29
Helps develop a child’s balance and basic
motor skills. Ø71, H30cm. 498.728.50
08 LILLABO 20-piece basic set train €10
Develops fine motor skills and logical thinking.
Recommended for age 3 upwards. 300.643.59
Rail €6/10pk 500.643.58
12-piece train set with bridge and
tunnel €10 601.128.96

09 KRITTER children’s chairs €12.50/ea
Solid rubberwood and polystyrene plastic.
27×29, H53cm. Blue. 001.537.00
10 KRITTER children’s table €25 Solid
rubberwood. 59×50, H50cm. Blue. 401.537.03
11 DUKTIG 10-piece coffee/tea set €10.50
Miniature tea and coffee cups, and café latte
mugs for play. Made of tough stoneware.
Recommended for age 3 upwards.
Multicolour. 901.301.63
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01 TORVA soft toy €8.25 Recommended for
age 1 upwards. 100% polyester. L30cm.
Wild strawberry/red. 501.957.45
02 LEKKAMRAT dolls €10/ea The dolls have
bendable legs so they can sit up nicely.
Fabric: 100% polyester. Filling: polyester
fibre. L46cm. Pink. 201.963.03
Green. 401.962.98 Blue. 801.963.00

03 PYSSLINGAR trunk for toys €15
Foldable, easy to stow away when not in use.
100% polyester. 57×35, H28cm.
Blue. 302.157.68
04 MAMMUT children’s stool €6
Plastic. Easy for the child to carry and
move, easy to clean. Polypropylene plastic.
Ø30, H30cm. Light yellow. 501.766.43

05 LANDET 13-piece farmhouse with animal
set €25.50 Encourages role play. Children
develop social skills by imitating grown-ups
and inventing their own roles. Recommended
for ages from 18 months. 100% polyester.
Designers: A. Huldén/S. Dahlman. 401.746.54
06 LANDET 6-piece vehicle set €10.25
Encourages make-believe play. Recommended
for age 18 months upwards. 100% polyester.
301.838.71

Turns child’s play
into a work of art
It’s a chalkboard on one side and
a whiteboard on the other. Plus, it comes
with a holder for drawing paper.
Great for unleashing the artist within.

All soft toys are good at giving cuddles,
comforting and listening. As a parent,
you can rest assured that they’re thoroughly
tested for safety, too.

02

MÅLA easel Folds ﬂat. Space-saving
when not in use. Can be completed with
MÅLA drawing paper roll. Solid pine and
spruce. 43×62, H118cm. 500.210.76
01

PYSSLINGAR
trunk for toys
03

MAMMUT
children’s
stool

6

€
04

06

When a railway is built across the living
room floor, you can feel happy about all
the fine motor skills and logical thinking
your child is developing when playing.
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€
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€
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BABY

06

01

HENSVIK
combination

09

240

€

Don’t worry, our cribs
(and the materials
they’re made from)
meet the world’s
strictest standards.

Our cribs are impact tested
so your baby can safely
wiggle and jiggle inside.

07
SNIGLAR
cot

€

08

45
04

03

This bunny plays music, perfect
for sensitive little ears. Magic.

ANTILOP highchair
with tray

20

€

05

12

13
LEKA CIRKUS
baby gym

10

30

€

11

02
Easily changes from crib to cot so you
can keep it for at least two years.
01 HENSVIK combination €240 Painted, solid
beech. White Comprises: Wardrobe €85
Deep enough to hold full-sized hangers.
75×48, H169cm. 901.113.91 Cot €65 The bed
base can be placed at two different heights.
66×123, H85cm. 502.083.66 Changing table
/cabinet €90 75×76, H161cm. 298.280.90
02 GULLIVER cot €92 Painted, solid beech.
66×123, H80cm. White. 901.159.97

03 SUNDVIK cot €100 The bed base can be
placed at two different heights. 66×126,
H88cm. Grey-brown. 201.878.79 Come and
feel the quality at the IKEA store.
04 SNIGLAR cot €45 Solid beech. The bed base
can be placed at two different heights.
66×124, H80cm. 001.157.51
05 LEKA CIRKUS baby gym €30 Movement and
colour contrasts stimulate the baby’s eyesight.
Ø90cm. 701.957.30

06 LEKA CIRKUS mobile €8 Movement and
colour contrasts stimulate the baby’s eyesight.
901.957.67
All cots on this page take mattress size
60×120cm. Mattresses and bedlinen are
sold separately.
07 GULLIVER changing table €55
At a comfortable height for mum (or dad!).
82×54, H93cm. White. 701.672.18

08 SUNDVIK changing table €65
At a comfortable height for mum (or dad!).
52×82, H95cm. White. 102.246.60
09 STUVA 5-drawer storage
combination €209 Store, find and display.
With STUVA GRUNDLIG interior fittings
you can easily organise everything.
60×50, H128cm. Grey-brown. 198.936.27

10 LEKA CIRKUS musical boxes €6/ea
Stimulate your baby’s sight, hearing and
sense of touch. 301.957.70
11 VANDRING IGELKOTT squeaky
toys €2/ea The colourful red strawberry
makes a sound when squeezed. Stimulates
your baby´s sight, hearing and sense of touch.
L15cm. 102.160.90

12 ANTILOP high chair with tray €20 Easy
to disassemble and carry. Safety belt
included. Polypropylene plastic and steel.
58×62, H90cm. Silver colour. 798.239.76
13 MATA 4-piece eating set €3.25 Bib with
adjustable neck opening and generous pocket
to catch spills. Suction ring keeps the bowl
in place. Comprises: bib, beaker, bowl and
spoon. Polyethylene plastic/synthetic rubber/
polypropylene. Green. 400.848.61

INFORMATION
If you’ve never been to an IKEA store, welcome to a new experience. Shopping at
IKEA could be a bit different from what you’re used to. Firstly, the parking is free.
Secondly, we have a play area for your kids, where the staff will watch over them
while you’re shopping. And you’ll ﬁnd around 50 rooms to try out, giving you even
more ideas and inspiration to take home with you.
In this section of the IKEA Catalogue, you’ll ﬁnd all the information about opening
hours, locations, services, restaurant offers, our returns policy and IKEA FAMILY.
Put simply, all the things it’s good to know about shopping at IKEA.
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QUALITY GUARANTEE

FREE

FREE

FREE

FREE

FREE
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Guarantee

Year
Guarantee

Year
Guarantee

Year
Guarantee

Year
Guarantee

Products not covered under this guarantee

Not covered under this guarantee

KOMPLEMENT wire basket, KOMPLEMENT box in plastic and textile,
KOMPLEMENT pull-out shelf in transparent plastic, KOMPLEMENT trouser
hanger and KOMPLEMENT shoe organiser.
See also general conditions on page 310.

• Normal wear and tear • Deliberate or negligent damage, damage caused by
failure to observe operating instructions, incorrect installation or by connection
to the wrong voltage, damage caused by chemical or electro-chemical reaction,
rust, corrosion or water damage including but not limited to damage caused by
excessive lime in the water supply, damage caused by abnormal environmental
conditions • Consumable parts including batteries and lamps • Non-functional
and decorative parts which do not affect normal use of the appliance, including
any scratches and possible colour differences • Accidental damage caused by
foreign objects or substances and cleaning or unblocking of ﬁlters, drainage
systems or soap drawers • Damage to the following parts: ceramic glass,
accessories, crockery and cutlery baskets, feed and drainage pipes, seals,
lamps and lamp covers, screens, knobs, casings and parts of casings - unless
such damages can be proved to be due to production faults • Cases where no
fault could be found during a technician’s visit • Repairs not carried out by our
appointed service providers and/or an authorised service contractual partner,
or where non-original parts have been used • Repairs caused by installation
which is faulty or not according to speciﬁcation • The use of the appliance in a
non-domestic environment i.e. professional use • Transportation damages. If
a customer transports the product to their home or other address, IKEA is not
liable for any damage that may occur during transport. However, in the case
of IKEA delivery of the product to the customer’s delivery address, eventual
damage to the product that occurs during this delivery will be covered by IKEA
(but not under this guarantee). For claims under this last particular condition,
the customer should contact IKEA Customer Service at IKEA.ie • Cost for
carrying out the initial installation of the IKEA appliance. These restrictions do
not apply to work carried out by a qualiﬁed specialist using our original parts
in order to adapt the appliance to the technical safety speciﬁcations of another
EU country.
See also general conditions on page 310.

FAKTUM kitchen system
25 YEARS Guarantee

General conditions
for all guarantees
What is Guaranteed?

General legal rights:

The extent of the guarantee given for each product is described alongside each
product below. For each guarantee, the exceptions are speciﬁed under the
heading: “Not covered under this guarantee”.

Each guarantee gives you speciﬁc legal rights. The guarantee is provided to you
free of charge and in addition to the rights given to you by law. It does not, in
any way, affect the rights given to you by law. Items excluded from the IKEA
free extended guarantees will still be covered by the rights given to you by law.

Duration of Guarantee
Each guarantee lasts for the number of years stated against
each product below, starting from the date of purchase (or date of delivery by
IKEA if later).

What will IKEA do to correct the problem?
IKEA will examine the product and decide if it’s covered under the guarantee.
IKEA will then, at its choice, either repair the defective product or replace
it with the same or a comparable product. In these cases, IKEA will be
responsible for the cost of repairs, spare parts, labour and travel for IKEA
repair staff or service engineers, provided that the product is accessible for
repair without IKEA incurring additional expenditure to gain access. This will
not apply in cases where repair work has not been authorised by IKEA. Any
defective parts removed in the course of repair works will become the property
of IKEA. If the item is no longer sold by IKEA, IKEA will provide an appropriate
replacement. IKEA will decide, at its discretion, what will constitute an
appropriate replacement.

Conditions for the guarantees
The guarantees are valid from the date of purchase at IKEA (or delivery by
IKEA if later). The original purchase receipt (or email conﬁrmation if ordered
online) is required as proof of purchase.

Exclusions
The guarantees do not apply to products that have been stored or assembled
incorrectly, used inappropriately, abused, misused, altered, or cleaned using
incorrect cleaning methods or cleaning products, (see “Care instructions”). The
guarantees do not cover normal wear and tear, cuts or scratches, or damage
caused by impacts or accidents. The guarantees do not apply if products have
been placed outdoors or in a humid environment or if the products have been
used for non-domestic purposes (unless otherwise stated). The guarantees do
not cover consequential or incidental damage suffered by any person.
The guarantees are for the beneﬁt of the original purchaser of the product. For
details, see the guarantee conditions and description for every product.

Care instructions
To be able to beneﬁt from these guarantees, you must follow the speciﬁc care
instructions for every product. You will ﬁnd all care instructions in the IKEA
stores and on the IKEA web site: IKEA.ie

How to reach us if you need service:
Contact your local IKEA store. You will ﬁnd the address and phone number
on page 316 in the IKEA catalogue or at IKEA.ie Save your sales receipt or
email conﬁrmation as proof of purchase. Proof of purchase is required for the
guarantees to be valid.

To ﬁnd out more pick up the EVERYDAY QUALITY folders in your
local store

SULTAN

25 YEARS Guarantee
What is covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee covers defects in materials and workmanship in the following
components of the SULTAN mattresses and/or bed bases described above:
• Wooden frame and springs in wooden base sprung mattresses. • Springs in
reversible sprung mattresses • Foam core in foam mattresses • Latex core
in latex mattresses • Wooden frame and slats in slatted bed bases • Electric
motor in electrically operated beds (covered by 5-year guarantee only). It
applies to domestic use only.

Products not covered under this guarantee
All mattress pads: SULTAN TOLG, SULTAN TRANDAL, SULTAN TÅRSTAD,
SULTAN TJÖME, SULTAN TVEIT, SULTAN TAFJORD. Slatted bed base SULTAN
LADE. Children’s mattresses SULTAN DRÖMMA, SULTAN SNARKA, SULTAN
BLUNDA, SULTAN SUSSA, SULTAN SOVA. Children’s mattress pad SULTAN
SLUMRA. See also general conditions.

PAX/KOMPLEMENT
10 YEARS Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee covers defects in materials and workmanship in the following
components of the PAX/KOMPLEMENT wardrobes and interior ﬁttings
described: • Frames • Doors • Hinges • Sliding door mechanism • Drawer
gliders • Shelves and clothes rails. It applies to domestic use only.

What products are covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee covers all of the following parts of the FAKTUM kitchen system:
• Cabinet frames • Fronts • INTEGRAL hinges • RATIONELL fully-extending
drawers • RATIONELL shelves in tempered glass and melamine • RATIONELL
wire baskets • Plinths • Legs • Cover panels • Deco strips/mouldings
• Worktops that are at least 3.8cm thick • Sinks • PERFEKT shelf and wine shelf
• RATIONELL base trays for base cabinets • RATIONELL under-oven drawers
• RATIONELL ﬂoor-level drawers • RATIONELL dish drainers for wall cabinets.

Products not covered under this guarantee
Knobs, handles and worktops that are less than 3.8cm thick.
See also general conditions on page 310

Freestanding kitchens
What products are covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee covers defects in materials and workmanship on all the parts in
the VÄRDE free-standing kitchen range.

Products not covered under this guarantee
VÄRDE knobs and handles, appliances (separate guarantee applies see below),
mixer taps, shelves and wall shelves in solid wood are not covered under this
guarantee. See also general conditions on page 310

FYNDIG kitchen system
FYNDIG is not covered by this guarantee.

APPLIANCES

2 TO 5-YEAR GUARANTEE
What is covered under this guarantee?
The guarantee covers faults in the appliance, which have been caused by
faulty construction or material faults, from the date of purchase from IKEA
or delivery by IKEA if later. This guarantee applies to domestic use only.
The exceptions are speciﬁed under the heading: “Not covered under this
guarantee”. Within the guarantee period, the cost of remedying the fault e.g.
repairs, parts, labour and travel for the IKEA engineer or service provider, will
be covered, provided that the appliance is accessible for repair without special
expenditure. Defective parts become the property of IKEA.

How long is the guarantee valid?
This guarantee is valid for 5 years from the original date of purchase of the
IKEA appliance from IKEA, or delivery by IKEA if later. LAGAN appliances have
a 2-year guarantee valid from the original date of purchase, or delivery by IKEA
if later. If service work is carried out during the guarantee period, this will not
extend the guarantee period for the appliance, or the new parts.

Which appliances are covered under this guarantee?
The 5-year guarantee is valid for all IKEA appliances, except LAGAN appliances,
which have a 2-year guarantee.

Not covered under this guarantee
All appliances purchased from IKEA before 1st of August 2007.

Who will execute the service?
The IKEA service provider will provide the service through its own service
operations or authorised service partner network.

KITCHEN MIXER TAPS
10 YEARS Guarantee

What is covered under this guarantee?
The 10-year guarantee is valid for all kitchen mixer taps at IKEA, except
LAGAN kitchen mixer tap. This guarantee covers defects in materials and
workmanship. This guarantee applies to taps put to domestic use only.

Not covered under this guarantee
This guarantee does not apply if the products have been used
in a corrosive environment. See also general conditions on page 310.

FAVORIT POTS AND PANS
25 YEARS Guarantee

Valid for all pots and pans without non-stick coating.

FAVORIT cookware set

10 and 25 YEARS Guarantee
The 10-year guarantee is valid for FAVORIT cookware with non-stick coating.
The 25-year guarantee is valid for FAVORIT cookware without non-stick
coating.

What is covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee covers function, materials and workmanship in all cookware
in the above listed range. The guarantee covers: • Stability of the base.
• Washing in a domestic dishwasher (with the exception of non-stick coated
items or items made of cast iron which we recommend should be washed by
hand) • Non-stick properties on non-stick “pans”.

What is not covered under this guarantee?

This guarantee does not cover changes in the appearance of the cookware,
unless they have a signiﬁcant effect on function. See also general conditions
on page 310.
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QUALITY GUARANTEE

IKEA 365+ pots and pans

GODMORGON

What’s in the kitchen price?

15-YEARS Guarantee

10-YEARS Guarantee

Valid for all pots & pans without non stick coating

What is covered under this guarantee?

The ﬂoor plan price is the exact price of
the presented kitchen. The total kitchen
price includes cabinets, fronts, worktops, interior ﬁttings, hinges, sinks, taps,
coverpanels, decostrips/mouldings, legs,
plinths and knobs/handles. Your choice of
appliances and lighting are sold separately. All kitchens except HÄRLIG kitchen also
include soft-closing drawer dampers.

5-YEARS Guarantee
Valid for all pots & pans with non-stick coating.

What is covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee covers function, materials and workmanship in all cookware in the
above listed range. The guarantee covers: • Stability of the base. • Washing in a
domestic dishwasher (with the exception of non-stick coated items or items made of
cast iron which we recommend should be washed by hand. • Non-stick properties on
non-stick “pans”.

What is not covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee does not cover changes in the appearance of the cookware,
unless they have a signiﬁcant effect on function. See also general conditions

on page 310.

KITCHEN MIXER TAPS
10-YEARS Guarantee
What is covered under this guarantee?
The 10-year guarantee is valid for all kitchen mixer taps at IKEA, except
LAGAN kitchen mixer tap. This guarantee covers defects in materials and
workmanship. This guarantee applies to taps put to domestic use only.

Not covered under this guarantee
This guarantee does not apply if the products have been used
in a corrosive environment. See also general conditions on page 310.

SLITBAR
25-YEARS Guarantee
Valid for all knives in the range.

GYNNSAM, IKEA 365+ GNISTRA
15-YEARS Guarantee
Valid for all knives in the ranges.

What is covered under this guarantee?
This guarantee covers function, materials and workmanship for all knives in
the above listed ranges. This means that, in normal domestic use and provided
that our care instructions are followed, the knives will still work as well as they
did when they were new, even after the guarantee time has expired. In this
instance, normal use is deﬁned as use (for cutting of food only) and cleaning
the knife by hand after each use, and regular sharpening. The guarantee
covers: • Sharpness of the knife. The knife will be sharp when you buy it and
with regular sharpening using an appropriate method, you will be able to keep
it sharp so it can function properly, every day. The knife blade is made of a
steel that is hardened so that it is possible to sharpen the knife to original
sharpness any time during the guarantee period. • Durable handle. The handle
of the knife should not crack, break or come loose from the blade leaving the
knife unusable. • That there will not be any corrosion of the knife blade.

Products not covered under this guarantee
The following products in the SLITBAR range are not covered under this
guarantee: • SLITBAR carving fork (part of a set with carving fork and carving
knife) • SLITBAR sharpening steel 25-diamond coated/stainless steel/dark
brown. See also general conditions on page 310.

This guarantee covers defects in materials and workmanship in the following
furniture, washbasins, interior ﬁttings and water trap • GODMORGON furniture
• GODMORGON legs • ODENSVIK, VITVIKEN, BRÅVIKEN, BREDVIKEN
NORRVIKEN washbasins and the water trap included.
Applies to domestic use only.

BATHROOM MIXER TAPS
10-YEARS Guarantee
What is covered under this guarantee?
The 10-year guarantee is valid for all bathroom mixer taps at IKEA. This
guarantee covers defects in materials and workmanship. Applies to domestic
use only.
Not covered under this guarantee
This guarantee does not apply if the products have been used in a corrosive
environment. • Aerator – expandable item in the washbasin mixer taps.
This guarantee does not apply if the products have been used in a corrosive
environment.

Products not covered under this guarantee
• Aerator – expandable item in the washbasin mixer taps. This guarantee does
not apply if the products have been used in a corrosive environment. See also
general conditions on page 310.

TUNDRA, PRÄRIE
10-YEARS Guarantee
What is covered under this guarantee?
We guarantee that in normal use the ﬂooring will not wear through, not fade
from sunlight and not stain permanently. This guarantee is to the beneﬁt of the
original purchaser of the product. It is not transferable.
TUNDRA and PRÄRIE ﬂooring complies with User Class 31 of EN 13329 which
means it is suitable for use in all rooms in a home, except for rooms such as
bathrooms, damp cellars and basement and rooms with a ﬂoor drain. It is also
suitable for light commercial use, such as ﬂooring with light wear in small
ofﬁces and meeting places - not in shops. See also general conditions on
page 310.

GOLV
10-YEARS Guarantee
What is covered under this guarantee?
We guarantee that in normal use the ﬂooring will not wear through, not fade
from sunlight and not stain permanently. This guarantee is to the beneﬁt of the
original purchaser of the product. It is not transferable.
GOLV ﬂooring complies with User Class 32 of EN 13329 which means it is
suitable for use in all rooms in a home, except for rooms such as bathrooms,
damp cellars and basements and rooms with a ﬂoor drain. It is also suitable for
moderate commercial use, such as ﬂooring with moderate wear in classrooms,
small ofﬁces, boutiques and hotels.

9.5m²

Price guarantee
Catalogue prices are valid until 21 July 2013. All delivery
services are charged separately, and are not included in
catalogue prices. PLEASE NOTE: We reserve the right to adjust
our prices according to any alteration in the level of VAT or
any other changes beyond our reasonable control, e.g. major
currency ﬂuctuations. Every effort is made to ensure that the
information in this catalogue is correct at the time of going to
print. We apologise for any alteration to products or product
ranges that may be made during the life of the catalogue. Please
also note that some articles may vary in size and colour shown
in this catalogue.
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WELCOME TO THE STORE

Welcome to your IKEA store

Lots of products, lots of inspiration

Bring the kids

Take things home right away

Enjoy a bite to eat

You’ll ﬁnd a wide variety of home furnishings and
accessories at your IKEA store – even more than in
the catalogue. Get inspiration from complete room
sets in real-life settings. We have many different
styles to suit your home and the way you live.

While you shop, your kids can have fun at Småland*,
our free supervised play area. Or, if they prefer
to come shopping with you, there are play
opportunities throughout the store. Either way,
they’re sure to have a fun trip to IKEA with you.

At the IKEA store you can pick up most of our
products yourself from the self serve area and take
them home the same day. If you prefer, you can
also have them picked and delivered for you. (See
page 318 for more information on our services).

Every IKEA store has a restaurant where you can
relax and enjoy a choice of starters, main courses
(including our famous Swedish meatballs and a
vegetarian option) & desserts, or simply a cup of
coffee or tea.

*Terms and conditions apply.
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LOCATIONS

We’re ready whenever you are!
There are different ways for you to reach us: a visit to your local IKEA store,
via our web site or by phone.

WEEE want your waste batteries
and more
IKEA believes that it should have an overall positive impact on people and the environment.
We implement speciﬁc actions in our business to reduce the environmental impact of our operations.
This includes ensuring proper recycling of our waste but also the taking back of packaging & WEEE
items from the general public. IKEA Dublin currently has a monthly recycle rate of 90% and is moving
towards a zero waste to landﬁll operation.

What is WEEE, battery and accumulators

What will IKEA do?

regulation?

To fulﬁl these obligations IKEA Dublin offer the

The WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic

following services free of charge:

Equipment) & Battery Regulations means importers

• Collection for waste batteries and low energy

and manufacturers of electrical, electronic, batteries

bulbs (CFLs) in our customer services department

or accumulators are obliged to ﬁnance the collection

(no purchase necessary).

and recycling of household WEEE and waste

• WEEE items can be dropped off at the store during

batteries in Ireland.

opening hours – ask in store for details. WEEE items
can be returned on a 'like for like, one for one' basis,

IKEA.ie

Contact Us

Visit us online at IKEA.ie. You can
access product details, check stock
availability, store directions, opening
hours, and much more.

You will ﬁnd answers to the most
frequently asked questions on the
Customer Relations web page or you
can ask our online assistant Ask Anna.
If you still need to contact us give us
a call or let’s chat on the web.

Store Address
DUBLIN
St Margarets Road
Ballymun, Dublin D11
Phone 1890 987 938
IKEA.ie/dublin

How does it work?

this means if you purchase a microwave you can

WEEE covers any household appliance with a plug or

return it to us free of charge within 15 days of

a battery. Along with waste batteries (i.e AAA, AA),

purchase.

WEEE must not be discarded in a normal rubbish bin

• We will pick up any large household appliances

or worse still dumped illegally as they may contain

free of charge on a like for like sales basis. Please

chemicals and metals that could cause harm to

see our web site or in store for terms and conditions.

human health and the environment if not managed

• If the product is not ready when we deliver, you

properly. The crossed out wheelie bin on all appli-

can still return it free of charge within 30 (thirty)

ances and batteries is to remind us not to put them

days from the date of purchase.

in the rubbish bin but to separate them for recycling.

• Terms and conditions apply on the collection of
old WEEE products and the delivery of new WEEE

How is all that paid for?

products, ask in store for details.

Prices of electrical items include a contribution to

• Want to know more about IKEA and the environ-

the producer recycling fund (PRF) to ensure these

ment, visit IKEA.ie or see in store for details.

items are managed in a sustainable way at the end
of their useful lives. Where applicable these PRFs are
shown visibly to the consumer on the price of new
equipment. You will see this on all relevant products
in IKEA.

It's free to recycle!
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SERVICES

You can do it all yourself,
but you don’t have to!
Home Delivery Service
Most IKEA products are ﬂat-packed and
designed in such a way that they are easy
for you to take home yourself. However,
we can arrange home delivery for you at
a great price. Please speak to a member
of staff for full terms and conditions.

Kitchen Installation

Picking and
Delivery Service
If you’d like some more detail
about IKEA services, check at your
local store or online.
IKEA.ie

If you love to get home furnishing inspiration in our
stores and love our furniture products but are not
so keen on fetching them from the shelves yourself,
then why not leave the picking and the delivery to
us. Just order and go!*.
* Applies to furniture items only. Ask in store for more details.

Our FIRA Gold certiﬁed & IKEA
coordinated kitchen installation
service can save you valuable time,
especially when it comes to the trickier
jobs like ﬁtting sinks, taps, worktops
and appliances. We offer a range of
installation options that can be tailored
to suit your needs, all at a great price.
Our installation service comes with a
free 3-year workmanship guarantee.
Our kitchen installation service includes:
A pre-installation visit to ensure
measurement and order accuracy. For
more information please see in store.

Assembly Service
Most IKEA products are designed
in such a way that they can easily
be assembled by the customer.
That way, you get the very best
value. However, if you prefer, you
can leave the assembly of your
purchase to our professional,
independent partners in your area
for a competitive price. This service
includes free 1-year workmanship
guarantee, and disposal of
packaging in an environmentally
friendly way.
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES

We want your old furniture!
Want to buy a new bed, mattress, sofa or
appliance but not sure what to do with the old
one(s)? From €25 we can take these items away
for you when we deliver your order and ensure
they are re-used for charity or responsibly
recycled. Terms & conditions apply.

Additional Services
Whether you need a hand planning your dream or just
some extra help buying it, here’s a selection of other
services available.
Kitchen Planning Service
You can plan your new IKEA kitchen by yourself,
but if you prefer, a kitchen expert can come to your
home and plan your new kitchen with you. During
the appointment, they will take accurate room
measurements and consider how you like to use
your kitchen in the space you have, so that they
can help you to plan the perfect kitchen to suit
your everyday needs.

Additional planning resources
You can pick up detailed product guides and
brochures at the store or download them online.
There’s a host of inspiration and information about
kitchens, mattresses and wardrobes.

Online planning tools
Be your own designer with the help of our free 3D
home planner tools. Our easy-to-use software can
help you explore different layouts, and choose
colours and products before you come to the store.

IKEA Business
IKEA offers a range of services to business
professionals, companies and organisations.
Whatever your workplace, we can help provide
the ideal environment to suit your style and
requirements. For further information on the
services available, check at your local IKEA
store or visit IKEA.ie/services
For inspiration and ideas on business solutions
go to IKEA.ie/business

Seemed like a good idea at the time ?
No-nonsense returns policy
You’re free to change your mind. Return unused items in
their original packaging within 90 days, together with your
till receipt, for a full refund*. This policy is in addition to
your statutory rights. Your local IKEA store reserves the
right to refuse a refund and offer an exchange or IKEA gift
card only, if the return criteria are not met.
* Refunds will be to the same method of payment as your original payment.
Our 90-day returns policy does not apply to custom-made worktops.

Mattress returns policy
Try it at home for 90 days.....Love it for 25 years.*
It takes time for you and your new mattress to get used
to each other. That’s why we give you 90 days to be sure
you’re compatible. If the chemistry isn’t right, simply come
back and choose another mattress*. When you’ve found
your perfect match, you can sleep easy for years to come
with our free 25-year guarantee.
*See IKEA.ie or in store for full terms & conditions.

Cancellation Policy
Orders for worktops made to speciﬁcation, once conﬁrmed,
cannot be cancelled at any time. This policy is in addition to
your statutory rights.

At IKEA, things just
keep getting better
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FAMILY

®

Get more with IKEA FAMILY

Index

Inspiration, offers and exclusive rewards. Join for free today
Accessories .....................252-259
Appliances (kitchen) ............... 232
Armchairs .............................. 170
Art ........................................ 258

Ideas for real-life living
We care about how you live. So we love
giving you inspiration that ﬁts perfectly
into your life at home. As a member
you’ll get emails and post ﬁlled with
more ideas. Rewards and more
access to everything that makes you
smile about IKEA.

Be the ﬁrst to know what’s new
Our members-only emails, events and workshops are ﬁlled with offers, fun and ideas
to spark your creativity. So join today…and
prepare to be inspired!

Baby toys ........................302-305
Basement/garage storage ....... 050
Baskets ................................. 200
Bathroom ........................082-093
Bathroom accessories ............. 296
Bathroom organisers .............. 296
Bathroom textiles ................... 294
Bed frames ......................278-281
Bedroom......................... 054-079
Bedside tables/chests ............. 264
Bed textiles......................288-291
Blinds .................................... 176
Bookcases .......................196-199
Boxes .................................... 200
Candle holders .................252-255
Candles ...........................252-255
Ceiling lamps .................. 208, 214
Chairs (dining)........................ 218
Chairs (ofﬁce) ........................ 204
Chests of drawers................... 264
Children’s IKEA ................302-307
Clothes storage systems ...268-275
Coat and hat stands/racks....... 266
Coffee tables.......................... 172
Cooking ...........................094-115
Cots ...................................... 306
Crockery..........................228-231
Curtains .......................... 176-179
Cushions..........................238-251

Save in store
From free teas and coffees to exclusive
members-only prices, you’ll ﬁnd IKEA FAMILY
offers all over the store. And that’s on top of
25% off the entire IKEA FAMILY range.
Just bring your card each time you visit and
swipe yourself some savings.

Decoration .......................252-259
Desks .................................... 202
Desk accessories .................... 200
Desk chairs ............................ 204
Desk lamps ............................ 212
Dining ............................. 116-127
Dining chairs .......................... 218
Drawer units .......................... 264
Drop-leaf tables ..................... 216
Duvet covers ....................288-291
Duvets .................................. 286
DVD/Audio storage ........... 190-195
Eating .............................222-227
Entrance/Hall furnishings ........ 046
Fabrics .................................. 180
Floor lamps ......................208-211
Food storage .......................... 234
Footstools .............................. 166
Frames/pictures ..................... 258

Join IKEA FAMILY for free at your local store or online
at IKEA.ie. And be sure to bring your card each time
you come and see us!

Garage/basement storage....... 050
Glass-door cabinets.11, 32, 197, 199
Glasses............................222-227

Hall/entrance furnishings ........ 046
Hat and coat stands/racks ....... 046
High chairs...................... 120, 307
Home entertainment......... 190-195
Home ofﬁce furniture ........ 202-205
Home organisation ...200, 266, 300
Kitchen............................094-115
Kitchen integrated lighting ...... 105
Kitchen services ..................... 052
Kitchenware .....................228-231
Lamps/shades........................ 006
Laundry storage/organisers..... 300
Leather sofas ......................... 166
Lighting ...........................208-215
Living room seating .......... 162-171
Mattresses/pads ..............282-285
Media furniture................. 190-195
Metre fabrics .......................... 180
Mirrors .................................. 260
Ofﬁce furniture ................202-205
Organising .......................... 22-51
Pendant lamps ................ 208, 214
Photo frames ......................... 258
Pictures/frames...................... 258
Pillowcases ......................288-291
Pillows ................................... 286
Plants and pots ...................... 256
Plates ..............................222-227
Play furniture ...................302-305
Pots ................................228-231
Quilt covers .....................288-291
Quilts .................................... 286
Rail systems .......................... 176
Reading lamps........................ 212
Recliners ............................... 170
Re-cycling solutions ................ 104
Rugs................................ 182-185
Saucepans .......................228-231
Shades (lamps) ...................... 006
Sheets ................................... 290
Shelving units ............ 28, 196-199
Shoe racks/cabinets ............... 266
Shoe organisers ..................... 266
Shower curtains ..................... 294
Sinks (bathroom) ................... 298
Small organisers ............. 114, 200
Sofa-beds .............................. 168
Sofas............................... 162-171
Stools .................................... 218
Storage units ...................188-199
Swivel chairs (work)................ 204

Table lamps ........................... 312
Tables ................................... 216
Tableware ........................222-227
Throws ............................238-251
Towels ................................... 295
Toys ................................302-305
Toy storage ............... 34, 303, 304
TV solutions .....................190-195
Utensils (kitchen) .............228-231
Utility room storage ................ 050
Vases ..............................252-255
Video/audio storage .......... 190-195
Wall decoration ...................... 258
Wall lighting .................... 208, 214
Wardrobes .......................268-275
Washbasins/stands ................. 298
Waste sorting solutions ........... 104
Work chairs............................ 204
Working ...........................128-137
IKEA Information
Finance.................................. 320
Gift card ................................ 321
IKEA Business ........................ 320
IKEA Family ........................... 322
Store addresses ..................... 317
Quality guarantees ................. 310
Restaurant ............................. 324
Returns policy ........................ 320
Services ..........................318-321
Shopping at the IKEA store ..... 314
WEEE information.....................317
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FOOD AT IKEA
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At the IKEA Restaurant you can enjoy a light snack,
a full-course meal, or simply a cup of coffee. We have
family-friendly seating, a special children’s menu
(including baby food) and a play area.
You’ll always ﬁnd freshly made meals at low prices,
including organic and vegetarian options. At the restaurant
we’re committed to sourcing food from sustainable farms
and ﬁsheries. We work hard to ensure that the food we
serve is grown in the most environmentally responsible
way so that we can offer you food you can trust.
*All coffee sold at the IKEA restaurant is UTZ Certified –
produced with care for people and the environment.

THE END
MARKS A NEW
BEGINNING
This is the end of the catalogue but the very beginning of how you can bring
new life to your home. Throughout the year you’ll ﬁnd new interesting designs
in furniture and home furnishings from IKEA. Keep yourself updated on all news
and seasonal products arriving at IKEA.ie and in your IKEA store. Welcome!

IKEA PS 2012
3-seat sofa

745

€

See page 149
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AND BRING YOUR
HOME TO LIFE.

